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perspectives on the constitution
origins development philosophy

and contemporary applications

thomas B mcaffee

it is fitting that BYU studies should publish a special issue on the
united states constitution in connection with the nations bicentennial
celebration As a group latter day saints are part of a perhaps
increasingly small minority that continues to see the hand of divinity in
the founding of this nation and the coming forth of the constitution this
fact not only suggests that the constitutions bicentennial should be
observed at brigham young university but that it ought to be observed
in a way that takes the document seriously not merely as a symbol of the
nation but also as an instrument that seeks to ensure effective government
while preserving human rights and the rule of law

in the effort to take the constitution seriously in 1987 our
solicitation for this issue was deliberately cast broadly we sought the
widest range of thoughtful perspectives on the constitution by
individuals whose scholarly interests tied into the constitution and this
effort yielded essays and articles that range from the origins of the
constitution to the most controversial issues of the present day within
this range of methods and disciplines however there is significant unity
of purpose every author whether explicitly or implicitly offers us a
perspective on the nature of our constitutional system and insight that
may contribute to our own attempts to confront competing conceptions
of its central elements

ask typical american students about the intellectual origins of the
constitution and based on their exposure to the materials in under-
graduate courses in history political science or philosophy many would
mention social contract political theory and most of those would
associate that theory with the writings of john locke lynn D wardles
the constitution as covenant conconfirmsfinns the centrality of social contract

theory to understanding the constitution while providing the reader with
an understanding of the origins of this kind of political thought in the
covenant theology that dominated american colonial religion
thomas B mcaffee is a professor of law at the southern illinois university carbondale
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in fairness the theological origins of the social compact view of
government are generally mentioned in undergraduate texts that treat the
origins of the constitution the real problem in addition to the
compressed nature of the treatment required in light of the scope of such
courses is that we tend to see the constitution through the filter of an
increasingly secular society that confronts religion awkwardly in almost
every context obviously the theoretical writing of john locke is the
most convenient starting point for discussion of modemmodern mainly secular
theories of individual rights but if what is learned is more important than
what is taught the religious underpinnings of a good deal of our
constitutional thought is given short shrift in the teaching of constitu-
tional history just as it is in teaching the modemmodern civil rights movement
and other subjects as well

the most suprising revelation in wardles treatment is the
powerful influence of the clergy and their decidedly religious views
rooted in covenant theology right down to and including the years of the
nations founding the reader will also be surprised to discover the range
anddepthand depth of the influence of covenant theology on the basic assumptions
about government that animated the framers at the very least these
materials strongly suggest that the framers of our constitutional system
would have been startled by the modernmodem suggestions that uniquely
religious perspectives on public questions should be viewed with
suspicion or even with constitutional doubt when those perspectives
influence law or policy

perhaps the most important development inin modemmodern historiography
of the founding period is the renewal of emphasis on the theme of
republican virtue and its importance in preserving republican forms of
government wardle links this preoccupation with republican virtue with
covenant theology in ways that are likely to ignite sparks of recognition
in those familiar with the book of mormonscormonsMormons promises concerning this
land and its explicit linkage of righteousness and freedom the far
ranging connections between the founding generations thinking about
public virtue and constitutional government are explored in depth by
richard vetterli and gary bryner in public virtue and the roots of
americamericanan government vetterli and bryner develop the connections
between republican thought and the concept of public virtue with a
number of the central issues confronting the founders an important
issue for example is the extent to which madison and other key figures
abandoned reliance on public virtue as the key to republican government
in favor of institutional safeguards designed to set the self interested
actions of individuals and groups against each other to the ends of
avoiding tyranny and generating something approaching the common
good vetterli and bryner develop the case for the view that madisonsmatisonsMadisons
defense of the concept of an extended republic which may have been his
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most original contribution to the theory of government sought both to
promote and supplement the possibility of public virtue

in short our constitutional system may not rest wholly on either
classical republicanism or on some variation of interest group pluralism
madisonsmatisonsMadisons argument was that the federal system would both promote
selection of men of virtue and provide a check against the tendencies
toward faction and oppression similar analysis sheds light on the
balanced assessment of human nature that animated the founders
reliance on separation of powers and checks and balances within the
national government vetterli and bryner demonstrate that a proper
understanding of the evolving concept of public virtue sheds light on the
entire constitutional design as well as on such ancillary questions as the
extent to which the constitution represented a new synthesis that rejected
republicanism in favor of an emerging liberal conception of govern-
ment

the modemmodern tendency to see the constitution almost exclusively as
an embodiment of eighteenth century political philosophy and perhaps
in particular of the political liberalism of john locke receives another
sort of critique in mel bradfordsbradfordtBradfords the best constitution in existence
the influence of the british example on the framers of our fundamental
law bradford traces the extent to which the founders looked primarily
to the traditions they saw embodied in great britainabritainsBritains unwritten
constitution right down to a number of the specific rights set forth in the
bill of rights that was added to the constitution drafted in philadelphia
for bradford this preference for the lessons of experience under the
british constitution overshadowed reliance on philosophical concep-
tions of natural law and justice and represents the more reliable guide to
understanding the 1787 constitution as we seek to give it effect in our
own day

forrest mcdonald observed that the only problem with various
ingredients that contributed to our constitutionalism the commitment
to individual rights and republicanism the sense of history and a
large and largely common storehouse of political theory was that it
was not entirely clear that they were compatible the task of harmonizing
the tensions within these ingredients as well as brokering the conflicting
interests of the nations diverse regions fell upon the delegates from the
states who met in philadelphia in 1787 while the story has been told
before it bears repeating here both for the sense of history and drama it
provides as well as for the light it sheds on the finished product
J D williamss treatment of the great convention the summer of
1787 getting a constitution conveys both the historical drama and the
critical governmental elements it generated in reading this treatment
we experience the tenuous nature of the enterprise of reaching agreement
on the terms of a national compact and learn of crucial compromises that
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saved the effort while being introduced to the critical elements of the
constitutional government agreed upon we also obtain one thoughtful
commentators perspective as to precisely where the miracles
occurred at philadelphia

it is not enough to frame a government dedicated to avoiding
tyranny and protecting individual rights the promise of freedom must
be delivered over an extended period of time the mormonscormons learned this
early as the prophet joseph smith once remarked that the only weakness
he perceived in the constitution was its failure to provide effective means
to compel executive compliance with its mandates another sticking
point of course can be the willingness of the judiciary to defer to the
majoritarianmajoritarian sentiments of the day edwin B firmagesfirmagerFirmages the judicial
campaign against polygamy and the enduring legal questions builds
the case that the judicial deference paid to antipolygamy legislation
represented this sort of abdication of the judicial function to protect the
constitutional rights of individuals this abdication presented itself most
clearly and forcefully as the courts manipulated traditional standards of
notice proof and due process to sustain convictions under vaguely
worded criminal statutes arguably the upholding of traditional rule of
law requirements is among the most important duties ofcourts inasmuch
as substance follows form and the values of fair procedures are among
those most likely to go unappreciated by an aroused public or legislature
firmage also criticizes however the supreme courts restrictive
interpretation of the free exercise of religion guaranteed by the first
amendment

the supreme courts constitutional standard as to free exercise
which has been implicitly rejected as insufficiently protective by the
modem court gave almost no protection to religious conviction as it
moved along the continuum from belief to conduct in failing to confront
the central value of religious freedom or to distinguish truly harmful
conduct from the merely disfavored the court diluted the significance of
the first amendment as a bulwark against the persecution of disfavored
minorities while firmage concludes that there is perhaps not a definitive
answer as to how the modem supreme court would rule on the precise
issue presented in the original polygamy case this treatment of the
historical materials at least demonstrates that individual freedom is not
a meaningful concept if courts are willing to calibrate the scales of
freedom by reference only to the majoritysmajoritys preferences

the monmormonmonnonnon experience squarely raises the issue as to the nature
and justification of the commitment to individual rights embodied in
the constitution for many latter day saints this constitutional
commitment to the sanctity of individual rights may seem anomalous
particularly when it offers protection to conduct or the promulgation of
ideas that run counter to the standards they accept as part of the gospel
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of jesus christ collin mangrum suggests that we might best understand
our individual rights commitment and tradition in terms of liberal
political theory and that in turn we might best understand our religious
commitment to acceptance of diversity through protection of rights as a
reflection of the different roles that government and theology play in our
lives mangrum shows that philosophical liberalism with its emphasis
on tolerance and individual autonomy can be seen as a natural outgrowth
of the reformation and the intellectual justification of religious
tolerance americas tradition of religious dissent and toleration of
religious diversity the growth of religious and philosophical outlooksoutlooks
that emphasized moraimoralmotal freedom and responsibility and enlightenment
perspectives that challenged the authority of traditional religious dogma
all contributed to the acceptance ofnatural rights theory as embodied for
example in the declaration of independence

while acknowledging that liberalismsliberalisms historical connection to the
constitution is controversial mangrum suggests that the history and
structure of our constitutional system is at least harmonious with liberal
theorystheodystheorys emphasis on the moral equality of individuals and the limited
nature of adequate justifications for overriding individual choice
whether the framers were philosophical liberals or not liberalism may
be the most adequate system of thought for explicating the constitutions
clear commitment to individual rights on this view the states role is to
preserve a system of ordered liberty that permits all individuals
including latter day saints to pursue their respective visions of the good
life while permitting others the same privilege

if the constitution reflects or embodies currents of philosophical
thought it is also a system of law indeed as I1 observe in constitutional
interpretation and the american tradition of individual rights it is the
constitutions status as law enforceable in courts as the supreme law of
the land that is perhaps its most important and distinguishing feature
the supreme courts controversial role as the arbiter of constitutional
meaning has prompted an engaging modem debate over whether the
constitutional text does or should constrain authoritative decision
makers some see the modem court as a usurper of constitutional
authority in ignoring the original intentions behind constitutional texts
others see the text as almost infinitely malleable and the notion ofbinding
intent chimerical I1 seek a middle ground that acknowledges the judicial
duty to be bound by the text read in a relevant context but also the
legitimacy and inevitability of a creative judicial role where the
application of constitutional language requires supplementation or calls
for gap filling where the search for meaning has been exhausted

on this view when courts confront the constitutions most
general and vague texts their role in giving them effect becomes largely
a matter of constitutional and therefore political theory a theory that
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individuals bring to the text at least as much as they take from it the
debate over the judicial role in constitutional decision making has
become most pronounced in the boundary between government power
and individual rights indeed in the individual rights context there is
even debate as to whether the source of constitutional law is limited to the
written text of the document we call the constitution this article
contrasts competing views that the constitution is a system of limited
government that implicitly protects all the natural rights that people bring
with them to the social contract whether specified in text or not or
alternatively that the written constitution embodies the social contract
with the implication that rights not reasonably found in the text itself are
not constitutional in nature and may not be enforced by any court

an equally fundamental division contrasts the view that individual
rights form a normative system by which law and culture may be judged
with the conception that rights arise from within human culture and
embody what text history or consensus have established as the basic
claims of individuals collin mangrumsMangrums treatment of philosophical
liberalism is suggestive oftheodtheof the firstviewwhilefirst view whilejvlelMelmeimelbradfordBradfordbradfordsbradfordtBradfordss emphasis
on the framers commitment to british constitutional tradition reflects
the latter conception in many respects this debate over the nature of our
constitutional order parallels the historical debate as to whether the
founding generation was more committed to classical republican ideals
or to liberal political theory

even when we confront the most immediate and pressing
problems of constitutional decision making these fundamental
questions about the nature of the constitution are never far from the
surface bruce C hafenschafens essay bicentennial reflections on the media
and the first ammendmentAmmendment for example combines respectful
reflection on the lords affirmation of the inspiration underlying
protection of freedom of conscience with an analysis of the
constitutions commitment to freedom of speech and press that empha-
sizes their contribution to the public interest in our democratic system of
government in emphasizing this connection hafen sees room for
recognizing rational limits to free speech rights such as the traditional
exclusion of obscenity from free speech protection as well as for the
exercise of restraint by a judiciary charged with enforcing these rights
at risk ofofoverinterpretingoverinterpretingoverinterpreting a brief essay hafenschafens thesis seems comforta-
bly at home within the nonliberalnonliberal legal and political tradition that harks
back to the emphasis on self discipline and public virtue that represents
one strand of our constitutional origins

in one moment please private devotion in the public schools
richard G wilkins takes on one of the vexing areas of modem consti-
tutionaltutional adjudication the proper constitutional relationship between
church and state and the connection between church and state issues and
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religious freedom wilkins concludes that the modem supreme courts
construction of the establishment clause of the first amendment would
flunk any strict historical test that looked to the intentions of the
founders more centrally however he defends the view that the modem
courts establishment clause formulations have not been adequately
linked up with the questions that should dominate church and state
issues the problem ofcoercion of individual right of conscience and the
potential for debilitation of government and religion wilkins concludes
that to interpret the courts tests in the light of these central purposes is
to perceive that schools might properly facilitate private religious
devotion through sponsoring moments of silence because to do so
enhances religious freedom without risking coercion of religious belief
however subtle or mixing the proper functions of church and state

finally christopher L blakesley turns our attention back to the
structure of the constitution and the concept of the rule of law in
terrorism and the constitution in the context of the frighteningly

relevant problem of the growth of international terrorism blakesley
addresses the question of whether traditional constitutional limitations
and indeed the very notion of principled application of law can control
executive conduct in confronting the threat posed by our international
enemies in a dangerous world the affirmative answer developed in his
essay reminds one of st thomas mores famous speech in bolts A man
for all seasons in which he confirms that he would give the devil the
benefit of the laws because they are the source of our protection from the
howling winds of oppression it should be noted that blakesley and I1

were taught constitutional law by the same teacher ed firmage who was
known to cite bolts play alongside the united states reports

if we trample over constitutional and international legal norms to
combat terrrorism we undercut the system that has provided the greatest
amount of personal freedom the world has known blakesley reminds us
of our constitutional heritage and asks us to consider the values that are
most easily left behind in the passion for immediate results in addressing
vexing and serious problems whether or not one concurs in all of
blakesleysBlake sleys particular conclusions such thoughtful consideration of
fundamental questions is what constitutionalism is all about this being
so the readers of this special issue will be better constitutionalists for
having considered the essays contained herein



from an english major teaching law

sometimes I1 wonder if these are real books
and think about the breath and blood and bones
that would have fleshed the issues out before
A little romance couldnt hurt the law
A little ppoetry0etry would do law good
not the poetry of the perfect word
the tightened syntax and the sharpened sight
the law has that

we need the tenderness
the mythos and the suffering and the love
while we dissect words wealthy erudite
to feel the pain in all the world below
around above to see when all the words
will not heal like a touch and share of tears
escape the arguments and quietly
protect the fragile pray conserve and care

lisa bolin hawkins

lisa bolin hawkins taught as a visiting assistant professor at the J reuben clarkdarkoark law school at brigham young
university from 1981 to 1983



the constitution as covenant

lynn D wardle

the constitution of the united states is the legacy of a peculiar
moment in history when all knowledge coincided when classical
antiquity christian theology english empiricism and european
rationalism could all be linked and covenant was the linking concept
the religious idea of covenant was particularly and profoundly
important in the evolution and inspiration of the american constitution
for the political idea of and the political concepts embodied in the
constitution can be traced in an unbroken line of descent to the
seventeenth century covenant theology 2 in this sense the constitution
of the american republic was formed long before the constitution of the
united states was drafted in the summer of 1787 it had been evolving
in the hearts and minds and in the habits and customs of the people who
inhabited the thirteen colonies since the days of the first settlements

in this essay I1 will review the origins of the constitution in
covenant theology but the concept of covenant was not limited to
religious doctrines it was central and dominant in the everyday lives
of american protestants and in their view of the world and all of gods
workings in it 3 particularly important to the development of american
constitutionalism were the organization of the church by covenant and
the belief in the covenant origins of civil government the covenant
legacy is also apparent in the fundamental principles of the constitution
especially the two most important principles popular sovereignty and
limited governmental authority which were derived directly from cove-
nant theology

the influence of the clergy and of religion at the crucial period of
history waswas also important the sense of divine destiny or millen-
nialismnial ism that prepared the american people for the tumultuous events of
the last quarter of the eighteenth century was significantly attributable to
religious influence the covenant clergysclergys preaching of the right if not
the duty to resist ultra vires governmental authority stimulated and
supported the war of independence covenant clergy led the insistent

lynnlynndD wardle isis a professor of law inin the J reuben clarkdarkoark law school brigham young university he gratefully
acknowledges the assistance of andrew scoggin inin gathering source material for this article the author also
expresses appreciation to the national endowment for the humanities which sponsored and provided a fellowship
to attend a summer seminarseminar for law teachers during which the ideas expressed inin this article began to take shape
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demands for constitutional conventions where the people rather than
the legislatures could compose the basic civil covenant

THREE dimensions OF COVENANT THEOLOGY

covenant theology sometimes called federal theology from the
latin feodusjeodusleodus meaning covenant had roots in calvinism and developed
prominently among the dutch dissenting protestants particularly
the anabaptists the english dissenters especially the puritans and
scottish presbyteriansPresbyterians 4 the influence of covenant theology was not
limited to the dissenting churches the westminster confession provides
compelling proof that even established churches embraced covenant
concepts 5 wherever the Reforeformednned religion made its appearance the
idea of the covenant became prominent 6

covenant theology came to america with the separatist pilgrims
the reformist puritans the dissenting anabaptists the independent
presbyteriansPresbyterians indeed with virtually all the churches and settlements
the influence ofcovenantof covenant theology inthein the new world waswashwasl so broad thattha

it could be received with minor variations by almost the entire spectrum
of american protestantism 7 the covenant perspective permeated the
mind of the american puritan 8 the puritans were obsessed with the
covenant or contract relying on this handy instrument to explain almost
every relation of man to man and man to god 9 but the concept of
covenant was particularly dominant and central in three respects in
religious doctrine theology in church government and in civil or
political organization 10

building upon the essential calvinist ideas of the depravity of man
the sovereignty of god and the necessity of ordering the church in strict
accordance with biblical prescriptions covenant theology emphasized
that the foreordainedfore ordained and saving grace of god was extended to the elect
by covenant god had made a covenant of works with adam and eve
who breached that covenant then in his mercy god made a covenant
of grace with the descendants of adam and eve by which christ having
voluntarily covenanted with the father to be the mediator paid the
penalty for the broken covenant and became the lord and savior of
mankind salvation was promised to the predestined elect who exercised
faith in christ 12 the heart of covenant theology was the idea that gods
predestination of mankind was not arbitrary and impersonal but was the
fulfilling of the covenant of grace made with abraham and his seed
individuals called to the election of grace by conversion were allowed
to make a personal covenant with god as had abraham 3

covenant theology was revolutionary for its time emphasizing
individualism breaking with traditional doctrines and challenging
established order 14 and in america the theology came to emphasize the
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part that man played in salvation deemphasizing predestination 15

individual conscience and consent became prominent the god given
right of individuals to associate by covenant was the underlying principle
for which these believers and their descendants eventually went to war

covenant was also the foundation of church government for the
dissenting protestants in america As it was at the root of all gods
dealings with men so it was the basis for all dealings of men with one
another 16 family church and commonwealth were established by
covenant like all human voluntary relationships 17 churches were
established by believers in covenant with each other as a communion
of saints 8

the belief that church government should be by covenant that is
by consent of the congregation was one of the most revolutionary
aspects of covenant theology especially in the early years of its develop-
ment at a time when established churches exercised absolute ecclesias
tical control in the states of europe this was a radical notion 9 the
sacrifices made by the dutch anabaptists and the english dissenters to
establish this principle were enormous the anabaptists united because
they felt the need of each others help in their struggle against many
adversaries 20 they used the term covenant to describe their christian
brotherhoodsbrothe rhoods a century before the reformation was viable 21 robert
browne the father of congregationalism insisted that the church is a
voluntary association of those who have pledged themselves by cove-
nant to lead a christian life 22 john robinson the influential separatist
pastor at scrooby england defined a church as a company of two or
more individuals separated from the world and gathered to christ by a
covenant made to walk in all his ways 23

from the time the puritans came to america the idea of a covenant
or contractual relationship was the central and pivotal idea of the
organization of the church where congregationalism or separatism or
independency went there went also the theory and the fact of compact
and covenant 24 the members of these protestant faiths who made up
perhaps four fifths of churchgoingchurch going new england believed that the
church could only exist by covenant a sacred and binding agreement or
compact made by the members with each other and with god only
so could they be given power one over the other 25 As thomas hooker
wrote in the summe of church discipline mutuallmutuallyMutuall covenanting and
confoederating of the saints in the fellowship of the faith according to the
order of the gospel is that which gives constitution and being to a visible
church 26

the political theory of social compact can be traced to its roots in
covenant theology it was inevitable that the covenant theologians who
wrote about church government and sacred history would also write
about the origins and limitations ofcivil government and would apply the
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same principles7principles27principles277 the pilgrims and puritans who came to massachusetts
attempted to put their christian ideals into practice in civic life in the
mayflower compact the pilgrims agreed to covenant and combine
them selves together in to a civil body politic and by vertue t hereofthereof

to enact constitute and frame such just and equal laws ordinances acts
and constitutions and offices as shall be thought most meetebeete and
convenient for the general good 28 their intent was to establish a
theocracy a holy commonwealth 29 A critical bibliography of
religion in america states

the covenant is the clue to the new england puritan understanding of
the order of the church and society the holy commonwealth to the
puritan god had always dealt with his children by covenant it was not
only individual between each manmartmahtmahi and god it was also public respecting
the fonformationnation of churches and of civil government the state was
established upon a covenant like the mayflower compact of 1620 the
puritan theology therefore considered economic political and social affairs
in a corporate sense and the church assumed responsibility for society
because the puritans considered both church and state as under covenant 100

church and state in the early new england colonies were
organized on equal footing accordingly in 1631 the general court of
massachusetts bay colony decided that the franchise would be limited
to those who had entered the church covenant 31 while this limitation
on the franchise which continued until 1691 restricted the actual
number of voters the underlying principle was democratic 32

similarly john winthrop in a sennonsermon written on board the
arabella which brought the founders of boston to america preached
that his people had covenanted with god to obtain a new place and new
government by mutual consent 33 A generation later john cotton
teacher of the boston church proclaimed from the pulpit that there is no
other way for gods people to be governed but only by mutual
covenant 34 when rhode island was settled in 1637 under roger
williams the bible was searched as doubtless it had been many times
before to demonstrate that covenanting was the lords chosen method
for social and religious combination 51311131513535

throughout new england towns were organized in this fashion
thus the settlers of guilford massachusetts organized their town
government by gathering together in a church way 36 the
fundamental orders adopted by the river towns of connecticut in

january 1639 which has been called the first written constitution in
history opened with an explicit acknowledgment that god requires
his people to form their civil government by common consent
according to god 37 in 1639 the inhabitants of new haven connecticut
by a show of hands adopted the fundamental articles of new

haven incorporating a reference to an earlier plantation covenant
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thomas hooker the founder of connecticut taught that there must of
necessity be a mutual engagement each of the other by their free consent
before by any rule of god they have any right or power or can exercise
either each towards the other 8

twenty years before john locke wrote his second treatise of
government john davenport in new england outlined the organiza-
tion of civil society in compact as indeed he had done some years
before in his power of the congregational churches massachusetts
divine john wise likewise taught that the civil state had its moral
origins in covenant 40 rossiter states the doctrines of popular govern-
ment held in many a massachusetts village were largely a secularized and
expanded congregationalism 41

THE COVENANT LEGACY IN constitutional principles

the fundamental principles of american constitutionalism
developed naturally out of covenant theology combined with other
intellectual economic political and social influences covenant
theology generated and nurtured the principles of popular sovereignty
limited government the written constitution supreme law inalienable
rights and republican virtue

the line between religious and political ideas especially during the
crucial prerevolutionary years was very fine and extremely porous
the analogy between covenant religious theology and enlightenment
political philosophy of the american settlers is very close 42 nowhere
is this more apparent than in the development of the idea of popular
sovereignty

by the time of the american revolution the principle that the
origins of society and of government rested upon the common consent of
the people was familiar throughout the american states to men what-
ever their faith As rossiter states the puritan theory of the origin of
the church in the consent of the believers led directly to the popular theory
of the origin of government in the consent of the governed he adds it
was hardly accidental that new england ministers gave the first and most
cordial reception to the arguments of john locke and other great english
liberals and broadcast from their pulpits the new gospel of government
by consent 544 presbyterian and congregationalist preachers taught the
political doctrines of locke and milton until the members of their
congregations held the liberal theories of government which rendered
them most sensitive to governmental oppression 45 indeed some
american preachers stated lockes theories more clearly than locke
himself 46 locke who has been called americas philosopher
because of the enormous and lasting influence of his political writings
and who was one of the most frequently cited nonbiblicalnonbiblical writers in the
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revolutionary era 47 rode into new england on the backs of moses and
the prophets 48

the sentiments of popular sovereignty were formally expressed
time and again the freeholders ofofmendonmendon massachusetts voted that
all just and lawful government must necessarily originate in the free
consent of the people 49 and not surprisingly the massachusetts
constitution of 1780 stated the body politic is formed by a voluntary
association of individuals it is a social compact by which the whole
people covenant with each citizen and each citizen with the whole
people that all shall be governed by certain laws for the common good 50

in her masterful monograph the new england clergy and the
american revolution alice baldwin wrote

the new england clergy preserved extended and popularized the essential
doctrines of enlightenment political philosophy thus making familiar to
every churchgoingchurch going new englander long before 1763 not only the doctrines
of natural right the social compact and the right of resistance but also the
fundamental principle of american constitutional law that government
like citizensiscitizencitizenssisis bounded by law 51

thus the theological doctrine that government and society are predi-
cated upon covenant paved the way for the ultimate triumph of popular
sovereignty in america 52

an indispensable component of covenant theology was the rejec-
tion of absolute authority and the belief that rulers were subject to
limitations and boundaries defined in the civil covenant which god
required them to observe the governor or government that exceeded its
proper limits did not have the sanction of god 53 the god of covenant
theology was a god who governed by laws which even he observed the
universe he ruled was a constitutional one 54 if god had bound himself
by covenant to observe certain laws no earthly delegate could claim
unlimited authority 55 so long as authorities were acting within the sphere
of authority established by covenant the people were obligated to
obey 56 As gods laws were inviolable so also the covenants which
bound his rulers on earth were binding and immutable 57 thomas
hooker in the first half of the seventeenth century was an exponent of
this principle 58 in a dispute with governor winthrop hooker resisted the
proposition of absolute discretion of judges with the argument that even
the rulers are subject to law taking as his authority deuteronomy
17171010 11 hooker reasoned the law is not subject to passion nor to be
taken aside with self seeking ends and therforetheoforetherfore ought to have chief rule
over rulers them selves 59

thus starting with a belief in the supremacy of gods law
covenant clergy emphasized that even the rulers were subject to that law
and therefore there were god given limits on the powers of government
and governors As gods boundaries on government were derived from
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the covenant the government was limited by the power given to itbytheit by the
people who made the covenant in this manner did covenant believers
move themselves and eventually an entire nation from the rule of men
to the rule of law

with their covenant theology background americans in 1787
viewed a constitution as a fundamental law designed by the people to
be separate from and controlling of all the ininstitutionsstitutions of government 60

the government created by a constitution would be circumscribed and
limited by it so profound was the influence of this basic covenant idea
in the american consciousness that it has been said that the federalist
which so clearly articulate the notion of limited but effective central
government can be read as puritan contributions to enlightenment
political theory 61

A basic principle ofofcovenantismcovenantismcovenantism was the idea of fixed immutable
supreme law god and christ governed by fixed rules by a divine
constitution and therefore so must human rulers 62 As gods constitu-
tional universe was governed by divine immutable law the basic
constitution of men must also be fixed and unchanging 63 to men of the
eighteenth century there was no more solemn and forceful word than
compact unless possibly constitution 64 thus the pastor of one

massachusetts village emphasized the need for the state government to
be established upon a permanent foundation that no length of time can
undermine 65

inin accordance with covenant theory then a civil constitution
needed to be the supreme inviolable law of society A century before the
american constitution was written the levellersLevellers made an agreement
that declared that all laws made or that shall run contrary to any part of
this agreement are hereby made null and void 66 nearly twenty years
later a former governor of massachusetts colony wrote a fundamental
constitution which shall be laid and inviolably observed as the condi-
tions upon which the whole body do consent and which when
adopted will be without danger of being broken or departed from 67

thus a belief in a settled supreme law limiting government authority
was an established part of the covenant tradition

because covenant theology emphasized mans spiritual ability
more than gods predestination it was natural for the political concept
of individual rights to be nurtured by this faith indeed one of the bedrock
premises of covenant theology was the existence of the individual with
certain god given rights beginning with the rights to worship god and
to assemble with fellow believers to do so 68 covenant theologians
believed that civil government was ordained of god and for the good of
the people the good of the people meant it assured the protection
of their natural rights 69

clinton rossiter the noted historian has written
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american democracy owes its greatest debt to colonial protestantism for the
momentum iitt gave to the growth of individualism the Refonreformationnation which
was powered by the revolutionary notion that man could commune with
god without the intercession of a priest did as much as the rise of capitalism
to spread the doctrine of individualism 70

covenant theology put individual rights of conscience obedience
to god at the top of the list of moral duties where prior philosophies
had put obedience to established authority 71 thus not only did the
struggle of american dissenters for religious liberty contribute to the
development of constitutional protection for the freedom to worship
and protection against an established church as well as recognition
of the right of assembly the right to petition and other specific rights
guaranteed by the bill of rights but the very notion of inalienable
individual liberties germinatedgenninagenuinated and grew in the fertile soil of covenant
theology

the american wilderness was settled by god fearing people who
came to establish a holy commonwealth to merit the blessings of
god they believed they had to beb&ba virtuous around the meaning of that
requirement developed significant theological controversies but the
belief in the necessity of virtue was unquestioned 72 they clearly
believed that god expected strict observance of his laws if they were
to enjoy his blessing in their new land 73 by the time of the american
revolution the oppressionsoppress ions of the british government were viewed as
gods punishment for iniquity as well as a trial of the faith and obedience
of his american israel deliverance independence was seen as the
blessing that would come from purification and repentance 74

the evolving political science of social compact also emphasized
the necessity for public virtue montesquieu the nonbiblicalnonbiblical writer
cited most frequently during the constitution drafting decade of 1780
identified the fundamental principle of democratic government to be
11 virtue 75 the eighteenth century mind was thoroughly convinced that
a popularly based government cannot be supported without virtue 51711171517676

the kind of virtue that the republican theorists focused on was public
virtue the willingness of each citizen to subordinate his or her personal
wants to the greater good of the community but public virtue was the
companion of and could not be separated from private virtues 77 in
britain edmund burke eloquently summarized this doctrine

men are qualified for civil liberty in exact proportion to their disposition to
put moral chains on their own appetites society cannot exist unless a
controlling power upon the will and appetite be placed somewhere and the
less of it there is within the more there must be without it is ordained in the
eternal constitution of things that men of intemperate minds cannot be free
their passions forge their fetters 78

in america as vetterli and bryner have pointed out
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the idea of virtue was central to the political thought of the founders of the
american republic everybody of thought they encountered every intellec-
tual tradition they consulted every major theory of republican government
by which they were influenced emphasized the importance of personal and
public virtue it was understood by the founders to be the precondition for
republican government 79

samuel adams declared we shall succeed if we are virtuous and
benjamin rush believed that liberty without virtue would be no
blessing to us 118080

COVENANT LEGACY IN establishing THE constitution

the principles of constitutionalism and covenant were of little
benefit to anyone while the government denied their validity and
prevented their implementation thus perhaps the greatest contribution
of covenant theology and theologians was not conceptual or intellectual
but the practical political establishment of the constitution of the united
states in large degree the prerevolutionary sense of destiny that united
the country the revolutionary war itself and the constitutional
conventions were the results of the pervasive influence of covenant
religion

owing to their covenant theology the settlers of america had a
particular view of their place in world history they believed that gods
hand could be seen in history god governed not only in space but in time
as well and there was a divine purpose in the major events that
manifested themselves in history they firmly believed that the new
world was a special land of opportunity prepared and reserved by god for
his special purposes and that they had been brought by the hand of god
to work his will in this chosen land 81

particularly noteworthy was the ever present religiously oriented sense of
mission which guided people of all ranks to the new world early during the
period between 1607 1820 A favoring providence was seen as directing
the destiny of his chosen people in the abundant wilderness called
america 8212

by the middle of the eighteenth century the idea that america had
a special place as yet not revealed in the architecture of gods intent
was pervasive in the american colonies 83 the great awakening in the
fourth decade of the eighteenth century fueled americans beliefs that
they were on the verge of great events in which they were destined to play
a major role the sense of millennialism in the revolutionary era is
evident even in the writings of the most secular political leaders of the
time 84 but undergirding and overarching all the rest were religious
statements of impending providential events the clergy like many
other americans felt the country to be on the eve of some great and
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unusual events and their language ecstatic but not uniquely religious
took on the millennial tone 85 combined with emphatic calls for purifi
cation and repentance of the people this religious millennialism
imparted a sense of crisis that prepared the americans for the convulsive
events about to unfold after the war american destiny became a
civil religion the war was seen as another exodus from egypt and

washington was considered to be the moses of the new world 86

the resistance of american protestants that ultimately led them to
declare their independence from britain and to create a separate nation
on this continent derived from two covenant religion sources the tradi-
tion of dissent and the belief in the duty to resist ungodly authority
historically the american dissenting protestant churches had been
resisting the authority of established churches for two centuries before
the first shot was fired in the war of independence america was settled
by dissenters fleeing persecutions that resulted from their resistance to
government supported ecclesiastical authorities these churches owed
their very existence to their unrelenting resistance to the unjustified
exerciseexercise 0off authority asburkeasburneAs burke observed the ameramericanican Pprotestantsrotestants 0off
the revolutionary era were

of that kind which is the most adverse to all implicit submission of
mind and opinion this is a persuasion not only favourablefavour able to liberty
but built upon it the dissenting interests have sprung up in direct
opposition to all the ordinary powers of the world their very existence
depended on the powerful and unremitted assertion of that claim
to natural liberty 87

when britain forced dissenting protestants to flee to america it merely
postponed for a hundred and fifty years the ultimate separation and
conflict 88

but more profoundly influential than the history of practical
resistance to established churches was the belief grounded in covenant
theology that resistance to the exercise of authority beyond the limits
established by consent was a basic moral duty this belief was the
unavoidable consequence of the concept of the sacredness of covenant
over and over again the american clergy of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries taught their congregations about the sacredness of
covenant and the divine character of government 89 for instance the
reverend jonas clerk explained to his fellow townsmen that a civil
constitution or formfonn of government is of the nature of the most
sacred covenant or contract 90 because government established by
covenant was sacred god expected strict compliance with its terms 9

As gods delegates on earth rulers and magistrates were expected to
imitate gods government when they exceeded the bounds of authority
established by covenant they defied god covenants of government
like gods covenants of salvation were always conditional and implied
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strict obligations on each side 111292 social compacts like the covenants
entered into by ministers and their congregations were sacred and
binding and to break them was a serious offense their nature and their
sanctity were the constant theme for the clergy for more than a hundred
years before the revolution 93

the culmination of this tradition and this theology was the doctrine
of the right to resist new england ministers and their counterparts
throughout the colonies were preaching that people were justified
in rising even against the sovereign himself in order to
redress their grievances to vindicate their natural and legal rights to

break the yoke of tyranny 94 both religious and secular writers
placed special emphasis on the broken covenant as a justification for
community resistance to british laws reflecting two centuries of cove-
nant theology leading american writers argued that king george had
unkinged himself by breaking social compact 95 resistance to illegal

governmental authority exercised in breach of the social compact was
more than just a right and a virtue it was the christian and social duty
of each individual one pamphleteer thundered that the man who
refuses to assert his right to liberty property and life is guilty of the
worst kind of rebellion he commits high treason against godgoj 96

A generation before the revolutionary war the reverend
john wise of ipswichipswitch massachusetts refused to pay taxes and was
imprisoned by the royal governor afterward he published compelling
arguments establishing the connection between democracy in church
government based on covenant and democracy in political government
based on social compacclncompact 97 in 1772 two of his tracts on resisting unlawful
authority written fifty years earlier were republished in boston and
were so popular that second editions were published 98 in 1740 reverend
jonathon mayhew published his startling discourse concerning
unlimited submission in which he preached openly the doctrine of
resistance to extracovenantalextracovenantal authority A few years later john adams
was to write if the orators on the 4thath of july really wish to investigate
the principles and feelings which produced the revolution they ought
to study dr mayhewsmayhewgMayhews sermon on passive obedience and non-
resistance 99

after hostilities broke out the dissenting clergy in every section of
the country took up the work of arousing the people 100loo the bible was
raked with a fine calvinistic comb for every quotation seeming to give
divine sanction for resistance to great britain 0iolloi101O independence became
not only a political ideal but a religious and moral article of faith
revolution republicanism and regeneration all blended in american

11112102thinking
after the americans had declared their independence from

great britain the influence of covenant based theology in political
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philosophy was directly manifest in the great decade of constitution
writing constitutionalism was the logical outgrowth of covenant
theology

three dimensions of the covenant faiths combined to create a
powerful impetus for the adoption of written constitutions in the first
place rationalism constituted a potent strain of federal theology the
new england clergy were well educated thoughtful men 0103O the clergy
believed in a constitutional god who grounded his universe in laws that
could be perceived and understood by rational men who administered
his immutable laws in conformity with natural law reason 104 covenant
theologians believed that the will of god was manifest through reason
and nature as well as divine revelation 05 believers in a higher law they
insisted that the higher law could be known and should be expressed
clearly the traditional american insistence on a written constitution
owes something to the insistence of the puritan that higher law could be
written law log106

the second dimension of covenant theology that created such a
forceful influence for a written constitution was theenormousthe enormous respettforrespect for
and use of the bible the puritans were confirmed believers in higher
law going most men one better in being able to point to its existence in
writing it was their conviction that the scriptures offered correct
answers to all problems of individual conduct church government and
social and political organization 107 the thinking of the covenant
clergyman was markedly legalistic he started with a written document
he applied his logical faculties to its interpretation and to the application
of its teachings and its examples or precedents 108 if gods holy laws
could be written in the bible then mans basic covenants could also be
written

finally not only did the belief in written constitutions stem
from covenant theology but the insistent demands from the towns for
a constitutional convention seems to have been due in part at least to
the ministers log109 the clergy would tolerate no makeshiftmake shift govern-
ment set up by a mere legislature the people by breaking with the
british government were in a state of nature and only they the people
had the right to set up a new government by a compact made by
themselves in a constitutional convention for that purpose lloilo110 thus
when the massachusetts legislature drafted a constitution and presented
it to the people the ministers of the towns and villages led the opposition
to its ratification because only the people they reasoned had the right to
create a constitution the constitutional convention the brilliantly
simple institution created during this era as a means of implementing the
convenantconvenant social compact theory of government has been called
americas basic institution and the clergy helped conceive and

implement it
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although the influence of the clergy and of the churches had
diminished by the time of the actual drafting of the constitution
significant vestiges remained of the tremendous role the clergy had
played in the settling of america in the days of new Englands
foundation political leadership as well as moral guidance was beyond
question with the clergy and only the commandments of god took
precedence over their teachings 12 for more than a century after the first
colonies were planted in the new world ministers as a class exercised
predominant leadership in civic and social affairs as well as ecclesias-
tical matters As late as 1740 clergymen exercised greater political
influence and leadership than lawyers as a class 113 and while non
professing christians accounted for a large percentage of american
population in the early eighteenth century it would be erroneous to
construe this to mean that these nonprofesnonprofessingprofessingnon sing christians were neither
religious nor influenced by the clergy 114 in the first place the fact that
many believers were not admitted to the church covenant was due to the
strictness of the calvinist doctrine of election the fact that god had not
predestined them for election or church membership did not mean they
did not seek the blessings of his grace or respect the influence of
ministers in civic affairs moreover after the great awakening the
number of churches and church members dramatically increased by
1780 there were more than nineteen hundred congregations of covenant
theology mainline denominations congregationalists presbyteriansPresbyte rians
and baptists 5

by the time of the revolutionary war the roles of clergymen and
churches if not always consistent and calculated were conspicuous
and critical 6 men of the time asserted that the dissenting clergy and
especially the puritan clergy of new england were among the chief
agitators of the revolution and after it began among the most zealous
and successfulinsuccessfulsuccess fulinin keeping it alive 7 the evidence strongly supports
this claim the pulpits thundered with patriotic sermons 8 and it
must be remembered too that the pulpit was in that day the most direct
and effectual way in reaching the masses far outrivalingrivalingout the news-
paper then only in its infancy 9 the educated and literate citizenry
moreover were inundated with the pervasive written influence of the
clergy in the first half of the eighteenth century more than two thirds of
the books and pamphlets printed in the american colonies were on
religious subjects and from 1750 to 1775 approximately one half of all
american publications dealt with religious matters 12120

the political leaders of the revolutionary movement openly
courted the clergy 121 in some cases little persuasion was necessary the
legend and lore of american revolutionary history are filled with stories
of the colorful firebrand liberty preaching clergymen of the day such
as the pastor of the germangennan church in the shenandoah valley who after
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preaching from ecclesiastes 38 A time of war and a time of peace
ended his sermon with the declaration there is a time to fight and the
time is here removing his clerical gown he appeared in a colonels
uniuniformfonn whereupon three hundred men of his congregation enlisted
under him 122 and there is also the story of the presbyterian minister in
south carolina who reportedly preached with a gun in his pulpit and a
powderhompowderhom suspended about his neck 123121

after the military victory was won the clergy also played a
conspicuous role in setting up the new constitutional governments of

the various states and of the united states 124 it was natural for citizens
who had learned the fundamental ideas of political philosophy from
the pulpit to turn to their ministers for assistance in writing their
constitutions 12125 for example in the three new england states in which
state constitutions were drafted during this era sixty six different
ministers were listed as members of congresses conventions or public
committees and more than half of them were directly involved in writing
or amending constitutions 12126 in massachusetts alone thirty eight
ministers were identified including twenty six who were directly
involved in constitution drafting bodies

it should be clear then that covenant was the germinal concept
for many of the feelings thoughts and practices that gave rise to
american constitutionalism and this driving idea was manifest first
and most importantly in covenant theology the most fundamental
concepts and institutions that were incorporated into the constitution
of the united states evolved out of the values and institutions of
covenant theology including popular sovereignty limited government
and the notion of supreme immutable law the leaders and members of
covenant based churches believed in and fought for centuries to assert
god given inalienable rights and they believed in and preached the
necessity for republican virtue

the covenant perspective on the constitution has particular signifi-
cance for members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
who consider themselves to be the modem heirs of the abrahamic
covenant the doctrines of the restored church emphasize the
covenant perspective A computerized scripture search indicates that
the word covenant and derivations of it appear 294 times in
modem revealed scriptures 159 times in the book of mormon alone
and a total of 637 times in all the canon including the bible the word
11promise and derivations of it appear 188 times in modem revealed
scriptures 119 times in the book of mormon alone and 361 times in
all the scriptures including the bible latter day saints believe that
america was settled liberated and raised up as a nation by the power
of god 1 I1 ne 13 and that god established the constitution of this
land by the hands of wise men whom he raised up unto this very
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purpose dacd&c 10180 the book of mormon teaches that americans
will forfeit their liberties and suffer destruction if they break the covenant
which is upon all the inhabitants of this land to worship and obey the
savior 127121

in this year of the bicentennial of the signing of the constitution we
would do well to remember the heritage of our constitution as a
covenant for the covenant perspective that so thoroughly pervaded the
spirit and values of the constitution as well as its words and institutions
is still relevant today it holds enormous significance for such contembontem
poraryhorary controversies as whether judges hearing constitutional cases are
bound to interpret the constitution or whether they may take a modem
noninterpretivist approach more importantly if the founders of 1787

and their covenanting forebears were right about the necessity of a
virtuous citizenry the sacredness of civil covenants and the serious
consequences that attend their neglect or breach americans of 1987
have an urgent duty to rediscover the consttitionconstition as covenant
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public virtue and the roots
of american government

richard vetterli and gary bryner

the idea of virtue was central to the political thought of the
founders of the american republic every body of thought they
encountered every intellectual tradition they consulted every major
theory of republican government by which they were influenced
emphasized the importance of personal and public virtue it was under-
stood by the founders to be the precondition for republican government
the base upon which the structure of government would be built virtue
was the common bond that tied together the greek roman christian
british and european ideas of government and politics to which the
founders responded there were of course a variety ofviews among the
framers yet there was general agreement over two critical elements of
republican government first that there were essential preconditions that
must exist before republican government is a possibility and that those
preconditions must be continually fostered and maintained and second
that the elements of republican government included public and private
institutions governing structures and procedures popular beliefs
personal character and shared commitments

As the leaders of the new american states considered the viability
of a republic the fundamental question they asked was whether
americans had sufficient virtue to make self government work to soften
the sharpest edges of self interests to temper the most disruptive
personal and social passions and to ensure sentiments of support and
patriotism for the polity given the nature of man as they understood it
they were not at all confident that self government over time was even
a possibility but ofone thing they appear to have been certain a citizenry
lacking in virtue was not capable of sustaining a democratic republic
whatever its structure

the founders repeatedly emphasized the importance of the
character of the people and their political culture as the precondition for
republican government james madison for example the foremost
political theorist of the founding generation emphasized the importance

richard vetterli and gary bryner are both associate professors of political science at brigham young university
thisibisghis article is adapted from their book in search odtheoftheof therhe republic
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of the genius of the people of america which is the spirit which
actuates the state legislatures and the principles which are incorporated
with the political character of every class of citizens for madison
republican government was the only form of government reconcilable
with the genius of the people of america and with the fundamental
principles of the revolution 2 in his important discussion of the
structure of government in the federalist madison wrote that
61a dependence on the people is no doubt the primary controulcontroul on the
government but experience has taught mankind the necessity of
auxiliary precautions 3 the structure of government the separation of
powers and checks and balances the scheme of representation all were
auxiliary to the primary protection against the excesses of governmental
power

constitutional structures and procedures were designed to filter out
corrupt leaders and promote virtuous officials to exercise political
power while the federalists and anti federalists disagreed over how to
assure virtuous government they agreed on its importance and argued
togetherthattogether that a avirtuousvirtuous people were essentialessentialfor for republican government
government itself was necessary because of a lack of virtue because
men were not angels as madison put it the less virtue possessed by
the people the more government they needed the less able they were to
exercise their rights and liberties in moderation the greater need there
would be for government coercion and limitations on individual actions

THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN VIRTUE

unlike the classical idea of virtue where the organized develop-
ment of civic virtue in the citizenry was the prime objective of govern-
ment the founders saw virtue as a means to assure individual liberty and
self government the concept of virtue had evolved considerably
from the greeks understanding of it in part however virtue was
still equated with public regardednessregardedness a willingness to sacrifice
individual concerns for the benefit of society as a whole but this was seen
as a concern for the common well being not an all consuming and
unqualified acquiescence to the political regime it was expected that
people would voluntarily temper and moderate their demands and
pursuits enough so that liberty could flourish the ideal of virtue was an
important source of personal restraint and willingness to contribute to the
common good colonial americans claimed that they possessed these
qualities necesfecesnecessarysary for self government 4 and in part virtue was
equated with wisdom and foresight enlightened leadership and states-
manship the cardinal virtues dating from classical times wisdom
courage discipline and justice were still considered important
although with somewhat different connotations an appeal to virtue
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in elected officials meant that their pride and desire for a positive
reputation as well as the pride of the people in being represented by
virtuous men would cause them to rise above selfish narrow concerns 5

virtue became intertwined with the judeofudeo christian virtues of
faith hope and charity or love and benevolence people were to be
motivated by a sincere interest in and love for one another so that the
freedom and pursuit of their own self interest would be voluntarily
channeled and constrained social peace and harmony could not
proceed from governmental direction alone there must be popular
commitment to those values as well 6 religion was expected to lead to a
fusion ofofpersonalpersonal andpublicandpublic virtue a modem republican virtue that
represented an amalgam of some elements of traditional civic virtue and
of personal virtue imbued with biblical moral theology

the founders believed that virtue was a practical necessity for a
people determined to govern themselves more than the classical notions
that emphasized such ideas as patriotism and willingness to fight and die
for the state public virtue represented voluntary self restraint a commit-
ment to moral social order honesty and obedience to law benevolence
and a willingness to respect the unwritten rules and norms of social life
whether this was a result of fear of gods wrath and judgment or a pure
love of others did not particularly matter to the polity as a whole it was
assumed that there was sufficient virtue to make a system based on
individual liberty work if there were insufficient virtue then order
would have to be imposed by force and coercion by pervasive govern-
mental intervention in individuals lives the founders clearly
recognized that contradiction and their whole effort in foformingrining a
government assumed it could be avoided

during the same period that alexis de tocquevillesTocque villes democracy in
america was being published in paris 1835 an austrian immigrant
named francis grund published two commentaries in the united states
1837 and 1839 which were similar in observation to de tocquevillesTocquevilles

work grund was singularly impressed with the domestic virtue he
perceived among the american people in his day and suggested that there
was a relationship between the domestic habits of americans and their
beliefs in all the world he wrote few people have so great respect for
the law and are so well able to govern themselves perhaps he surmised
they were the only people capable of enjoying so large a portion of
liberty without abusing it he continued

I1 consider the domestic virtue of the americans as the principal source of all
their other qualities it acts as a promoter of industry as a stimulus to
enterprise and as the most powerful restraint of public vice no
government could be established on the same principle as that of the united
states with a different code of morals the american constitution is

remarkable for its simplicity but it can only suffice a people habitually
correct in their actions and would be utterly inadequate to the wants of a
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different nation change the domestic habits of the americans their
religious devotion and their high respect for morality and it will not be
necessary to change a single letter in the constitution in order to vary the
whole form of their government 7

out of this concern for the necessity of virtue came the belief that
virtue and morality specifically biblical morality were synonymous
although they were sometimes referred to as separate concepts moral
theology had pushed the stark differences in behavior expectation
between the clergy and the masses once typical in europe into the
background modemmodern casuistry using a scriptural base presented to the
common man as well as the elites 7 a code of moral or virtuous
behavior to which he too was expected to adhere the growth of
sentiments of human dignity was fertilized by the belief of a direct
relationship between man and his creator this belief in turn stimulated
the growth of theology and together they enhanced a vital revolutionary
sense of individualism and individual worth virtue came to be seen as
a form ofrestraint against corruption and at the same time as a stimulator
of positive moral dactioni virtuous rrestraintt appieappleappliedli d tto ogovemmentsgovernments to
sovereigns and to individuals on the other hand virtuous obligation to
purposeful moral behavior as expounded by the bible became incumbent
on every person the bible was a guide that left little doubt about what
constituted individual virtuous or moral behavior indeed the ten
commandments the sermon on the mount and a variety of other
biblical exhortations provided a yardstick an expected norm with which
to measure not only the actions of individuals but the relative justice
of government individualism was expected to lead not to anarchy but
to personal energy and creativity held in bounds by responsible
behavior together these beliefs helped energize a common system of
symbols and values that contributed to the unity of society

while some of the colonial thinkers apparently believed that virtue
could be inculcated through reason most thought its primary source to
be in religion yet the founders were vigorously opposed to establishing
a state church their concern was with freedom ofconscience and religion
as a fundamental right for all americans to enjoy to a substantial degree
they saw virtue as a product of the general judeofudeo christian beliefs that
permeated the colonies and of organized religion and family life 8

virtue was primarily to be privately developed and nurtured the state
itself was not to be responsible for it since general christianity and the
different churches were already viewed as a primary source of virtue
government need only keep from interfering in these areas there was a
clear and fundamental recognition of the importance of religion and its
relationship with republican government as reflected in legislation
enacted by the first congresses the northwest ordinance of 1787
which was reenacted by the first congress declared that religion
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morality and knowledge being necessary to good government and the
happiness of mankind schools and the means of education shall forever
be encouraged As clinton rossiter has noted schools in america had
long since been actively involved in promoting virtue whether
designed to reinforce true religion or to form the minds of the youth to
virtue and to make them useful members of society primary
education had been devoted to what rossiter calls the five Rs
reading ritingbiting rithmaticRithmatic rules of virtuous conduct and religion 9

state constitutions and declarations reinforce the idea of the
importance of religion in making self government possible the final
clause in the virginia declaration of rights for example states that it
is the mutual duty of all to practice christian forbearance love and
charity towards each other 10 A religious oath was often required of
candidates running for elected office in pennsylvania each member of
the legislature was required to make the following declaration 1I do
believe in one god the creator and governor of the universe the rewarder
of the good and the punisher of the wicked and I1 do acknowledge the
scriptures of the old and the new testament to be given by divine
inspiration there would be no national religious orthodoxy and the
idea of an ecclesiastical policy or theocracy was clearly rejected
freedom of belief and conscience were to be assured but the assumption
was that there would be a moral foundation for republican government
and that private religion and general christian beliefs would serve as an
important source of that foundation

VIRTUE liberalism AND republicanism

the failure to recognize the evolution in the meaning of public
virtue has led some scholars to argue that the framing of the constitution
did not presuppose the continued existence of public virtue that the
idea of public virtue was central to the revolution but had lost its
significance by 1787 madison and others are described as accepting the
decline in virtue and embracing the belief that the common good was but
the outcome of the mediation of individual conflict and competition
gordon S wood for example has argued that the founders abandoned
the idea of public virtue because americans as a people failed to satisfy
the classical expectations essential to virtue wood claims that the lack
of a natural aristocracy and the absence of class differentiations caused
madison and others to give up the idea of public virtue and resign
themselves to facilitating the pursuit of self interest and hoping that the
ensuing conflict would produce the public interest while wood
acknowledges that the founders continued to champion virtue he
concludes that the lack of the necessary cultural preconditions meant that
virtue would not be part of the new american republic and that indeed
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the constitution had provided a new revolutionary republic which did
not require a virtuous people for its sustenance 12 john diggins argues
in his study of american political thought that the classical idea of
virtue was an idea whose time had come and gone by 1787 13

similarly J G A pocock has written that the decline of virtue had as
its logical corollary the use of interest and that the idea of classical
virtue gave way to the belief that individuals would only pursue their own
desires interests and factions were to function in an atmosphere not
constrained by notions of virtue but by the inevitable restraints imposed
as individual interests collided 14

these interpretations among scholars can be traced at least in part
to the beliefs that virtue and self interest are incompatible that the
founders recognized the pervasiveness of self interest and simply
concluded that virtue was not possible that their attention shifted to
structural and procedural devices to check the effects of the pursuit of
unbridled self interest and that they became convinced that pluralistic
competition would produce the public collective good they sought
conflicting interpretations are further rooted in efforts to place the
founders in one of two basic schools of political thought for some the
founders were champions of liberalism of a lockeanlockbean economic
materialistic individualism that sought to maximize opportunities for the
pursuit of self interest for others the founders were republicans
following montesquieu the english commonwealthmenCommonwealthmen and
machiavelli in the tradition of republican humanism that called
upon the citizen to control his passions and subordinate his interests to
the common good liberalism and republicanism are offered as
contradictory explanations of the intellectual roots of the american
founding 15

the founders attempted to respond to both traditions and
were ultimately successful they believed republican virtue and liberal
individualism selyselfseiy interest properly understood are compatible and
interdependent liberty requires individual restraint if those restraints
are developed voluntarily to a substantial degree then external govern
mental coercion may be minimal if voluntary restraints are lacking if
the people are not able to limit their own interests when necessary to
accomplish public purposes or to protect the rights of others then
government intervention becomes increasingly pervasive and the
purposes of liberalism are not achieved

the tension between liberal and republican ideas is greatly reduced
when we recognize the evolutionary nature of virtue actually the kind
of stringent classical virtue identified by wood diggins pocock and
others was to a significant degree rejected by the founders as inconsis-
tent with the genius or spirit of the american people they clearly
believed that some of the more severe classical notions of virtue were
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inappropriate for modem republics and especially the american but
th6thatheyy also recognized that a modemmodern virtue was very much a part of the
american political culture of the eighteenth century thus while
rejecting the extremes of one meaning of virtue they built their scheme
of government upon a substantially modified conception of virtue

the constitution itself makes no mention of public virtue for the
framers personal and public virtue were a precondition for the kind of
government embodied in the constitution public virtue general
religious beliefs personal restraint and concern for others were not to be
provided for through national governmental institutions in the classical
tradition but through private efforts and primary institutions supported
by local government the idea of religious freedom precluded constitu-
tional provisions establishing national orthodoxy state governments
could encourage and support religious activity but the political culture
of civic virtue was to be produced primarily by the individual churches
family life local education and by a general commitment to christian
principles of personal restraint and benevolence

while much of their attention was directed to the structure of
government and the governing process the framers of the constitution
held a sober view of human nature and its consequences for the prospects
of self government they were keenly aware of the interaction of the
framework of government and the people who were to serve in it and be
governed by it the constitutional structure the separation of powers
checks and balances federalism and enumerated powers cannot be
understood without recognizing the expectation of public virtue on
which they were built these constitutional elements were auxiliary
precautions designed in response to the limitations of human nature
the structure of government was to channel and check the ambition and
factionalism the framers believed to be inherent in human nature and
social life but they did not believe that structure was sufficient that
process alone could produce effective and restrained government the
constitution was ultimately nothing more than parchment barriers to
tyranny if there was not at least some commitment to self restraint to
making the constitutional checks and balances work in a way that
constrained power and made self government possible

the founders understood well the nature of man madison
hamilton and others viewed man as possessing a dual nature of both
good and corruption with corruption predominate it was mans fallen
nature that made government necessary and yet made a lasting
democracy impossible why has government been instituted at all
asked hamilton because the passions of men will not conformconforrn to the
dictates of reason and justice without constraint 16 if men were
angels madison concurred no government would be necessary
but what is government itself but the greatest of all reflections on human
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naturenature1717 madison typically referred to the caprice and wickedness of
man 18 and franklin was convinced that men are generally more easily
provokdprovoidprovokd than reconcildreconciled more disposed to do mischief to each other
than to make reparation much more easily deceivddeceiveddeceivd than undeceivdundeceived
and having more pride and even pleasure in killing than in begetting one
another 9

the american founders had no illusions about man and virtue
they avoided the temptation typical of utopians to glorify man creating
expectations that were impossible to fulfill if however they had
stopped here in their evaluation of man their response would
undoubtedly have been that after all an attempt to establish a democratic
republic would be futile and they would have been driven in desperation
to return to the idea of monarchy yet inherent in their religious tradition
was the belief similar to that of the renaissance or christian humanists
that while man was fallen and as such prone to depravity he was
capable of regeneration and virtue and therefore possessed the potential
for self government perhaps in this new land man could rise above
himself As there is a degree of depravity inin mankind which requires a
certain degree of circumspection and distrust madison argued so
there are other qualities in human nature which justify a certain portion
of esteem and confidence 20 hamilton suggested that one should be
disposed to view human nature as it is without either flattering its
virtues or exaggerating its vices 21

jefferson adams and paine were among those who believed that
god had created man with the necessary qualities to live in a social
environment the almighty has implanted in us these unextinguishable
feelings for good and wise purposes wrote paine at the conclusion of
his common sense they are the guardians of his image in our heart
they distinguish us from the herd of common animals according to
adams men were intended for society and therefore the creator had
furnished them with passions appetites and propensities calculated

to render them useful to each other and in their social connections 92222

man has a dual nature his passions and appetites are parts of human
nature but so are reason and the moral sense 51211121512323 it would have been
inconsistent in creation confirmed jefferson to have formed man for
the social state and not to have provided virtue and wisdom enough to
manage the concerns of the society 2421 the creator would indeed have
been a bungling artist had he intended man for a social animal without
planting in him social dispositions 112125 jefferson emphasized that this
moral sense or conscience was not left by the creator to the wiles of

menmensas9s intellect it was rather part of their makeup 1I believe that it
is instinct and innate that the moral sense is as much a part of our
constitution as that of feeling seeing or hearing as a wise creator must
have seen to be necessary in an animal destined to live in society 112126
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the founders accepted the necessity of a science of politics27politics1117politics 1127111727 that
would without sacrificing the spirit and the form of popular govern-
ment provide a working republic free of the infectious diseases that had
forever prostitutedprostitutes and destroyed republics a republican remedy for
the diseases most incident to republican government 28 and a defense
against the inconveniences of democracy consistent with the democratic
form of government 29 what was needed was a structure and program
that would help check the vices of men while allowing and promoting the
development of virtue and talents a firm basis to overcome the baseness
in man without destroying his spirit energy and freedom a rejuvenating
principle that would have the tendency to elevate man to a higher plane
of existence As clinton rossiter puts it

if man was a composite of good and evil of ennobling excellencies and
degrading imperfections then one of the chief ends of the community an
anonymous virginian advised was to separate his virtues from his vices
to help him purposefully to pursue his better nature the achievement of this
purpose called for two types of collective action establishing or
encouraging institutions especially religious and political institutions that
would give free play to his virtues while controlling or suppressing his vices
educating him to recognize the sweet harvest of the one and bitter fruits of
the other true religion encouraged man to suppress his savage impulses
constitutional government forced him to think before acting sound
education taught him the delights of virtue and liberty 30

VIRTUE AND A NATURAL aristocracy

the scheme of government envisioned by the framers accepted as
given a moderately virtuous people and moderately virtuous office-
holders some of the american founders were so concerned that men of
talents and virtue be selected to manage republican government that
they perceived the necessity of a particular kind of elite a natural
aristocracy one that was compatible with modem virtue edmund
burke had written of a natural aristocracy of men possessing
extraordinary wisdom talents and virtue who emerged to leadership in
society by means of their excellence without this natural aristocracy
burke had reasoned there is no nation 31 john adams wrote that
although there is a moral and political and natural equality among

mankind all being bom free and equal yet there are other inequalities
which are equally natural such as strength activity industry genius
talents virtues benevolence 32 hamilton agreed that there are strong
minds in every walk of life that will rise superior to the disadvantages of
situation and will command the tribute due to their merit not only from
the classes to which they particularly belong but from the society in
general 33 there are men he emphasized who under any circum-
stances will have the courage to do their duty at every hazard 34 like
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burke hamilton believed that these highly qualified and virtuous
individuals served in political office in a form of stewardship where they
might at times hold opinions different from those of their constituents in
that case while the republican principle demands that the deliberate
sense of the community should govern the conduct of those to whom they
the people intrust the management of their affairs but it does not

require an unqualified complaisance to every sudden breeze of passion
or to every transient impulse which the people may receive from the arts
of men who flatter their prejudices to betray their interests since the
people will constantly be faced with the wiles of parasites and
sycophants by the snares of the ambitious the avaricious the desperate
by the artifices of men who possess their confidence more than they
deserve it and of those who seek to possess rather than to deserve it the
natural aristocracy must hold its ground

when occasions present themselves in which the interests of the people are
at variance with their inclinations it is the duty of the persons whom they
have appointed to be the guardians of those interests to withstand the
temporary ddelusione I1ubibrisibri in order to give them time and opportunity for more
cool and sedate reflection instances might be cited in which a conduct of
this kind has saved the people from very fatal consequences of their own
mistakes and has procured lasting monuments of their gratitude to the men
who had courage and magnanimity enough to serve them at the peril of their
displeasure 35

jefferson expressed his belief that there is a natural aristocracy
among men the grounds of this he submitted

are virtue and talents the natural aristocracy I1 consider as the most
precious gift of nature for the instruction the trusts and government of
society and indeed it would have been inconsistent in creation to have
formed man for the social state and not to have provided virtue and wisdom
enough to manage the concerns of society may we not even say that that
form of government is the best which provides the most effectuallyforeffectually fortor a
pure selection of these natural aristo into the offices of government

here jefferson saw republicanism as the best possible form of
government to secure men of virtue and wisdom for these offices

I1 think the best remedy is exactly that provided by all our constitutions to
leave to the citizens the free election and separation of the aristo from the
pseudo aristo of the wheat from the chaff in general they will elect the
really good and wise it sufficesforsuffices for us intheiftheif the moral andphysicalandany physical condition
of our own citizens qualifies them to select the able and good for the
direction of their government with a recurrence of election at such short
periods as will enable them to displace an unfaithful servant before the
mischief he mediates may be irremediable 366

many at the founding saw the constitutional convention as an
example of this natural elite madison marveled that there never had been
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an assembly of men who were more pure in their motives or more
exclusively or anxiously devoted to the object committed to them that
of devising and proposing a constitutional system to best secure
the pennpermanentanent liberty and happiness of their country 37 john jay praised
the

convention composed of men who possessed the confidence of the people
and many of whom had become highly distinguished by their patriotism
virtue and wisdom in times which tried the minds and hearts of men
in the mild season of peace with minds unoccupied by other subjects they
passed many months in cool uninterrupted and daily consultation and
finally without having been awed by power or influenced by any passions
except love for their country they presented and recommended to the
people the plan produced by their joint and very unanimous councils 38

VIRTUE AND THE ANTI federalists

while the anti federalists shared the federalists concern for
virtue they feared that madisonsmatisonsMadisons extended republic would be inimical
to its strength they had a tendency to accept the classical ideal and many
believed with montesquieu that republican government could thrive
only in a relatively small geographic unit with a limited and homo-
geneous population where public interest would be more pronounced
obvious and acknowledged and where abuse would be more quickly
identified and exposed they argued that a large republic would be
unable to adjust to the cultural diversity and the sectional and economic
differences of the people in the new thirteen states that human wisdom
was incapable of controlling or administering a continental republic that
local concerns and interests would be sacrificed and that the close
relationship between the citizens and their representatives would be lost
A large republic they feared would diminish civic virtue and lead to
factional conflict corruption and tyranny the further removed the
representatives were from their electoral source the more difficult it
would be to select representatives sensitive to the peoples sentiments 39

james winthrop of massachusetts reasoned that a large republic would
prevent the people from enjoying the same standard of morals ofhabits
and of laws 40

like the federalists many anti federalists argued that the virtue
of rulers could not be counted upon federalists were frequently charged
with excessive optimism in human nature and for not fitting adequate
safeguards against corruption and tyranny such as a bill of rights into the
proposed constitution while madison argued that a large republic
rather than a small one was more conducive to the selection of virtuous
political leadership anti federalists such as george mason and patrick
henry offered the very opposite view both federalists and anti
federalists were concerned about the dangers inherent in trusting men
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with political power and sought ways to perpetuate virtue in the people
and rules of government As one scholar has argued madison believed
that the level of virtue necessary to make small republics and by

extension the state constitutions work was unrealistically high madison
and other leading framers sought to establish a constitution still repub-
lican in character that could be founded on a more realistic level of
virtue 41 at the same time madison apparently believed that there was
a greater chance of electing men of character and virtue to a national
legislature than was generally possible in the state systems characterized
by factious tempers and local prejudices the anti federalists
countered with the proposition that representatives close to and similar
to their constituencies would best share their moral sensibilities their
character and their needs and hence a greater influence would be
exerted upon those representatives to be virtuous spokesmen but
hamilton argued that the criteria advocated by montesquieu for small
states had already been outgrown by the american states leaving only
the alternative either of taking refuge at once in the arms of monarchy

or of splitting ourselves into an infinity of little jealous clashing
tumultuous commonwealths the wretched nurseries of unceasing
discord and the miserable objects of universal pity or contempt 42

VIRTUE corruption AND THE REPUBLIC

both federalists and anti federalists were searching for the best
way to promote virtue for neither side believed that a corrupt people
could sustain a republic large or small with montesquieu americans
of the revolutionary era had concluded fear is the principle of a
despotic honour of a kingly and virtue is the principle of a republican
government 43 writing in 1775 samuel williams declared in
a despotic government the only principle by which the tyrant who is to
move the whole machine means to regulate and manage the people is

fear by a servile dread of his power but afreea preefree government which of
all others is far the most preferable cannot be supported without
virtue

if virtue was essential to a popular republic as both federalists and
anti federalists believed then immorality and corruption could be
looked upon as forerunners of tyranny 45 benjamin franklin in the
constitutional convention of 1787 voiced his concern that although the
new government would likely be well administered for a course of
years it would end in despotism as other forms have done before it
when the people shall have become so corrupted as to need despotic
government being incapable of any other 46 only a virtuous people
he said on another occasion are capable of freedom As nations become
corrupt and vicious they have more need of masters 47 in a letter to
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lafayette in 1778 washington reasoned that when a people shall have
become incapable of governing themselves and fit for a master it is of
little consequence from what quarter he comes 48 he also declared
free suffrage of the people can be assured only so long as there shall

remain any virtue in the body of the people 114149

in giving his assent to the constitution in the massachusetts
ratifying convention john hancock expressed his belief that the people
would be secure under the new government until they themselves
become corrupt 50 before the virginia ratifying convention madison
stated to suppose that any form of government will secure liberty or
happiness without any virtue in the people is a chimerical idea 51

samuel adams agreed that neither the wisest constitution nor the wisest
laws will secure the liberty and happiness of a people whose manners are
universally corrupt if we are universally vicious and debauched in our
manners he warned though the form of our constitution carries the
face of the most exalted freedom we shall in reality be the most abject
of slaves 52 to richard henry lee he wrote that whether or not america
was to be able to enjoy its hard won independence and freedom
depends on her virtue 53

madison believed that in an extended republic based upon
representation the effects of factions or political divisions might
best be controlled in a small democracy or republic with relatively
fewer factions it would be easier for a large faction or class or a corrupt
coalition of factions to become a tyrannous majority and thus the
oppressors of the minority faction or factions but an extended republic
with its system of representation would open promises for the cure we
are seeking the system of representation would allow the republic to
grow both in terms of its geographical size and its population thus
allowing the republic to absorb a large population and multiple interests
in a further turnabout of traditional republican theory madison
suggested that multiple factions in an extended republic might well be a
stabilizing force which would allow the expression of self
interest without endangering public liberty not only would these
factions tend to check and balance each other but each representative
would have to take into consideration the fact that he represented
multiple interests a phenomenon that would tend to moderate his
performance if not his views in order to be elected he would have to pull
himself in from extreme political fringes to more moderate public
attitudes and expectations

madison believed that the selection of representatives whose
responsibility would generally extend to a comparatively large popula
tion with multiple interests would better tend to promote men of virtue
he championed the idea that the citizens would be more likely to select
men of virtue at the national than at the state level since
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the formerfonner will present a greater option and consequently a greater
probability of a fit choice As each representative will be chosen by a
greater number of citizens in the large than in the small republic it will be
more difficult for unworthy candidates to practice with success the vicious
arts by which elections are too often carried and the suffragessuffrages of the people
being more free will be more likely to centre in men who possess the most
attractive merit and the most diffusive and established characters

in pure democracies and small republics men of factious tempers of
local prejudices or of sinister designs may by intrigue by corruption
or by other means first obtain the suffragessuffrages and then betray the interests
of the people on the other hand extensive republics are more
favorable to the election of proper guardians of the public weal that is
men of substantial civic virtue it follows reasoned madison that if
the proportion of fit characters be not less in the large than the small
republic the former will present a greater option and consequently a
greater probability of a fit choice 54

madison emphasized his belief that it was not only important to
guardguato the society against the oppression of its rulers but to guard one part
of thetiietibe society against the irijuinjusticestice 0ofathefthethe other part here the variety of
interests and the multiplicity of factions in the new republic came into
play nurturing in society so many separate descriptions of citizens as
will render an unjust combination of a majority of the whole very
improbable if not impracticable although all authority in the federal
republic will be derived from and dependent on the society the society
itself will be broken into so many parts interests and classes of citizens
that the rights of individuals or of the minority will be in little danger
from interested combinations of the majority the pluralistic multi-
faceted society then would support so many different interests from the
economic to the religious as to support the civil rights of each in the
extended republic of the united states and among the great variety of
interests parties and sects which it embraces a coalition of a majority
odtheoftheof the whole society could seldom take place on any otherprinciplesother principles than
those of ofjusticejusticehustice and the general good 55 the extended republic would
by its nature tend to frustrate the building up of a national majority
faction madison concluded

extend the sphere and you take in a greater variety of parties and interests
you make it less probable that a majority of the whole will have a common
motive to invade the rights of other citizens or if such a common motive
exists it will be more difficult for all who feel it to discover their own
strength and to act in unison with each other besides other impediments
it may be remarked that where there is a consciousness of unjust or dishon-
orable purposes communication is always checked by distrust in propor-
tion to the number whose concurrence is necessary 56

throughout the federalist one finds the argument that the
elaborate constitutional structure the federalists proposed would
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provide structural and functional filters that would tend to sift out
the least virtuous while allowing the more virtuous to gain political
power in this madison hoped to avoid the loss of virtue that had
plagued earlier republics in the federalist hamilton suggests that the
institution ofdelegated power implies that there is a portion ofvirtue and
honor among mankind 57 and also in the federalist madison contends
that republican govgovernmentemment presupposes the existence of these
qualities in a higher degree than any other form indeed if man were
not in possession of these other qualities in human nature a hobbesian
monarchy rather than a democratic republic would be necessary were
the pictures which have been drawn by the political jealousy of some
among us faithful likenesses of the human character continued
madison the inference would be that there is not sufficient virtue
among men for self government and that nothing less than the chains
of despotism can restrain them from destroying and devouring one
another 58 in his address to the states of april 1783 madison saw
virtue as synonymous with true liberty

if justice good faith honor gratitude and all the other qualities which
enobleanoble the character of a nation and fulfill the ends of government be the
fruits of our establishments the cause of liberty will acquire a dignity and
luster which it has never yet enjoyed and an example will be set which
cannot but have the most favorable influence on the rights of mankind if
on the other side our governments should be unfortunately blotted with the
reverse of these cardinal and essential virtues the great cause which we have
engaged to vindicate will be dishonored and betrayed the last and fairest
experiment in favor of the rights of human nature will be turned against
them 59

madison left no doubt that the future of the republican system
would depend to a significant degree upon the amount of virtue
displayed by the people of the republic it was his belief that reason had
clearly decided in favor of a large republic where the greatest

possibility existed for the selection of virtuous men as the represen-
tativestativesofof the people whose enlightened views and virtuous senti-
mentsmentsrenderrender them superior to local prejudices and to schemes of
injustice he believed that the scheme of representation announced
in the federalist would not only make the extended republic possible
but would in the process elicit a more virtuous representative republic
he argued it may well happen that the public voice pronounced by
the representatives of the people will be more consonant to the public
good than if pronounced by the people themselves convened for the
purpose 60 A large republic in madisonsmatisonsMadisons view would have a greater
number of fit men to be selected as representatives by extended
constituencies the greater sphere he argued would tend to engender
better representation the election of proper guardians of the public
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weal is therefore much more likely in an extensive republic than a
small one 61

jay agreed with madison that an extended republic provided the
greatest opportunity for the selection of men of virtue and quality to
political power he reasoned

when once an efficient national government is established the best men in
the country will not only consent to serve but also will generally be
appointed to manage it for altho town or country or other contracted
influence may place men in state assemblies or senates or courts ofofjusticejustice
or executive departments yet more general and extensive reputation for
talents and other qualifications will be necessary to recommend men to
offices under the national government especially as it will have the
widest field for choice and never experience that want of proper persons
which is not uncommon in some of the states hence it will result that the
administration the political counsels and the judicial decisions of the
national government will be more wise systematical and judicious than
thoseofthose of individual states and consequently more satisfactory with respect
to other nations as well as more safe with respect to us 62

VIRTUE THE PEOPLE AND THE REPUBLIC

even though madison believed the citizens of the republic would
be more likely to elect proper guardians at the national level than at the
state level he did not simply assume the virtue of those who ruled the
interim period between the revolution and the constitution had taught
the bitter lesson that virtue in government cannot be taken for granted
madison was also concerned with keeping men virtuous once they had
obtained political power the aim of every political constitution he
reasoned is or ought to be first to obtain for rulers men who possess
most wisdom to discern and most virtue to pursue the common good of
the society and in the next place to take the most effectual precautions
for keeping them virtuous whilst they continue to hold their public trust
one of the most effectual means to secure this in republican government
he surmised was limited terinsterms of office and periodic elections a
limitation of the term of appointments as will maintain a proper respon-
sibilitysibility to the people 63

madison clearly recognized both the limits and necessity of
structural arrangements and emphasized the importance of the spirit of
the people representatives according to his view will have been
distinguished by the preference of their fellow citizens we are to
presume that in general they will be somewhat distinguished also by
those qualities which entitle them to it and which promise a sincere and
scrupulous regard to the nature of their engagements these represen-
tatives
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will enter into the public service under circumstances which cannot fail to
produce a temporary affection at least to their constituents there is in every
breast a sensibility to marks of honor of favor of esteem and ofconfidence
which apart from all considerations of interest is some pledge for grateful
and benevolent returns ingratitude is a common topic of declamation
against human nature and it must be confessed that instances of it are but
too frequent and flagrant both in public and in private life but the universal
and extreme indignation which it inspires is itself a proof of the energy and
prevalence of the contrary sentiment

at the same time the pride and vanity of the representative will
generally

attach him to a form of government which favors his pretensions and gives
him a share in its honors and distinctions whatever hopes or projects might
be entertained by a few aspiring characters it must generally happen that a
great proportion of the men deriving their advancement from their influence
with the people would have more to hope from a preservation of the favor
than from innovations in the government subversive of the authority of the
people

the real check upon oppression at any level or branch of government was
bound up in the genius of the whole system the nature of just and
constitutional laws and above all the vigilant and manly spirit which
actuates the people of america a spirit which nourishes freedom and
inin return isis nourished by it 64

the federalists emphasized that in their proposed federal republic
the final depository of power would remain in the people madison wrote
that the people are the only legitimate fountain of power and it is from
them that the constitutional charter under which the several branches of
government hold their power is derived 65 madison had successfully
argued that ratification of the constitution ought to be consummated by
special conventions in each state rather than by the state legislatures As
far as he was concerned the constitution became a compact not between
the states but by the people

our governmental system is established by a compact not between the
government of the united states and the state governments but between
the states as sovereign communities stipulating each with the other a
surrender of certain portions of their respective authorities to be exercised
by a common government and a reservation for their own exercise of all
their other authorities 66

in madisonsmatisonsMadisons concept of the people as the only legitimate fountain
of power he assumed a people possessed of sufficient virtue to support
a republic at the same time the want of better motives of human
nature dictated that this moderately virtuous people would need
16 auxiliary16auxiliary precautions to help maintain a certain equilibrium in the
republic since the citizens were the only proper objects of government
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it was to be the responsibility of government totortoi regulate their common
concerns and preserve the general tranquility madison believed that
the

policy of supplying compensating for by opposite and rival interests the
defect ofbetter motives might be traced through the whole system of human
affairs private as well as public we see it particularly displayed in all the
subordinate distributions of power where the constant aim is to divide and
arrange the several offices in such a manner as that each may be a check on
the other that the private interest of every individual may be a sentinel over
the public rights these inventions of prudence cannot be less requisite in
the distribution of the supreme powers of the state 6761

the major auxiliary precautions federalism separation of
powers and checks and balances were inextricably intertwined with
madisonsmatisonsMadisons beliefs concerning human nature he warned that
11enlightened statesmen will not always be at the helm 68 this statement
not only emphasizes the need for auxiliary precautions but illustrates
the point that writers such as willmooreWillmoore kendall and george carey have
tried to make that the founders still believed in the need for virtuous
leaders as well as citititicitizenszem Governgovernmegovernmentmeat and society could survive lapses
in virtue but not its complete disappearance 6961

in constructing the constitution of the united states the american
founders dealt with problems that were ancient in origin and yet still
problematic the authors of the federalist assumed that passion self
interest ambition and faction would have to be dealt with by auxiliary
precautions and safeguards yet at the same time the founders
assumed that there was a measure of virtue in man especially the
american which balanced against his less praiseworthy characteristics
and motives provided a foundation upon which a republic could be built
and maintained

structures separations of power and checks and balances are
simply not enough to maintain equilibrium or order in a democratic
republic whose citizens are not supportive of the system or who are
motivated purely by crass self interest and contentious and factious
ambition even more importantly government officials must place some
restraints on the pursuit of their own individual and political interests in
order to maintain the viability of constitutional government officers of
the government must have some personal commitment to making the
constitutional system work madison in a well known phrase in
the federalist argued that ambition must be made to counteract
ambition the next sentence explains how that is to take place
the interest of the man must be connected with the constitutional rights

of the place 70 this assumes that elected officials will be virtuous that
they will be selected by the people because of their virtue and that
they will be possessed of enlightened views and virtuous sentiments
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that would render them superior to local prejudices and to schemes of
injustice 71

however it isis not necessarily in the self interest of the individual
to attempt to counter ambition in others so as to protect the integrity of
a constitutional institution constitutional safeguards can be circum
vented as well as protected by self interest when government officials
work to protect the integrity of their offices that is when they merge their
interests with the rights and obligations of their offices thereby in turn
protecting the integrity of the constitution they reflect the kind of civic
virtue essential for republican government the constitution is not
simply a mechanical device but requires a careful balance between the
structure of government and the nature and political culture of the people
who are required to make it work
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the best constitution in existence
the influence of the british example

on the framers of our fundamental law

M E bradford

when in 1787 a carefully chosen body of distinguished citizens
from twelve of the original british colonies in north america met to
consider how they should go about improving or replacing their existing
bond of perpetual union in the articles of confederation they enjoyed
as a basis for their deliberations an agreement on what they meant by a
constitution a fundamental law both for the outlines and for the
details of that concept they went primarily to the example they knew best
to the history of the british constitution in whose name they had recently
achieved an independence ironically outside of the protection of the
authorizing authority contrary to what sir henry maine observes in his
popular government the constitution of the united states is not a
modified version of the british constitution which was in existence
between 1760 and 1787 for its prototype is the minimal constitution
put aside with the passage of the stamp act the constitution of 1688 it
was a bond by way of inheritance shaped more by corporate memory
than by first principles a legal bond composed of a few texts favored
glosses upon these texts and a disposition or habit of mind most easily
identified with the whig magnates of eighteenth century england
magnates whose spokesmen put text gloss and memory together

because it is the current fashion to read history backwards tracing
the records of actions and attitudes back from our time through 1763
instead of forward from shall we say the norman conquest it is
predictable that this generation should persist in construing the united
states constitution in a vacuum that they should forget how most of our
american forefathers cherished the english constitution and did not
change their opinion of its merits just because parliament and the
ministers of king george 111IIIlillii failed to observe some of its provisions
when we see the framers in proper historical context it becomes clear
that their handiwork like its prototype was the result not merely of
philosophy but of an historical upgrowth 2 sir herbert butterfield in

A E bradford is a professor of english at the university of dallas
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remarking the difference between the political spirit of western man
since the french revolution and how he had once long before 1789
responded to the intractable difficulties of human coexistence and social
order has observed that men make gods now not out ofwood and stone
which though a waste of time is a comparatively harmless proceeding
but out of abstract nouns which are the most treacherous and explosive
things in the world 3 because they came out of the american version of
the english experience still admiring the nonideologicalideologicalnon british consti-
tution because in most cases they pled no larger arguments for
revolution than the law and at worst spoke of no authority beyond its text
saving only the right of self preservation the members of the great

convention divinized no abstractions avoiding with conscious intent the
now familiar language of multitudinous rights and thus the idolatry of
which butterfield has written

in an era that urges us from every quarter to accept the notion of the
united states constitution as a bundle of general propositions about the
a priori purpose of government and its function in fulfilling the expecta-
tions generatedgeneratedbyd by a universal human nature inin anagean age that recognizesthatrecognizes in
the fundamental sovereign law little more than a set of anterior program-
matic social economic and political goals to be achieved by inventive
constructions of the silences of the framers it is difficult to over-
emphasize the english constitutional inheritance of the american
people for as its enemies obliquely proclaim in noisy denials of its
importance a public memory of that inheritance has heretofore stood
almost alone in obstructing the way toward certain kinds of chaos it is
a memory that precludes mischief already in motion and other mischief
judicial and legislative soon to be attempted in the name of constitu-
tional principles misnomersmisnomers extrapolated from the sacred text by
people who know next to nothing about its origins and have no intention
of correcting what they find to be for their own purposes a useful
ignorance

the whig legalistslegalists who authored and then ratified the american
constitution did not however proceed at so great a remove from the
spirit of modernity out of ancestral piety or by reason of the british
constitutions overall impact on their lives though it had been clearly
beneficent instead they were moved to emulation by its specific virtues
which they had come to value more and more as they fought to protect
them during the revolution and then struggled to institutionalize them as
part of american law once the fighting had ended perpetuation was their
objective even sometimes when they modified the british original as
in making their constitution entirely a thing written down

it has been argued that as much as three fourths of the document
approved by the several states including the bill of rights makes no
sense apart from an intimate familiarity with british legal history
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studies of the constitution written before 1930 emphasized these
continuities 41I1 will in passing mention only a few 5

from the english bill of rights we derive our guarantees of regular
sessions of congress our rules prescribing that money bills originate in
the house of representatives our protections for the privileges of
congress to regulate itself many limitations on the presidents power
and the elaborate provisions for the impeachment of government officers
of every description including judges the language in the constitution
protecting the writ of habeas corpus comes from the english act of 1679
Q311 chas 2 c 222727 and before that from magna carta the english bill
of rights is also reflected in the first second fifth sixth and eighth
amendments to the united states constitution the first and third
amendments also derive from the glorious petition of right Q3 chas 1

c 1 1 of june 1628 which king charles I1 made law by giving his
assent to it while sitting in the midst of his parliament the definition of
treason is of course from edward ills 1352 statute of treasonstreasoneTreasons and
a protection of the subject against political prosecutions for protection
of the right to petition and assemble and of the particular right not to be
amercedamercer except through a judgment of ones peers according to the law
of the land the source is antiquity itself the great charter especially
chapter 39 in the original text signed by king john there the latin of
1215 declares

nullusbullus liber homo capiaturcapiatur vel imprisonetur aut disseisiatur aut utlagetur
aut exuleter aut aliquo modo distruatur necnee super eum ibimusitimus necnee super
eumeurn mittemusmittimusmittemus nisi per legale iudiciumiudiciurnindiciumiudici urnum parnumpannum suorumsuorurnquorum vel per legembegem terre 61

sir edward coke in the second part of the institutes of the laws of
england renders this most widely accepted declaration of our most
fundamental guarantees of the liberties as opposed to liberty of the
subject in these terms

that no man be taken or imprisoned butperbumper legumie gum ferraeterrae that is by common
law statute law or customecustode of england no man shall be disseised
unless it be by lawful judgment that is verdict of his equals that is men of
his own condition or by the law of the land that is to speak it once for all
by the due course and processedprocesseprocesse of law 7

attached to cokes rendering of the essential passage are others
linking the kings majesty and the necessities of the royal purse with the
orderly processes through which a free people tax themselves finally
in the matter of the authority of the law over the will of princes and
parliaments the ground for even thinking of the possibility of a consti-
tution there are the jacobean digests which together presuppose a
sovereign law in the language of dr bonhamssBonhamss case 8 co rep 107a
114a CP 1610 we are assured with respect to any positive law or
judgment against common right and reason that the common law
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will controulcontroul it and adjudge such act to be void from this matrix of
promulgations charters customs cases and prescriptions emerges
most of the particular properties features and provisions of the united
states constitution except for those that have to do with the specific
shortcomings of the articles of confederation specific problems of the
newly independent nation republicanism or federalism and even the
latter had its origins in the operations of the british constitution among
englishmen in north america as had according to madison the idea of
judicial review as a way of preserving the constitution whenever it was
threatened a procedure inspired by the examination given to the acts of
american legislatures and governors by the board of trade or the
ministry in power to approach the text of the framers constitution
without knowing the history of the domesday book the wars of the
roses the attainder of the earl of strafford or the glorious revolution
to read it without some introduction to the english civil war of the 1640s
and the eighteenth century debate about the nature of rightful authority
over free englishmen is to misconceive the purpose embodied in the new
american constitution as it stood in 17911791 especially where the docu-
ment embodies improvements on its model improvements that british
statesmen had been talking about and proposing for generations
privileges and immunities and proscriptionsprescriptionsproscript ions of ex post facto laws bills
of attainder and the like

what unites this partial survey of connections and derivations is
precisely that they concern primarily discrete particular commitments
not generalized positions contained in these guarantees is no equal
protection or general welfare or necessary and proper fanfaronade yet
the commitments are most valuable precisely because they are not
subject to distortion by construction and extrapolation into whatever
judges or legislatures for extraconstitutional reasons might make of
them but the most important of these established reasons for the
framers honoring and valuing the inherited constitution made over time
by their ancestors was its protection of the political liberty of the subject
the freeholder in the exercise of his customary inherited and chartered
rights of self government the hope of the members of the philadelphia
convention of 1787 was to frame a document that would do the same for
themselves and for succeeding generations of americans

consideration of the impact of the british constitution on the
workings of the great convention should not begin with the subject
proper however but with the hundred and fifty years of colonial history
of british north america as an extension and completion of an anteceaniece
dent identity americans we must remember had a long and unbroken
experience of adapting the british original to their peculiar purposes
before they undertook to replace the prototype with a unifying home-
made substitute As no less a critic than edmund burke maintained the
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original united states constitution has the virtue of being a version of the
british constitution well adapted to its circumstances by preserving
what was useful from the inherited structure of english government as it
stood in 1787 by utilizing the republican education achieved in the
process of governing themselves in colonial british america the framers
authored a revision of the total system that connected them as country-
men it is a revision that has the merit of not attempting to conquer
absolute and speculative liberty being satisfied with a lesser and more
durable ambition 8 that lesson englishmen had learned before they
reached these shores they rerelearnedreleamedlearnedreleasedrelereieamed it thoroughly in governing them-
selves in all but a few respects as overseas subjects of the crown in the
new world under various royal charters led by appointed and elected
chief magistrates americans enjoyed a version of self government that
provided for no taxes but such as they put upon themselves the lack of
a resident nobility and a complete religious establishment along with the
remoteness of the king and his imperial machinery made them a different
sort of englishmen but not too different for even three thousand miles
from lands end the british constitution was their context for thinking
about politics a constitution already according to john adams
republican but given an even more republican flavor by distance

diminution and distinctions of circumstance in the new world
english colonials in north america as has been demonstrated in

recent scholarship developed a great interest in constitutional questions
during the glorious revolution and took sides in the significant disputes
about the relation of prince to fundamental law within the larger english
tradition 9 they preserved their place within the patrimony of an
inherited political system by transplanting and applying the common law
of england to their own unique situations and by deriving theoretically
the legitimacy of their own local systems of government from their
origins in the acts of the crown in parliament or the antecedent exercises
of unquestioned royal prerogatives their laws were the outworksoutworks of a
general constitution provisions of which applied only to them other
components made outside the mother country might be applicable only
to scots or canadians or irish with the ancient constitution itself
resting underneath them linking into oneness all such local variety in
the days of the stamp act crisis during 1765 66 all freemen on this side
of the atlantic invoked the quintessentially english idea of a sovereign
law that personified the national character by being derivative of the
entire national experience the law of henry de bracton which both
makes and unmakesunmates princes a power superior to the king through
which he has been made king 10 all of the british colonies in north
america invoked the constitution against parliaments unsanctioned
claims of supremacy they insisted that parliament could not vote as it
wished if in violation of fundamental law if the english constitution
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were to be strictly observed by all who had authority americans had
nothing to fear so said john dickinson and daniel dulany and other
protesting pamphleteers their professed loyalty was to a legal
inheritance and to the institutions designed to give it force incidentally
conditionally according to the cases so long as those institutions
served the ends for which they came into being the british constitution
meant mixed government and a separation of powers with a local
legislature for all local issues a little parliament with courts attached
supported by american taxes therefore it meant a check upon
despotism which everyone deplored as a condition to be avoided the
antithesis of the rule of law the crown would sometimes be represented
by governors by the board of trade or various ministers the kings
bench his judges either enforced the constitution or forfeited their
authority out of these adaptations emerged a fully developed notion of
a fundamental law logically prior to the assertion of legislative
supremacy or the royal prerogative or even abstract principle in arguing
against the sugar act thethe stamp act and subsequent assertions of a
remote hostile and arbitrarypowerarbitrary power americans prepared themselves to
envision a particular constitution of their own a fundamental law that
would preclude such errors and they also developed an idea of what it
would be like to observe such a law

while it shaped their side of the argument with whitehall and
george illsIIIsilis ministers propelling them toward pressing that case to its
logical conclusion in an assertion of the right of independent self
preservation within the british constitution as it stood after the
abdication of james II11 minus monarch and much else besides the
version of this constitution preserved among its american apologists
also acted as a check on how much their struggle might attempt or
signify in the way of radical change in the local operations of their laws
their economic and political systems and the rest of their culture A
revolution on these grounds could be revolutionary only up to a point
and once independence had been formalized in the september 1783
treaty of paris the same reverence for the english constitutional
achievement surrounded conditioned and provided a language for
reflection on their own legal necessities of course there were radicals
at the fringes of the american body politic even a few close to the
center and a number of them would have been pleased to believe with
patrick henry though for very different reasons that what distinguished
the new american government was that it had not an english feature in
it 11 but among those capable of coherent consistent political thought
as opposed to mere protest there were not many radicals and those few

who did enjoy a temporary influence worried other patriots no end since
the characteristic concern regarding constitutions had to do with setting
limits on change
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As a sample of the operation of these restraints we should consider
the 1774 speech of james duane of new york in which he recommends
as opposed to some teaching on natural equality grounding our rights
on the laws and constitution of the country from whence we sprung
facing the prospect of independence duane declares let us hope
to rise in time to a perfect copy of that bright original the british
constitution which is the envy of the worldworld1212 an equivalent to duanes
old whiggery can be found in the eloquence of carter braxton of
virginia who in may of 1776 urged independence upon the citizens of
the old dominion from the example of 1688 but no more than
independence

however necessary it may be to shake off the authority of arbitrary british
dictators we ought nonetheless to adopt and perfect that system which
england has suffered to be so grossly abused and the experience of ages has
taught us to venerate

this constitution and these laws have also been those of virginia and
let it be remembered that under them she flourished and was happy the
same principle which led the english to greatness animates us to that
principle our laws our customs and our manners are adapted and it would
be perverting all order to oblige us by a novel government to give up our
laws our customs and our manners

the testimony of the learned montesquieu is very respectable there
is he writes one nation in the world that has for the direct end of its
constitution political liberty 13

john jay of new york at this stage in his career sounds very like
his ally from virginia first he objects to any rush toward independence
because he doubts that all government is at an end that george 111IIIlii and
his ministers have broken all bonds between great britain and its
colonies on these shores as james 11II had forfeited his royal authority in
the mother country almost ninety years earlier before the continental
congress he declares that the measure of arbitrary powers is not yet
full and I1 think it must run over before we attempt to frame a new
constitution 14 later when that measure had been accomplished jay
went forward to a secession in defence of old liberties not in search of
new 15 thus looking back in 1800 he describes not only himself but the
entire continental congress from 1774 to 1776 in letters of the time he
often invokes the law of self preservation 6 and in the october 1775
address to the people of great britain he appeals to the sanction of

inherited rights following the pattern of other well respected whig
resistance to tyranny

further examples of piety toward english institutions among a
people at war with great britain are preserved in john draytonscraytonsdray tons
memoirs of the american revolution from its commencement to the
year 1776 the 25 june 1775 address to his excellency the right
honorable lord william campbell from the provincial congress of
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south carolina was probably written by john draytonscraytonsdray tons father
william henry drayton the principal theorist of the revolution for his
very conservative community yet what drayton says here is echoed at
other times by john rutledge henry laurens charles C pinckney
edward rutledge and rawlins lowndes that carolinians have even as
they stand ready to fight no love of innovation no desire of altering
the constitution of government no lust of independence that
carolinians wish for nothing more ardently than a speedy reconciliation

with our mother country upon constitutional principles that
carolinians love the british constitution even in taking up armsanns as the
result of dire necessity and in compliance with the first law of nature 17

it is a simple matter to find the same kind of whig doctrine
coming from leading figures in each of the original thirteen states
edmund pendleton ofvirginia explains to a younger countryman that the
leaders of the revolution wanted only a redress of grievances not a
revolution of government 18 in other words they wished matters put
back as they had been and james iredell of north carolina writes to his
angry loyalist uncle in jamaica that americans in 1776 acted only
as englishmen under an english constitution even in achieving
inindependencedepend ence 1911 he continues the same principles which led to the
steps taken against royal authority in 1688 would justify any others 2010

elsewhere he adds that no oath of allegiance to a prince is binding if it is
11 not consistent with the safety and liberties of the people political
apologetics in this vein are the commonplace matter of thousands of
letters to friends and relatives in england written by new americans who
were still proud of being english and protective of their political
inheritance under mr burkes version of a constitution their originally
english voices were also heard in redefining the relation of american
beginnings to the great political traditions of the mother country

the next stage in this process of perpetuation and re embodiment
belongs to the period when while fighting out the revolution with their
kinsmen from great britain our forefathers wrote new constitutions for
the thirteen formerfonner colonies the notable characteristic of these new
constitutions is how little they differed from the charters they emulated
and replaced willi paul adams the authority on these documents
writes

the central role played by british constitutionalism in justifying colonial
resistance was carried over into american thinking when the colonies began
writing their own in 1776 the basic premise of the colonists argumentaiasargument wasAiasalas
that the political order created in 1688 though formulated only in statutes
which appealed to other statutes petitions rulings and charters could not

be changed even by a majority decision in parliament approved by the
crown this english constitution the colonists argued was a pennpermanentanent
code to which the stewards of government power the king and parlia
ment were subject and that they had no authority to alter 21
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of course there were bills of rights in some of these constitutions
and some of them spoke as the british constitution did not of the generic
rights of man orator at least of rights available to all once they enter into
a social condition furthermore a few american radicals had lost their
respect for the british constitution before the colonies won their freedom
while others among their countrymen doubted that it was relevant to their
problems as citizens of a new republic the latter opinion was supported
even by several members of the great convention finally eighteenth
century americans read the british constitution in several different
ways in the fashion of blackstone according to the method of lord
bolingbroke or following the manner of david hume for some of our
forefathers the british constitution was an illustration of the medieval
doctrine of the mixed regime with the great estates of king lords and
commons interacting with and through each other others interpreted
the same evidence so as to find in the british tradition an even greater
protection against tyranny in the separation of executive legislative and
judicial power yet another smaller group was convinced that the secret
of their inheritance from the mother country was to be found in the
balance between country and court parties despite this variety of
interpretative strategies employed by the framers they understood the
ancestral constitution and used it in different ways according to their
political assumptions

there is a temptation to prescind from this spread of evidence an
attenuation of british constitutionalism among george illsIIIslils erstwhile
subjects in north america yet even in the first years of their collective
existence as part of a new political order novus ordo seclorumsec lorum most
thoughtful americans invoked the british constitution primarily to
explain why the articles of confederation would not be enough to foster
their countryscountrys tenuous internal order inner strength and social
cohesion however they expected even after revisions in philadelphia
that their government once reformed would probably continue to
preserve the pattern of jealously independent colonies in tension with a
distant and highhandedhigh handed central authority though the federal govern-
ment would not be so far away as whitehall or with its power to tax
directly so restricted in its influence it was perpetually on trial thanks
to the nature of federalism itself and by virtue of its status as the creation
of the sovereign people of the sovereign states americans in 1783 86
enjoyed spinning out arguments about the justice of their resistance to
tyranny and thus about the proper role of british law in their lives while
they had been british subjects particularly in new england the great
men of law theophilus parsons francis dana james bowdoin
theodore sedgwick feared that the revolution would continue beyond
independence into democratic excesses john adams especially
admired the fundamental law of great britain describing it as the most
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stupendous fabric of human invention and a greater source of honor to
human understanding than any other artifact in the history of civiliza-
tion 23 in this discourse over against captain shays and his rebellion
stands the authority of the stable social teaching of the british consti-
tution adamssadamas opinion of the value of a mixed constitution summarizes
his regions commitment to english continuity especially as he writes
of these subjects in A defence of the constitution of government of
the united states of america 24

references to the british constitution are scattered throughout the
records of the great convention and in the pamphlet literature
surrounding that assembly indeed they occurred so frequently that
some of the delegates who in many respects preferred to emulate the
british example registered complaints about their number these
references are basically of two kinds those that assume the complete
usefulness of comparisons to english originals even when they are
incomplete and partially misleading and those that object to too much
dependence on antique analogies and blind retrospection even though
they recognize their role in the convention forjohnfor john dickinson the
british constitution was a singular and admirable mechanism a
creation of the national experience which is always of more value than
the fruits of a priori rational speculation 25 charles pinckney called it
the best constitution in existence 26 edmund randolph spoke of its
excellent fabric which he hoped the framers would copy to the best of

their ability 27 the point is that such sentiments are a major component
of the discourse within the great convention not exceptional anglophile
outbursts forrest mcdonald writes whatever their political
philosophiesmostphilosophies most though by no means all of the delegates sought to
pattern the united states constitution as closely as circumstances would
permit after the english constitution 28 what is most clear about
affirmative comments on americas continuing link to a british
inheritance is that they focus on the advantages of the mixed regime with
roots reaching all the way back into medieval history and that they
predicate within that inheritance a level of political liberty and shared
self respect not easily preserved in a simple political structure
monarchy democracy or oligarchy of any of the classical varieties
invariably whether the speakers were federalist or antifederalistanti federalist the
leitmotif in their song of praise for inherited ways modes and
institutions was preserving a balance of liberty with order that can be
sustained against enemies within and without a balance provided in the
eighteenth century british constitution through a sovereign law coming
down from the magna carta the forest charters the petition of right
and the bill of rights and a distribution of power between king lords
and commons mixing the characteristics of various kinds of
government 29
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in both the great convention and in the federalist there are
extensive comparisons of the american president as chief executive with
the functions of the british crown and of the house of representatives
with the house of commons 30 in these debates and apologetics differ
encesances are developed to show our system as a perfection of its prototype
not as a rejection of the patrimony in a passage of even more startling
applicability to this exposition john dickinson of delaware draws a
direct comparison between the united states senate and the house of
lords since senators are expected to have a long tenure in office to
represent rank property and establishment and to check the demo-
cratic enthusiasms of a directly elected lower house according to
dickinson senators would represent territory places as do the peers of
england but not populations becoming as near as may be to the house
of lords in england 31 when the architects of our political identity as a
people both one and many set out to define their enterprise they turned
to the constitution of great britain as it stood from 1688 to 1750 and to
their own colonial experience under that constitution not to greek
leagues holland venice switzerland and genoa not even though
they respected it immensely to the roman constitution under the
republic naturally they looked first closer to home and merged the
lessons from other quarters into their readings of anglo american
history but what they might think and how far they might reach toward
a republic of abstract proposition and ideological purposes was greatly
limited thereby

what sounds in all this old whig music is of course not the
individualistic sirens song ofoflockelocke or the french philosophesphilosopherphilosophes but the
organ tones ofofbractonbracton Porfortescuetescue sir matthew hale sir edward coke
and the independent gentlemen who preserved magna carta framed the
petition of right and required an answer to XIX propositions
from charles 1I the tradition of the mixed regime the balanced
constitution in which lex is rex the law meaning the nations
soul embodied in customs and charters expectations and language
as sovereign rooted in the very nature of things that kind of law is a
continuum an unfolding harmony which as ellis sandoz has argued
recently identifies the american revolution and its lawgivinglaw giving
aftermath as the last event in renaissance political history the
beginnings of its modem antitype of another more abstract
species of law came a few years later in france with the rights of
man and citizen robespierre 32 when gouverneur morris
charles pinckney dickinson hamilton randolph pierce butler
george mason and james madison invoked the british constitution
among their fellow framers they were merely recalling their
more speculative colleagues to a known and recognized norm that
no amount of theoretical ingenuity could have contrived and to a
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limited antiabstractionistabstractionistanti view of their lawmaking function so much
of the question before them had been settled long before they were
bomborn that such was a view most of them accepted can be proved
from the constitution they assembled even though they were
very proud of how much they had incidentally improved on the
original in such achievements as a solution to the problem of
extended republics and of the way in which they had converted it into
a mutually binding text with a negative on both the states and the central
power

after the united states constitution had been drafted and sent
out for examination by the states british constitutional history became
a major influence on how it was interpreted by both advocates and
adversaries in north carolina massachusetts and new york and in
assorted pamphlet literature pointed comparisons between analogous
components of each system were commonplace elements of ratification
debates in virginia under the watchcarewatchcasewatch care of patrick henry the inherited
rights of englishmen qua americans the chartered rights became the
issue in a criticism of what the framers had proposed moreover we can
see in the fragments of debate preserved from south carolina that these
rights had an equivalent importance there

patrick henry the most important of the anti federalists the man
who had set the inertia toward revolution in motion in virginia as
defender of the spirit of liberty that americans drew from their
british ancestors called the british constitution the fairest fabric that
ever human nature reared of the philadelphia instrument he complains
there is not an english feature in it 33 henry frames his objections to

the proposed constitution by declaring

we are descended from a people whose government was founded on liberty
our glorious forefathers of great britain made liberty the foundation of
everything that country is become a great mighty and splendid nation not
because the government is strong and energetic but sir because liberty is
its direct end and foundation 3414

in the same ratifying convention in support of the handiwork of the
framers george nicholas reasoned the other way around that our
constitution preserves what is of value in the english and also adds
improvements future president james monroe following after henrys
argument contended the wisdom of the english constitution has
given a share of legislation to each of the three branches which enables
it effectively to defend itself and which preserves the liberty of that
country 35 other virginians contributed to this same set of invocations
honoring the old authority so as to shape the new

the variety of henrys allusions to the british example is extra-
ordinary almost as if the revolution had not occurred but henry is in
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no way more surprising than patrick dollard of south carolina
during that states ratification convention or francis kinlock a
fellow carolinian in a letter written soon after its conclusion
dollard living under the articles of confederation in a sovereign
south carolina still speaks of a birthright under magna carta and
of how it has been made over by friends of the new constitution 36

and kinlock writing to formerfonner lieutenant governor bull two days after
he had cast his own vote for ratification summarizes his view of the
implications of the new bond of union with we are getting back fast
to the system we destroyed some years ago 37 these lines represent only
a few of many such passages which survive to us in the ratification
records of the various states or in the private correspondence of the
framers

if there is one constant in the political discourse of eighteenth
century americans it is a generous and undeviating admiration for the
british constitution as they knew it even the greatest theorist whom they
recognized the baron de montesquieu spoke constantly of the merits of
the nontheoreticaltheoreticalnon english system in everything they attempted from
1765 and the quarrel over the stamp act through the drafting and
adoption of the original united states constitution in 1787 90 and the
addition to it of the bill of rights in 1789 9911 our forefathers invoked the
authority of that antecedent constitution as it stood in 1689 following the
glorious revolution neither war nor independence diminished this
relationship in the opinion of many scholars it is an explanation of the
essential character of our fundamental law as a sovereign power expres-
sive of the deliberate sense of the american people binding them in a
lasting way to an inheritance of specific rights and limited governmental
authority that runs all the way back to the great charter affirmed in 1215
at runnymede

it is impossible to understand what the framers attempted with the
constitution of the united states without first recognizing why most of
them dreaded pure democracy judicial tyranny or absolute legislative
supremacy and sought instead to secure for themselves and their
posterity the sort of specific negative and procedural guarantees that had
grown up within the context of that until very recently most stable and
continuous version of the rule of law known to the civilized world the
premise that every freeman should be protected by the law of the land
sir william holdsworth in his history of english law contrasts the
spirit which we discover in the apologies for the american revolution
and the ideological flavor of what its authors said about making the
original united states constitution he writes in summary that the latter
company went for inspiration to the eighteenth century british
constitution with which they were familiar in another context he
expands this idea
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the united states constitution was built up by skilfulskinful adaptation to a new
situation of sound institutional traditions derived to some extent from the
old relations fonformerlynerly existing between great britain and her american
colonies and to a large extent from the british constitution

they the framers were not inclined to entrust unfettered powers to a
popularly elected legislature for they recognized that the usurpations of
such a legislature would lead to tyranny as quickly as usurpations of the
executive they were not believers inin equalitarian theories 38

on the basis of the evidence I1 have found sir william cannot be
disputed and his is the general opinion of other british authorities on the
subject 39 for early english constitutional history is a universe of
discourse a structure of values inherent in the language of its expression
that is the opposite of metaphysical speech concerning abstract moral
principles and ideal regimes in other words it is well suited to the
articulation and protection of what the english political theorist michael
oakeshott speaks of as nomocraticnomocratic orders those better defined by an
established way of conducting their business than by a set of goals 40 the
opposite is found in teleocraticteleocratic regimes which attempt to embody
some large idea such as justice liberty or equality in an always
incomplete ever more insistent process about this kind of government
we know more than we would like thinking about the difference
between the familiar intellectual context of contemporary ideological
politics and what the framers intended in the way of limited government
we may even at the distance of two hundred years recognize how far we
have come from those origins away from securing the blessings of
liberty to ourselves and our posterity how far and at what cost
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the summer of 1787
getting a constitution

J D williams

it is not at all certain that complex historical events really have
beginnings but it is absolutely certain that all essays must and so we
begin with my favorite living frenchman jean francois revel
commenting on the revolution in eighteenth century america that
revolution was in any case the only revolution ever to keep more
promises than it broke 51 what made that possible in america was the
constitution of the united states written eleven years after the declara-
tion of independence and six years after our defeat of the british at
yorktown on 17 september 1987 that document was two hundred
years old and it is to that birthday and to all of us that this essay is
fondly dedicated

my intent here is threefold to recall how one american
government the articles of confederation was overthrown to tell the
story of the philadelphia convention in the summer of 1787 and to
assess the truly critical features of the constitutional convention and the
constitution

A government THAT WOULD NOT LAST

three years into the revolutionary war the continental congress
realized that the disunited states could never defeat the british without a
regular government thus on 8 august 1778 they drafted the articles of
confederation which neatly illustrated newtonsnewmonsNew tons law that every action
has an equal and opposite reaction we were then fighting a centralized
british system and were not about to recreate it here under the articles
the thirteen states were to hold the sovereignty with a weak central
government being delegated express powers only the articles
created a simple structure a unicameral congress in which the thirteen
states had an equal voice and no executive or judicial branches those
J D williams isis a professor of political sciencescience at the university of utah this essay was originally presented as
the forty eighth annual frederick william reynolds lecture at the university of utah 13 november 1986 used
by permission of the division of continuing education university of utah the author writes washington and
madison both spoke of the achievements at philadelphia as a miracle they inspired catherine drinker bowens
elegant 1966 book the miracle at philadelphia which inin turn inspired this essay
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who dislike the federal government today would have loved the system
then congress could not act directly on citizens at all and was absolutely
dependent on the good will of the states in meeting congressional
requests for money and soldiers to fight the war

the gloomy fiscal history of the articles tells the story especially
when one remembers george washingtons constant need for supplies
and munitions in the six year period from 1781 to 1786 congress
asked the states for 15670000 and raised just one sixth of the amount
2419000 economically the country began to fall apart during the

1780s states erected tariffs against each other printed paper money and
refused to recognize their neighbors currency as legal tender the
stagflation of that decade may have exceeded the 1970s and even
though the government of the articles accomplished some major things
such as winning the war with england in 17811781 passing the northwest
ordinance in 1787 and preserving the idea of union keen observers saw
early on that states wrongs exceeded states rights and that something
had to be done

one of the first to sound the alarm was an extraordinary twenty
three year old named alexander hamilton an aide to general
washington who may have learned about confederate pain from
watching the generals face when supplies didnt show up in time
in september 1780 this adopted son of the united states wrote a friend
of his a short note seventeen pages long as a matter of fact
analyzing the weaknesses of the articles of confederation this
congress cannot govern the nation hamilton wrote because thirteen
sovereign states will not give it adequate power there is but one remedy
call a convention of all the states to change the form of government but
first he said with political wisdom far beyond his years the people
should be prepared by sensible and popular writings 2

three years later general washington would plead for the states to
give congress enough power to govern and two years after that in 1785
commissioners from maryland and virginia would assemble in
washingtons living room in the alexandria conference to discuss
commercial and navigation tension between the two states such as
poaching on each others oyster beds the hidden agenda however may
well have been to cast a spell over them by george on the need for
changing the confederacy

the commissioners who met there issued a call for a broader
gathering of the states for september 1786 at annapolis maryland and
five states showed up they failed to come to any agreement about their
commercial problems but alexander hamilton then taught the
delegates and all would be reformers a valuable lesson how to use
a defeat on small matters as a springboard for victory on large ones
hamilton wrote the report the five states unanimously agreed to on
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14 september 1786 that congress should assemble a convention in
philadelphia on the second monday of may 1787 to devise a plan that
would render the constitution of the federal government adequate to
the exigencies of the union 1133 marxistsmarxisms especially should leamlearn a lesson
from the diagnosis politics was more fundamental than economics in the
countryscountrys malaise the tasks ahead of the reform caucuscaucus44 were
formidable to build a base in state capitols for a new national govern-
ment get the states delegates in congress to support the call for a
convention and send delegates to the philadelphia convention who
would be favorable to the nationalist proposals of the caucus

in the fall of 1786 an event occurred in western massachusetts that
was a bane to the state government and a boon to the reform caucus
riding on a wave of deep agrarian and debtor discontent one daniel
shays mounted a rebellion against the courts that were putting impover-
ished farmers in jail a tough place to pay off your creditors when the
shaysitesshaysitessltes marched on springfield in december the governor marshalled
the state militia and broke the rebellion

these were shots heard all the way to new york where congress
sat and beyond additional reports of disturbances came from georgia
where martial law had been imposed and from rhode island where
paper money miscreants had taken control A rumor came from new
york that a seditious party had opened communications with the viceroy
of canada congress had to act and they did one month after the end of
shayssshayes rebellion they passed a resolution calling for a convention of
delegates from the several states to meet at philadelphia on 14 may 1787
yorfortor the purpose of revising the articles of confederation with such

alterations and amendments as to render them adequate to the
preservation and support of the union hamiltons exact phrase from
the annapolis convention 5 the reform caucus had won a beachhead
in philadelphia

AN ASSEMBLY OF DEMIGODS

when the convention had finished its work jefferson would call
it an assembly of dedemigodslmgodslagodsdemidemllm gods 6 but we should see them at the outset on
a lower plane one best described by walton hamilton the time has
come to raise the framers from immortality to mortality to give them
credit for their magnificent demonstration of the art of democratic
politics they made history and did it within the limits of consensus 1177

james madison fully prepared came from new york where he sat
in congress on 3 may he had already written washington in april
outlining the issues that needed to be addressed by the convention
washington without any question the countryscountrys first citizen arrived on
13 may some old lines describe the scene and there was captain
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washington upon a slapping stallion a giving orders to his men I1 guess
there was a million 8 philadelphia was in awe

but the state house better known to us as independence hall was
more in a posture of waiting only the virginia and pennsylvania
delegations were present for the scheduled start on 14 may but they
wasted no time dawdling while the others drifted in caucusing daily the
virginians polished their fifteen resolves termed the randolph
plan for their leader governor edmund randolph and began to woo
the pennsylvaniansPennsylvanpennsylvaniasians to the nationalist cause A quorum of seven states
would finally be present on 25 may and the convention opened electing
george washington to be its president

they assembled in a building and a hall already precious in
american history here the continental congress had sat during the war
the congress of the articles had met in an adjoining building but what
is most important is that in the historic assembly room in july 1776 the
declaration of independence had been adopted when one comes now
into that chamber with its quiet gray walls and its green baize covering

nhethethe desks itisit is so easy inin the minds eye to see thomas jefferson there
john adams john hancock and benjamin franklin who had resolved
to stand together or hang separately 9 now as one returns the guide

points out where ben franklins sedan chair was put down in the summer
of 1787 the aisle chair for gouverneur morris with peg leg and the
front row center seat of james madison that enabled him to capture

essentially every word that was uttered just beyond on the dais was
president george washington in the chair with the sun painted on its
crest with only a little imagination the viewer feels the room come alive
to the tempestuous debates of that extraordinary gathering between may
and september

who were these fifty five who had come here to make a consti-
tution three fourths had served in the continental congress and knew
intimately the problems of the confederation eight in that very hall had
signed the declaration of independence eleven years before seven were
governors through what prism would they view the work of this body
there were the scholars william samuel johnson of connecticut
the president of columbia college james wilson of pennsylvania
bringing to the debates his fierce intellect and the fruits of the scottish
enlightenment george wythe of williamsburg virginia jeffersons
law professor at william and mary and that extraordinary student of
governments ancient and modem james madison of virginia madison
had written to his dear friend jefferson our ambassador in paris asking
for treatises in political science and history how our leonardo in the
city of lights ever obtained over a hundred volumes to send to madison
is unknown but I1 surmise he was on the most wanted list of the
national library of france after the shipments were made
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there were the filibusterersfilibusterers and cranks such as luther martin of
maryland the angry small state men such as gunning bedford of
delaware the voluble ones such as gouverneur morris of pennsylvania
the rufus king of massachusetts and the handsome randolph of
virginia to compensate there were also the silent cals of the
convention principally jared ingersoll of pennsylvania this lawyer
who normallynonnally was paid by the word did not utter a single one in the
debate during the whole summer at least none within madisonsmatisonsMadisons
earshot there were the shakers and movers such as madison and
hamilton and morris the shrewd compromisers franklin sherman
of connecticut and madison the incredibly bad sports such as
elbridge gerry of massachusetts and randolph of virginia and the
great sports living with a document far from their own plans madison
and hamilton their ages were extraordinary from the youngest
delegates jonathan dayton of new jersey at twenty six to the junior
pinckney of south carolina at twenty nine hamilton at thirty madison
at thirty six george washington was fifty five and der alte was of
course benjamin franklin at eighty one going on forty five the
average age was forty three

we should note who was not there john adams was our
ambassador at the court of st james and jefferson as noted was our
ambassador to france patrick henry had been elected to the virginia
delegation but declined to serve why because he said 1I smelt a
rat 10 A sad omission was the rhode island delegation rhode island
was under the control of an agrarian party that wanted a cheap currency
and feared that a strong central government would move to hard money
they remained holdoutsfoldoutsholdouts under the new government until 1790 a year

after washington took office
the delegates brought considerable baggage with them in the form

of briefs for slavery and the slave trade protection of property some
democratic sentiments attachments to states rights and blueprints for
a strong nationalist government the property interest in particular
needs to be addressed since the publication of charles A beards
an economic interpretation of the constitution of the united states in
1913 the question has disturbed students as to how laden the delegates
were with concerns for their own pocketbooks specifically those
among them holding bonds in the confederacy stood to gain
substantially if the new government were given the power to tax and pay
off its debts the beard thesis boils down closely to what we might call
today insider trading

property interests have a powerful effect in blinding legislators to
the public interest especially when the property is their own john jay
not a delegate but one who fought for the ratification of the constitution
later in new york put the matter baldly the people who own the
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country ought to govern it cold turkey just like that no thought
about who may have to defend it no thought of the jeffersonian view that
the country exists to protect all peoples rights but then it has always
been true that if you hold a dime close enough to your eye you can block
out the whole world

beard said something enormously important in that book that
men with self interests wrote the constitution not angels in eighteenth
century garb but he went too far in advancing his self interest doctrine
although half the delegates probably owned some stocks and bonds that
would benefit from a more efficient government the preponderance of
stocks and bonds was held by just six delegates two of whom were
inconspicuous in the deliberations and one of whom elbridge gerry
refused to sign the finished document it was gerry who was so badly
frightened by shayssshayshayes ss rebellion in his own state madison and hamilton
by the way owned virtually no stocks or bonds

in one of his many wise moments benjamin franklin addressed
himself to the terrible dangers in a government of the wealthy by the
PACs and for the special interests

1 I must express my dislike of everything that tended to debase the spirit of
the common people if honesty was often the companion of wealth and if
poverty was exposed to peculiar temptation it was not less true that the
possession of property increased the desire of more property some of the
greatest rogues 1 I have ever been acquainted with were the richest rogues

this constitution will be much read and attended to in europe and if it
should betray a great partiality to the rich it will not only hurt us in the
esteem of the most liberal and enlightened men there but discourage the
common people from removing to this country 12

it was predictable that an eighteenth century constitution
produced by an assembly of upper class representatives would make
ample provision for the protection of property US senators would be
chosen by the state legislatures which in many states would represent
propertied interests gerry put it plainly the country is divided into the

landed interest and the commercial and those interests will be
more secure in the hands of a senate chosen in this way than in the
hands of the people at large the people are for paper money when
the legislatures are against it 3 furthermore the state legislatures could
specify how presidential electors were to be chosen extending the
property interest to possible control of the presidency in addition
contracts were protected against state impairment

but perhaps more important than their property interests were the
ideas in delegate heads as they arrived in philadelphia those ideas
would define the battlegrounds that lay directly ahead as the convention
began its work
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THE ideological battlegrounds

democrat vs aristocrat

should the new government be elected by the people or chosen
in large part by state legislatures should the draft constitution be
submitted to popularly elected conventions or be referred to state
legislatures how should we perceive the common people of america

gouvemeurgouverneurgouveneur morris like many others at philadelphia had little
faith in the people elbridge gerry was blunt on the issue the evils we
experience flow from the excess of democracy the people do not want
virtue but are the dupes of pretended patriots 14 alexander hamilton
admitted 1I am not much attached to the majesty of the multitude I1

consider them in general as very ill qualified to judge for themselves
what government will best suit their peculiar situations 15 but on some
key issues he danced to another drummer voting for popular election of
representatives and presidential electors

the intellectual leaders of the small band of democrats were clearly
the scholars james wilson and james madison power wilson said
ought to flow immediately from the legitimate source of all authority
the people the govtgoat ought to possess not only I1istst the force but

2ndlyandly the mind or sense of the people at large the legislature ought to
be the most exact transcript of the whole society 6 wilson proposed
direct popular election of both the senate and the president losing on
both counts madison exhibited his faith in the people in his proposals
for direct popular election of representatives and nowhere was his
commitment to popular sovereignty more clear than in his insistence on
ratification of the constitution by elected ratifying conventions rather
than by state legislatures

perhaps both aristocrats and democrats could agree with one of the
noblest sentiments expressed at philadelphia by that wise man benjamin
franklin god grant that not only the love of liberty but a thorough
knowledge of the rights of man may pervade all the nations of the earth
so that a philosopher may set hisfootheshis foot anywhere on its surface and say

11 111717this is my country

small states vs large

in 1787 the three most populous states were massachusetts
pennsylvania and virginia that meant that on a straight head count the
small states could outvote the large by nine to three at the convention
with rhode island absent the randolph plan from the virginia

delegation unabashedly advanced the large state interest basing
representation in the house and senate on either population or tax
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contributions the small states responded on 15 june with the paterson
plan which urged retention of the existing uiiicameraluriicameral congress with
equal representation of the states thus favoring the small states the
contestants on this issue would be paterson of new jersey bedford of
delaware and martin of maryland vs randolph and madison of
virginia king of massachusetts and morris of pennsylvania

states rights vs a national government

the reform caucus knew why they were in philadelphia to get rid
of the state dominated confederacy and replace it with a vigorous
national government fully equipped to pass laws reaching individual
citizens most extreme on this score was alexander hamilton and close
behind james madison the states rightnightersers included george mason
on madisonsmatisonsMadisons virginia delegation and luther martin of maryland

both of whom in the end refused to sign so offended were they by the
powers given to the national government in the constitution and by other
grievances the debates on this issue of new powers for the national
government would nearly derail the convention

As if these three major issues were not enough the convention
would also have to wrestle with issues surrounding slavery not abolition
yet although george mason personally wanted the institution abolished
but rather the questions of abolishing the slave trade that execrable
commerce in human lives jefferson had called itit18I1 and how to count the
slaves for purposes of allocating seats in the house of representatives
southern delegates such as pierce butler of south carolina wanted to
count the slaves at full value for representation purposes but the
convention would not buy that the three Ms mason madison and
morris would see to that

then there was the debate over the necessity of a bill of rights
madison said that congress wouldnt have the power to trample on
peoples rights but his colleague mason disagreed the man who had
written the elegant virginia declaration of rights in 1776 the issue
remained unresolved all through the ratification period and on down to
the first congress which added a bill of rights largely written
interestingly enough by james madison

given the intensity of the arguments over that array of issues is it
any wonder that getting a constitution at all was something miraculous
what clearly helped was the realization on the part of almost all the
delegates that as robert yates of new york put it during the first week
of the convention they were there to take into consideration the state
of the union 19 most of them were convinced that the country was not
in good shape and desperately needed healing that realization was for
many the mother of compromise
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THE RIVAL PLANS OF VIRGINIA AND NEW JERSEY

the large state proposals were drafted in advance by madison and
perhaps six others and were presented to the convention by the thirty
three year old governor of virginia edmund randolph demonstrating
the old rule of getting there firstestfirstest with the mostestmontestmos test the virginians
introduced their fifteen resolves on the third day ofbusiness 29 may
all would be politicians should take a lesson from this stroke to
dominate the agenda from the very start the proposals represented the
blueprint of the reform caucus for reconstituting the government along
nationalist lines although the states would still be retained the small
states responded with the new jersey plan presented by william
paterson on 15 june for comparative purposes I1 will outline them here
side by side

the virginia plan 29 may the new jersey plan 15 june
1 provides for a national govern-
ment

1 changes the confederacy into a
dominant over the states federation enabling the central

congress could veto state laws that government to act directly on
violated the constitution and could individuals
use force to compel states to do their
duty think about eisenhower vs
faubus and kennedy vs barnette

2 greatly enlarges powers for the 2 provides for the same national
national government including government including taxation and
taxation and interstate commerce interstate commerce

3 provides for a bicameral 3 retains the unicameral
congress with proportional congress with equal representation
representation in both houses the of the states senators to be chosen
senate to be chosen by the house by the state legislatures
from nominees submitted by the
states

4 A single executive to be chosen 4 A plural executive to be chosen
by the congress for a single by congress for a single term
term the amended virginia plan
13 june 1787

5 A national judiciary to be chosen 5 A national judiciary to be
by congress for good behavior appointed by the executive

6 civilian control of the military

7 supremacy of federal laws over
the laws of the states

randolph made the intentions of the nationalists clear on 30 may
declaring an union of the states merely federal we would use
confederateiconfederate today will not accomplish the objects proposed by the

articles of confederation namely common defence security of liberty
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and the general welfare he therefore proposed that a national
government ought to be established consisting of a supreme legisla-
tive executive and judiciary 0 20O

now the debate became truly fierce states rightersbrightersrighters vs nationalists
small states vs large states righterrighterighterjohnjohnrJohn lansing new york called the
proposed constitution a triple headed monster as deep and wicked a
conspiracy as ever was invented in the darkest ages against the liberties
of a free people 21 A chorus of delegates was ready to join him in the
denunciation of the virginia plan yates of new york elbridge gerry
of massachusetts paterson and brearly of new jersey and luther
martin of maryland among others the nationalists were equally
vociferous with george read of delaware as a case in point the state
govtsgoats must be swept away we had better speak out the idea that the
people will not approve perhaps is a mistake 22 he had powerful friends
in madison and hamilton the latter of whom would have allowed the
president to remove recalcitrant state governors james wilson of
pennsylvania would ask the convention why should a nati govtgoat be
unpopular has it less dignity will each citizen enjoy under it less
liberty or protection will a citizen of delaware be degraded by
becoming a citizen of the united statesstates2323

some delegates were concerned about relinquishing powers over
taxation commerce and the military to a new national government in
todays parlance it seemed like a zero sum game and the reads
masons and martins were sure the states would end up with zeros
it was not a zero sum game but one in which a redistribution of power

transformed thirteen brawling states into something magnificent the
united states of america nevertheless the first tentative vote late in
june on the nationalist proposals was a convincing victory of seven to
three for the virginia plan

THE FIGHT OVER representation

concurrently with the intense struggle over national powers vs
state powers another issue quickly surfaced that could easily have
derailed the convention by itself how to apportion representatives in a
new congress until about the second week of july the issue was seen
strictly through the glasses of large state vs small state domination of the
new government As noted earlier the virginia plan took superb care of
virginia with a bicameral congress based either on population or
contributions patersonspetersonsPatersons new jersey plan replied with a one house
legislature with equal representation for the states with ten small states
and only three large ones a three to one margin in congress would
probably be adequate insurance for the interests of the smaller states let
it never be forgotten that the first lesson in politics is how to count
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on 9 june before the paterson plan had been introduced debate
raged over virginias suggestion of proportional representation
paterson called the idea tyranny or despotism 55211121552424 on 27 28 june
luther martin came close to ruining the whole enterprise those who
have lived in the east know well what those miserably hot humid days
can do both to the linens and the disposition martin of maryland either
forgot or did not care in a two day harangue he simultaneously invented
the filibuster and drove his colleagues wild there were motions to
adjourn the whole affair at which point dr franklin suggested a
different course start the sessions each day with prayer he reminded
the convention that prayers were uttered in this room by the
continental congress during the revolutionary war our prayers
were heard and they were graciously answered I1 have lived sir a
long time and the longer I1 live the more convincing proofs I1 see of this
truth that god the 1125112125governs in affairs of men

this was ticklish business made especially so by the revereverencerevereincereInce in
which franklin was held A delegate indicated that the strapped
convention had no money to hire a minister and some wag later
suggested that hamilton had observed the convention stood in no need
of foreign aid 111626 the delegates took the parliamentary way out of their
jam and voted for adjournment instead of prayer somehow they would
have to carry on themselves

now it was the turn of gunning bedford of delaware on 30 june
he rebuked them all telling them they were acting out of self interest
numbers wealth and local views have actuated your determinations

and the larger states proceed as if our eyes were already perfectly
blinded he grumbled about three southern states with smaller popula
tionseions having joined with the three large states

they endeavor to amuse us with the purity of their principles and the
rectitude of their intentions their cry is where is the danger and they
insist that altho the powers of the general government will be increased yet
it will be for the good of the whole and although the three great states form
nearly a majority of the people ofamerica they never will hurt or injure the
lesser states I1 do not gentlemen trust you 27

how badly they were divided on the representation issue was
dramatized on 2 july when a tie vote was cast on the proposal for an equal
representation of the states in the senate at that juncture gouverneur
morris resorted to another old rule in politics when in doubt appoint a
committee so eleven men one from each state minus new hampshire
which hadnt even appeared at the parley yet got down to the task of
resolving once and for all this month long battle between large and small
states over representation franklin counseled them when a broad
table is to be made and the edges of planks do not fit the artist takes a
little from both and makes a good joint in like manner here both sides
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must part with some of their demands in order that they may join in some
accommodating proposition 28 another new maxim was thus shaped
for future politicians when a carpenter wants to join two boards
together he sometimes saws a little off of both ends the question was
where to do the cutting

since 11 june roger sherman of connecticut had been promoting
without success the idea of proportional representation in the new
house of representatives and equal representation of the states in the
new senate now it was an idea whose time had come take the bicameral
principle and proportional representation from the virginia plan and
equality of representation from the paterson plan and put them together
tongue and groove give the senate to the small states and the house to
the large in committee that old compromiser franklin moved adoption
of the connecticut compromise it was adopted there but five more
days of wrangling would ensue before the convention would agree
gouverneur morris and bedford criticized the proposal madison had
never liked the idea of representing the states equally lansing and yates
two thirds of the new york delegation were now so fed up that they
left the convention for good on 10 july leaving new yorks vote in the
hands of hamilton who derived no joy from perfect attendance A
discouraged washington wrote hamilton in new york to come back to
philadelphia 1I almost despair of seeing a favorable issue to the
proceedings of the convention and do therefore repent having had any
agency in the business 29

but the healing process or was it the heating process of
midsummer now did its work on 16 july the great compromise of
the convention was accepted by a five to four vote with the small
states in the majority probably the most important one vote victory in
our entire history it saved the convention and the constitution

WILL THE BUCK STOP HERE CREATING THE EXECUTIVE

in creating congress the delegates had a model they could relate
to not so a chief executive or federal judiciary now new bottles had to
be shaped for critically important new wine

the issues surrounding the presidency were as complex as the men
who would ultimately fill it should we have a monarch A plural or
single executive A president with only one term or re eligible an
officer chosen by congress the people or state governors A chief
executive subject to impeachment As a measure of the tensions on these
questions it required sixty ballots before they settled the mode of
election

should we have a king washington indicated out of convention
that it was an idea he viewed with opprobrium and horror and yet there
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was a strange interplay between george III111ill whom americans had
recently defeated and washington whom they revered the ultimate
design of article 2 providing for the presidency created the powerful
office that it did because intuitively every delegate knew that george
washington would be its first occupant and george I1 did not resemble
george III111

elbridge gerry wanted the president to be a pawn of the governors
chosen by them hamilton proposed a lifetime president both the
randolph and paterson plans proposed a plural executive chosen by the
congress approximating the parliamentary system that we had so
recently resented while under british rule but two forces began to alter
all those designs As the delegates steadily moved toward montesquieusMontesquieus
prescription of separated powers election of the president by congress
had to go and hamilton and james wilson pressed continuously for the
concept of energy in the executive 30 and that ruled out a presidency of
three this structural question was on its way to resolution when the
committee of the whole adopted wilsonsvilsonsWilsons motion for a single executive
by a vote of seven to three with madisonsmatisonsMadisons journal quietly noting that
G washington voted aye31aye11aye 3111

with election by congress rejected the delegates now had to
address alternative sources of election once again aristocrats
confronted democrats who were badly outnumbered james wilson
boldly supported direct popular election george mason of virginia
replied

it would be as unnatural to refer the choice of a proper character for
chief magistrate to the people as it would to refer a trial ofcolourscolouos to a blind
man the extent of the country renders it impossible that the people can
have the requisite capacity to judge of the respective pretensions of the
candidates 32

the sharp differences again demanded compromise and this one
might well have been designed by delegate rube goldberg we would
have a college of cardinals called the electoral college to choose the
president a kind of selection of the best by the wisest the state
legislatures would determine how their electors were to be chosen and
the electors ostensibly in a moment of great rationality would ballot
every fourth december for the president of the united states the states
in fact began immediately turning the choice over to the voters with
south carolina the last to capitulate in 1860 the system is an
anachronism with the electors having been captured by political
parties by 1800 and thus no longer free agents as the founding fathers
intended and on occasion it produces unacceptable results as in the three
instances 1824 1876 and 1818888 8 where the winners of the popular vote
lost in the electoral college
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but the method of election aside the framers created a perfectly
extraordinary office amply equipped with constitutional power for men
of ability to lead the nation in very troubled times and still be subject to
a host of checks ranging from rejection by the voters to vetoes over-
ridden to the threat of impeachment and judicial review so much is
revealed by the title of that extraordinary case in 19741074 united states vs
nixon

A FEDERAL JUDICIARY TO PROTECT THE constitution

the confederation had no court system but the framers knew as
locke and thomas paine had pointed out before that government
consists of a threefoldthree fold process lawmakinglaw making executing and
adjudicating what then should be the nature of a federal court system
on this point both the virginia and new jersey plans were in agreement
there was to be a national judiciary including in the new jersey plan
a supreme tribunal whose judges would be appointed by the president

for life terms or good behaviour that made it into the constitution
a supreme court appointed by the president for life when confirmed by
the senate

should the court have the power of judicial review that is
the power to hold acts of congress the president and the states
unconstitutional happily we have original intent of unmistakable
clarity on this question alexander hamiltons papers in the federalist
numbers 78 and 81 of 1788 having mentioned the prohibitions laid
down in the constitution such as no bills of attainder or ex post facto
laws hamilton then said

the complete independence of the courts of justice is peculiarly essential in
a limited constitution limitations of this kind can be preserved in
practice no other way than through the medium of the courts of justice
whose duty it must be to declare all acts contrary to the manifest tenor of
the constitution void without this all the reservations of particular rights
or privileges would amount to nothing the interpretation of the laws is
the proper and peculiar province of the courts 33

while grievous to some in our present day it thus becomes understand-
able why chief justice charles evans hughes would say that we are
under a constitution but the constitution is what the judges say it is 34

SHOULD THREE FIFTHS EQUAL ONE

just eleven years earlier thomas jefferson and the second
continental congress had proclaimed to the world adream of the new
republic that in the things that count most in life one should equal one
now the matter of counting would confront the delegates once again
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in philadelphia in 1787 how to count slaves for apportioning
representatives in congress apparently without embarrassment one
south carolinian pierce butler asked that slaves be counted at full
value A delegate from a northern state asked if slaves were not
property and if so then shouldnt northern cows and horses be included
in the population count as well butlers proposal was rejected three to
seven

south carolina was not together on this issue for the matter was
ultimately resolved on the lines proposed by rutledge of that state early
in the convention on 11 june rutledge suggested in committee of the
whole that the old federal rule of 1783 be followed counting three
fifths of the blacks and adding that number to the white population to
determine how many congressmen a state was entitled to that vote was
nine to two in favor

the debate over the slave trade was as ugly here as it had been in
1776 when that congress deleted jeffersons philippic against this
heinous importation of human beings from africa southern delegates
said they would be ruined ifthe slave trade were shut off and that it would
hurt northern merchants in whose ships they were carried the slave trade
and its related issues dogged the delegates all summer and then a deal
was apparently struck the 35 compromise was adopted along with
general charles pinckneyspinckneyaPinckneys proposal that the slave trade be allowed until
1808 political necessity had forced an ugly bargain but it is to the credit
of the congress of 1808 when that twenty year graceless period was
up that the slave trade was abolished

GETTING THE DOCUMENT ON PAPER

all summer long debate had revolved around virginias fifteen
resolves by late july many of them were thoroughly bent out of shape
A five man committee was appointed on 26 july to pull together
everything the convention had agreed to in order to focus debate during
their final month that gave the delegates a much needed eleven day
adjournment it is revealing to note what the president of the convention
did during this break he rode over to see valley forge and the memories
of that winter just ten years earlier flooded in on him like a torrent then
he went fishing clearly the generals heart was in place and his head was
screwed on

after the committee of detail finished its summary the delegates
turned to a number of critical questions does the document need a bill of
rights and how should it be ratified on 12 september george mason
who knew so much about telling governments what they could not do to
their people urged that a bill of rights be added to the new constitution
with sound british logic he argued that if you are going to increase
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governmental powers then you must fortify individual rights roger
shermanshennan claimed that the states had their own bills of rights but mason
saw through that what was needed was protection against the new level
of government they were creating madison wilson and hamilton
argued that the new government was not being given any powers to
trample on citizen rights and that the checks and balances they had
devised would prevent encroachment while we now know that they
were far too sanguine on the issue nevertheless the convention agreed
with them and against mason rejecting the plea for a bill of rights ten
states to none that led mason five days later to refuse to sign the
constitution jefferson in paris was deeply disappointed when he
heard and the massachusetts ratifying convention was angered they
ratified the document on the condition that a bill of rights would be
submitted by the first congress for ratification by the states that was
done with the giant oversight of the framers being corrected on a
memorable date 15 december 17911791 when the first ten amendments to
the constitution were ratified

now only one major question still remained who should ratify the
constitution the articles of confederation under which we then lived
specified unanimous approval by the state legislatures but rhode
islands obduracy would seal the fate of the new document furthermore
other states might easily oppose the document since it transferred
substantial powers over commerce taxes and the draft from their
legislatures to the new congress to surmount both of those obstacles
very savvy heads at the convention proposed ratification by popularly
elected conventions in nine of the thirteen states

on 31 august madison made one of his most important speeches
to the convention in behalf of that mode of ratification he pointed out
that the difference between a league and a federation such as that being
created here is that a federation draws its power from the people both
levels of government must then defer to their common master the
citizenry the people are in fact the fountain of all power and by
resorting to them all difficulties are got over 35 george mason agreed
legislators are the mere creatures of the state constitutions and

cannot be greater than their creators whither then must we resort for
ratification to the people it is of great moment that this
doctrine should be cherished as the basis of free government 111636 on
requiring nine out of thirteen states for ratification the vote was eight to
three on popular conventions rather than state legislatures the vote was
nine to one with maryland alone dissenting

on 8 september the committee of style was appointed for the final
drafting of the constitution all five members of this important group
were nationalists william johnson of connecticut alexander hamilton
of new york gouverneur morris of pennsylvania rufus king of
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massachusetts and james madison of virginia except for the absence
of franklin and wilson of pennsylvania this was certainly the first
team

morris was the craftsman of the final draft reducing the twenty
three resolutions that had passed into just seven articles of the finished
constitution although there isis sosomeme irony in this aristocrats having
penned the opening words of the preamble we the people do
ordain there was clever strategy here proclaim the document in the
name of the people rather than the states as a hedge against any states
that might refuse to ratify the committee also approved a thoughtful
letter to congress whose approval was needed before the ratification
process could begin what is at stake now the letter suggested is the
consolidation of our union in which is involved our prosperity felicity

national existence 113737safety perhaps our
the fifteenth of september was to be their last working day and it

was full of sadness governor randolph whose name was on the plan
that had dominated the agenda of the convention expressed his
differences with the draft and moved that a second convention be called
to improve the reforms his fellow virginian george mason seconded
randolph predicting that the new government would end either in
monarchy or tyrannical aristocracy imagine the extraordinary pain that
must have engulfed the third virginian madison as he recorded these
doubts elbridge gerry moaned through eleven disagreements that he
still had with the document this unmemorable speech convinced one
delegate however elbridge gerry that he should not sign the consti-
tution and he did not then the randolph motion for a second convention
was unanimously defeated madison must have smiled as he recorded
all the states answered no

with the darkness broken the sunlight of a new day appeared
madison recorded it misthismls way on the question to agree to the consti-
tution as amended all the states ay the constitution was then ordered
to be engrossed and the house adjourned 15 september 1787 3831

17 SEPTEMBER 1787 THE SIGNING

forty two of the fifty five delegates who had attended the conven
tion stayed with it to the end they were to be well repaid not only by
their signal accomplishment of course but also by the drama of the final
day 17 17septemberseptember 1787 after the constitution was read aloud so that
delegates could actually hear what they had fought so strenuously about
all summer they got to hear something else a final testament of wisdom
from benjamin franklin franklin said that there were some parts of the
draft with which he did not agree but added but I1 am not sure I1 shall
never approve of them how that must have pierced those who were
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about to express their undying opposition then a classic franklin
touch as he declared that he was not going to be like the french lady who
said 1 I dont know what happens sister but I1 meet with nobody but
myself thats always in the right

in these sentiments sir I1 agree to this constitution with all its faults if they
are such because I1 think a general government necessary for us I1 doubt
too whether any other convention may be able to make a better
constitution for when you assemble a number of men to have the
advantage of theirjointtheir joint wisdom you inevitably assemble with those men
all their prejudices their passions their errors of opinion their local
interests and their selfish views from such an assembly can a perfect
production be expected it therefore astonishes me sir to find this system
approaching so near to perfection as it does and I1 think it will astonish our
enemies who are waiting with confidence to hear that our councils are
confounded like those of the builders of babel and that our states are on
the point of separation only to meet hereafter for the purpose of cutting one
anothers throats

thus I1 consent sir to this constitution because I1 expect no better and
because I1 am not sure that it is not the best

franklin then made two requests of the delegates to doubt a little
of their own infallibility and put their names to the document and then
to go home and fight for its ratification on that point he shared some
fundamental political science much of the strength and efficiency of
any government in procuring and securing happiness to the people
depends on opinion on the general opinion of the goodness of the
government as well as of the wisdom and integrity of its govegovernorsmors 3919

desiring a unanimous vote and realizing that there were some
delegates who had tuned him out franklin on morriss suggestion
moved that the adoption of the constitution be expressed by states on
the vote on this historic day the count was ten ayes no noes with
south carolina divided three who had stayed to the end would not sign
gerry of massachusetts and randolph and mason of virginia the
constitution was too centralized and democratic for gerry lacked a bill
of rights for mason and departed too far from randolphsRandolprandolphehs original plan
to suit him he did not achieve proportional representation in the senate
or election of the president by a congress that the large states like his
would control those were the good reasons why he didnt sign the
real reason may have been the need to trim his sails for the encounter with
old 1I smelled a rat patrick henry in the virginia ratifying convention
there randolph would startle everyone with a decision to vote for

ratification on the fundamental ground that he did not want the union to
go forward without virginia

if gerry mason and randolph were the bad sports of the
convention do not overlook the really good sports such as madison and
hamilton after the others had explained why they could not vote for the
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document hamilton explained why he could reminding them all that
11 no mans ideas were more remote from the plan than mine 114040

hamilton madison and jay would subsequently write the federalist
to persuade new york voters to elect nationalist delegates to their
ratifying convention it was not just sportsmanship it was great
sportsmanship

thirty eight delegates then stepped up to washingtons desk to
sign the constitution of the united states representing all twelve states
in attendance with new york represented alone by alexander
hamilton with washingtons letter attached this roll of parchment
was speeded to the congress sitting in new york just eleven days later
congress unanimously minus rhode island referred the document to
the states to be ratified by popularly elected conventions all one can
say about rhode islands absence is thank goodness an abstention was
not a veto

delaware ratified first in december 1787 new hampshire
became the required ninth state on 21 june 1788 but new york
and virginia were still missing and the federalist train could not pull
out of the station without those two cars the battles were furious and
nip and tuck in both conventions in virginia madison and the young
john marshall took on and defeated the voice once of the revolution
and now of reaction of patrick henry along with george mason
on 26 june virginia gave its assent with only ten votes to spare in
new york with alexander hamilton almost singlehandedlysingle handedly beating
down the opposition the convention ratified on 26 july with a margin of
only three votes

the electors met in their several states and on 4 february 1789
george washington was elected as the first president muddy roads from
mt vernonvemon delayed the inauguration for a month with the new republic
finally launched with washingtons swearing in on 30 april 1789 in
new york city we were on our way

KEY FEATURES OF THE NEW government

first it was constitutional congress had approved unanimously
and more than the required nine states had ratified on this see the
federalist number 40 government would operate under law

second it waswasfederalfederal rather than confederate with two levels of
government both deriving their power from the people and able to act
directly on the people

third it was a republic with elected representatives drawn from
the people

fourth it was democratic in at least three features direct election
of the house of representatives the sentiment of the preamble we the
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people do ordain and establish and the critically important mode of
ratification by popularly elected conventions

fifth it was conservative in its protection of property rights
election of senators by state legislatures rather than by voters and the
indirect election system for president one day through the change
processes permitted by the constitution senators would be directly
elected the seventeenth amendment and presidents would be elected
by the people after the electors had been taken captive by political
parties beginning in 1800.1800

ANY MIRACLES IN philadelphia

washington and madison did not shy away from the word miracle
in describing what had happened nor did that able modem historian
catherine drinker bowen what if anything was miraculous about the
constitutional convention41Convention41

it was miraculous that they got a constitution at all when we
review the agendas and self interests the delegates brought with them
and the intensity of the conflicts through that long hot summer survival
was a triumph and the adoption of the constitution was miraculous we
need to understand what made it possible the talents of truly able
politicians in the best sense of the word who brought with them what
alistair cooke has suggested were the three key implements to form the
constitution first compromise second compromise and third
compromise 4241 in addition the best of them also brought the good
sportsmanship to approve plans far removed from their own original
designs let us praise politicians who can live comfortably with half a
loaf

A second miracle was the device they invented at philadelphia to
break the logjam between states rightrighterslightersbrightersers and centralistscentralists federalism the
world had known many leagues but nothing quite like what was
fashioned here significant states a newly empowered federal govern-
ment and the saving principle of federal supremacy in article 6 of the
constitution A two layered sovereignty was unique in the history of the
world that james wilson could say 1I am both a citizen ofpennsylvania
and of the united states was a miracle 4341

A third miracle was the creative answer to the question of how
governmental power should be controlled so as not to destroy the
liberties of the people let power check power or as madison
would put it in the federalist ambition must be made to counteract
ambition 44 the checks and balances made it possible for a president
to stop an offensive congress with a veto a court to restrain a president
who had forgotten he was under the law and a congress to veto a
terrible supreme court decision such as dred scott in 1857 by adding the
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fourteenth amendment in 1868 power as the antidote to power that
was miraculous

A fourth miracle was the design of a constitution that would serve
us for ages to come imagine what our development would have been like
if left to the luther martins of that day or the edwin meeseskeeses of ours said
martin 1I wished to have been present at the conclusion of the
convention to have then given it my solemn negative it is my
highest ambition that my name may also be recorded as one who
considered the system injurious to my country and as such opposed
it 45 thank goodness men of vision were in the drivers seat at
philadelphia and the aintsailts and complaints such as martin and gerry
were relegated to the back seat the madisonsmatisonsMadisons did not approach their
task looking through the rearviewarviewre mirror hear him in framing a
system which we wish to last for ages we should not lose sight of the
changes which ages will produce 111646

and so they wrote the constitution as a constitution should be
written catherine bowen summarizes an important memorandum of
edmund randolph on the matter

first of all only essential principles should be inserted lest the
government be clogged by permanent unalterable provisions which ought
to be shaped to later times and events simple precise language should be
used and none but general propositions stated for the construction of a
constitution of necessity differs from that of statutory law 47

hamilton instructed the new york ratifying convention in the same
way constitutions should consist only of general provisions the reason
is that they must necessarily be pennpermanentanent and that they cannot calculate
for the possible change of things 48

these framers have something to say to those modem advocates
of original intent who contend that if you cannot find words in the
document authorizing federal aid to highways or education then such
programs must be unconstitutional the intent of the founding fathers
is to be sensed in their phrasing which addresses broad constitutional
principles not the minutia of a codex provide for the general
welfare regulate interstate commerce make all laws which shall be
necessary and proper they fully expected future generations to adapt
the principles to changing circumstances how the founding fathers
would have endorsed the life giving quality of the opinion of chief
justice john marshall who sat in the virginia ratifying convention in
mcculloch vs maryland 1819 let us never forget it is a constitution
we are expounding

these achievements seem miraculous to me or if you prefer a
different view I1 commend archibald macleishs man turned into men
in philadelphia 499
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I1 have saved for the end the conventions most elegant moment a
moment far beyond any hollywood scriptwritersscriptwriters fondest prose it was
on the day of the signing 17 september 1787 while otherothermembersmembers were
affixing their signatures to the constitution ben franklin took note of
the sun painted on the crest of washingtons chair

often and often inin the course of the session and the vicissitudes ofmy hopes
and fears as to its issueissue 1I have looked at that sun behind the president
without being able to tell whether it was rising or setting but now at length
I1 have the happiness to know that it isis a rising and not a setting sunsun50

happy birthday america
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excavation

the little boy kneels
at the sun dried mound of soil
left from the digging of a trench
he excavates roads to the summit
for his toy trucks
digging with a small shovel
whittled from a shingle
but frustrated by the dryness of the dirt
too powdery to pack into walls
or hold the bank of a dugway
or make a proper tunnel
like the good damp dirt down deep
he scrapes away the surface
repeating the desert childs litany
dry dirt you go away wet dirt you come here
dry dirt you go away wet dirt you come here

john sterling harris

john sterling harris is a professor of english at brigham young university



the judicial campaign against polygamy
and the enduring legal questions

edwin B firmage

for lay people the chief virtue of our constitution is not in its
distribution of power or in its guarantees of participation in govern-
mental processes but in the protections it affords individual liberties
not least of which is freedom of conscience yet ratification of the bill
of rights did not fix in stone the content of constitutional guarantees
instead it was left to the judiciary to interpret the simple phrases of the
first eight amendments in concrete cases illuminated by evidence of the
framers intent and changing social values perhaps no provision of the
bill of rights better exemplifies this process of judicial interpretation
than the first amendments free exercise clause

unfortunately for nineteenth century mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons the seminal case
interpreting the free exercise clause reynolds vs united states came
early in the process reynolds upheld antipolygamy legislation against
the mormonscormonsMormons free exercise claims effectively ending the mormonscormonsMormons
efforts to obey both the laws of god and the laws of man and stunting the
growth of free exercise protections for generations in the years since
reynolds the supreme court has gradually evolved a more civil
libertarian view of the free exercise clause balancing free exercise
claims against the governments interest in regulating the particular
conduct in question but it has never completely abandoned reynolds or
its rationale and in its most recent decisions the court has shown signs
that it may be retreating to an earlier more restrictive view of first
amendment protections

EARLY JUDICIAL ATTACKS ON POLYGAMY

officially acknowledged as part ofofldsoflasLDS church doctrine in 1852
polygamy soon became a national issue but weak laws tenuous federal
control in utah territory and national distraction with other issues

edwin B firmage isis a professor of law at the university of utah firmage writes 1 I acknowledge with gratitude
the help of my research assistants michael later and paul simmons inin preparing this article this article isis based
upon a much more detailed account of the polygamy cases inzioninzian inin the courts A legal history oftheodtheof the church
ofjesusof jesusfesus christ oflatterof latter daybuyluy saints by edwin B firmage and R collin mangrum to be published inin august 1988
by the university of illinois press
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prevented effective enforcement of the antipolygamy laws until the
1880s congresss first attempt to deal with polygamy was the morrill
act 1 it was not passed until 1862 ten years after the church first
announced its practice of polygamy and then went largely unenforced
for the next thirteen years at least four reasons explain why the
mormonscormons were left in relative peace for so long first when polygamy
became an issue the nations energies were distracted by more pressing
problems the civil war and reconstruction the fight for national
survival forced the mormon problem to wait 2 second the handful of
federal officials in utah during the 1860s did not believe they possessed
the means to enforce compliance with the unpopular polygamy act this
attitude was not unfounded in 1863 the mere rumor that brigham young
was about to be arrested for polygamy provoked two thousand armed
mormonsmonnonsmormans to assemble at his home to resist the arrest 3 third the feeble
federal control over utahs population was matched by nearly as feeble
control over the territorial government the governor and supreme court
justices were appointed by the president but the territorial legislature
and the bulk of the judiciary lay in mormon hands the legislature
expanded the powers of the judiciary by giving utahs probate courts
general jurisdiction over all civil and criminal cases allowing probate
judges to draw up jury lists and establishing a territorial marshal and
attorney with powers paralleling those of their federal counterparts 4

this rival mormon controlled judicial system with powers concurrent
with the federal judiciary tended to frustrate enforcement of the
antipolygamy laws finally the prosecution of polygamy was delayed
by defects in the statute itself polygamy under the morrill act was
subject to a three year statute of limitations so polygamists who eluded
prosecution for three years were free from peril furthermore the morrill
act required proof of multiple marriages creating almost insuperable
evidentiary problems 5

because of these problems the first attempts to prosecute polygapalyga
mists were not brought under the morrill act at all in 1871 one thomas
hawkins was indicted for and convicted of having adulterous relations
with his polygamous wife 6 indictments immediately followed against a
number of leading church officials including brigham young under a
utah statute prohibiting lewd and lascivious cohabitation 7 by indictinginductingindicting
the churchschurche leading figures the government sought to set a vivid
example for rank and file members paralyze the churchschurche leadership
and cow the mormon populace into submission to federal policy during
the proceedings against brigham young judge mckean a rabid anti
monmormonmonnonnon declared

while the case at the bar is called the people versus brigham young its
other and real title is federal authority versus Polypolygamicgarnic theocracy
the one government arrests the other in the person of its chief and arraigns
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it at the bar A system is on trial in the person of brigham young let all
concerned keep this fact steadily in view and let that government rule
without a rival which shall prove to be in the right 8

youngs trial was thus meant to crush at one blow the practice of
polygamy and the power of the church that rivaled federal authority
mckeansmckeandMcKeans plan was not to be realized however in clinton vs
englebrecht the united states supreme court ruled that in his efforts to
purge juries of mormonscormons and secure the conviction ofofpolygamistspolygamists judge
mckean had improperly ignored utahs jury selection procedures 9 As
a result of the decision in englebrecht hawkinssHawkinhawkingsss conviction for adultery
was overturned and the indictments against young and the others were
dismissed 10 the prosecution of polygamy was thus halted until 1875 and
the reynolds case even after the reynolds decision upheld the morrill
act that statute remained constitutionally pure but practically worth-
less and only two morrill act cases ever reached the supreme court

THE REYNOLDS DECISION

george reynolds was an english immigrant private secretary to
brigham young and a polygamist 12 in october 1874 he was indicted
under the morrill act 13 church historians maintain that reynolds began
as a test case designed to determine the constitutionality of the anti-
polygamy statute and that reynolds volunteered to test the statute and
cooperate in his prosecution in return for the governments agreement
not to seek a harsh punishment in his case 14 non mormonmonnon historians
assert that no deal was ever struck 155 reynolds was duly convicted of
polygamy on the testimony of his polygamous wife but the case swiftly
became caught up in the sort of procedural pitfalls that had become
commonplace in utahs judicial system on appeal to the utah supreme
court reynolds argued that the grandjurygrandeurygrangranddjuryjury that had indicted him had
been improperly constituted 6 the jury had been selected in accordance
with the newly enacted poland act which had limited the power of the
mormon controlled probate courts by changing the procedures for
selecting juries but which had not changed the number of jurors
required 17 the trial court empaneled twenty three grand jurors in accor-
dance with federal practice utah law provided that a grand jury was to
be composed of fifteen jurors the utah supreme court reversed
reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss conviction because the trial court had followed federal rather
than territorial law in fixing the size of the grand jury

in october 1875 reynolds was again indicted for violating the
morrill act this time in accordance with utah law the indictment was
handed down by a grand jury of fifteen men seven mormonscormons and eight
non mormonscormons 8 however reynolds declined to cooperate with his own
prosecution and his polygamous wife could not be found to testify
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against him the polygamous wife not being available the trial court
admitted her testimony from the previous trial into evidence 19 again
reynolds was convicted and sentenced to two years hard labor and a five
hundred dollar fine the utah supreme court sustained his conviction 20

this time reynolds argued that the trial court should have followed
federal law in setting the size of the grand jury since he had been indicted
under a federal statute the utah supreme court had little patience for
this change of tack and easily rejected the argument reynolds next
argued that potential jurors had been questioned improperly about their
personal attitudes toward polygamy but the court held that persons who
believed in or practiced polygamy could not be impartial jurors and thus
could properly be excluded the court ruled that prospective jurors
invocation of the fifth amendment privilege against self incrimination
was equivalent to an admission of guilt and evisceratedeviscerated that
amendments protection the admission of the testimony of reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss
polygamous wife at the first trial was likewise deemed proper 21 finally
the trial courts instruction to the jury that it should consider what are
to be the consequences to the innocent victims of this delusion was held
not to be prejudicial 22 the court likened the instruction to a mere
admonition that jurors should heed the law

with but one avenue of appeal remaining reynolds turned to the
united states supreme court 23 the supreme court affirmed the terri-
torial courts rejection ofofreynoldssreynoldssreynoldsnReynoldss challenges to the grand jurys size
improprieties injury selection admission of his polygamous wifescifes prior
testimony and prejudicial jury instruction but the bulk of the courts
opinion was devoted to reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss claim that the trial court improperly
failed to instruct the jury that a finding that reynolds engaged in
polygamy as a result of a sincere religious conviction would justify his
acquittal reynolds argued that the first amendments guarantee of the
freedom of religion can excuse conduct that would otherwise be crimi-
nal the courts analysis of that issue made reynolds a landmark case

the court first attempted to decide what sense of the word religion
fell within the ambit of the constitutional provision that congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof finding no guide to the definition of the term
religion in the constitution itself the court turned to the writings of
madison and jefferson sources contemporary with the adoption of the
first amendment the court quoted from jefferson to the effect that
11religion is a matter which lies solely between man and his god the
legislative powers of the government reach actions only and not
opinions 24 adopting this demarcation the court concluded that
congress was deprived of all legislative power over mere opinion but

was left free to reach actions which were in violation of social duties or
subversive of good order 25
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in arriving at the conclusion that laws are made for the
government of actions and while they cannot interfere with mere
religious belief and opinions they may with practices 26 the court
grasped one half of a profound dilemma posed by the first
amendments protection of religion the court recognized that the
first amendment could not be read so broadly that any conduct asserted
to be an exercise of religion would be immune from state regulation 27

but the court wrongly concluded that because not all religious conduct
could reasonably be exempted from civil control no religious conduct
was protected by the first amendment by so concluding the court
ignored the express terms of the constitution which protect the
free exercise of religion 28 moreover the court overlooked the other

side of the first amendment dilemma religion is as much conduct as it
is belief the two cannot be disentangled it is with regard to those
religious practices offensive to the majority of a community that the
issue of freedom of religion arises in a democracy laws are most certain
to accord with the values of the majoritysmajoritys religion it is the religious
practice of unpopular minorities that are most likely to be restricted by
the state and are thus most in need of protection the free speech clause
of the first amendment fully protects freedom of belief thus unless
the free exercise clause protects at least some practices that are offensive
to the majority that provision is devoid of any practical content yet the
reynolds decision foreclosesforeclosedforecloses such an application of the first
amendment

having established the belief conduct distinction and determined
that the first amendment was no bar to outlawing religiously inspired
conduct the court next concluded that polygamy was sufficiently
subversive of good order as to be properly made a crime this second

conclusion is also troublesome As linford notes the court never
quite explained why plural marriage was a threat to the public well
being 29 laurence tribe suggests that reynolds was wrongly decided
because the court overrode core personal rights of privacy and
religious expression for the sake of diffuse social goals 30 no victims of
reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss conduct were produced it was conceded that polygamous
sects might be well ordered and the court never examined whether
polygamy degraded women instead the court found subversion of the
social order on the basis of an abstract syllogism that polygamy meant
patriarchy which meant despotism to avoid this amorphous social evil
the court invaded the right to religious freedom and limited the right to
marry a core element of personhoodparsonhoodpersonhood in tribes words few decisions
better illustrate how amorphous goals may serve to mask religious
persecution 31 nevertheless reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss conviction was unanimously
afaffirmedfinned 32
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THE prosecution OF cohabitation
UNDER THE EDMUNDS ACT

although the reynolds decision was a saddening blow to the
mormonscormonsMormons the immediate impact of the decision was limited
reynolds established that congress had the power to punish polygamy
but the morrill act was a cumbersome weapon with which to do so
however the period in which the mormonscormons would effectively resist
washingtons mandate was rapidly ending by 1880 the tone of
congressional debate indicated that the government not only had the
power to outlaw polygamy but also had the will to act the mormonscormons
could no longer depend on isolation to ensure their neglect by
washington mining commerce migration and the transcontinental
railroad all brought the nation to utah while utah was far enough
from the seat of government that congresss knowledge of monmormonmonnonnon
society was mostly secondhandsecond hand garbled and derived from biased
sources it was near enough to be a constant and growing irritation to a
nation that was rapidly spanning the continent and that was nnowlow largely
undistracted by more serious problems in a sorry cycle congress began
considering a series of more severe anti mormon bills in reaction not so
much to the offense of polygamy as to prior mormon resistance because
polygamy was supported by the mormonmonnon church attempts to stamp out
polygamy became attacks on the institution of the church and mormonscormons
in general

in 1882 congress adopted the edmunds act which gave federal
officials an efficient weapon for the prosecution of polygamists 33

it created the new offense of unlawful cohabitation relieving
prosecutors of the burden of proving polygamous marriages allowed
joinder of polygamy and cocohabitationcohabitatcohabitanthabitationlon charges and effectively
eliminated all mormonsmonnonsmormans as jurors in polygamy cases the new law
proved an effective tool in the hands of the churchschurche opponents
convictions of polygamists went from one in 1875 to 220 in 1887 34 by
1893 after the church had renounced polygamy and prosecutions
largely ceased there had been 1004 convictions for unlawful
cohabitation and thirty one for polygamy 3515 the mere number of
polygamy and cohabitation convictions however understates the
impact of the raid on mormon society not just any mormon male
was allowed to practice polygamy only those who were morally
worthy and financially able were permitted to take plural wives thus by
and large the polygamists were also the mormonscormonsMormons leaders 36 the
conviction and imprisonment of polygamists served then to paralyze
mormon society by removing its leadership moreover many
polygamists who were not convicted were forced to go into hiding or flee
the united states
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the offense broadened

to simplify polygamy prosecution the edmunds act provided
that men who cohabit with more than one woman would be guilty of
a misdemeanor 3717 the act however did not say what conduct constituted
cohabitation nor does the congressional record offer any evidence that
congress considered the question the mormonscormons argued that the bench-
mark of cohabitation should be sexual intercourse but such a defini-
tion of cohabit would have been undesirable in at least two respects
first proving sexual intercourse would be difficult if the morrill act had
proven ineffective because of the difficulties entailed in proving the
fact of marriage the edmunds act would be even more useless if proof
of cohabitation required proof of intercourse second to require
mormonscormons to parade the details of their most intimate family life before
the courts would be an unendurable invasion of privacy but to accept
less intimate evidence as establishing cohabitation could remove all
standards for the determination of guilt

the courts first confronted the issue of what constituted cohabitacohabitscohabita
tion in united states vs cannon angus cannon president of the
salt lake stake had married three wives prior to passage of the
edmunds act 39 two of these wives clara and amanda lived with him
in separate quarters in the same home the third lived in a house nearby 040o

cannon was indicted for cohabiting with amanda and clara after
passage of the edmunds act at trial cannon offered to prove that after
congress had passed the edmunds act he had told clara amanda and
their families that he did not intend to violate the law and thereafter did
not occupy the rooms or bed of or have any sexual intercourse with clara
but could not afford to provide a separate house for clara and her family
the court excluded the evidence as irrelevant and cannon was
convicted adhering to the churchschurche direction to fight polygamy
prosecutions to the utmost cannon appealed to the utah supreme
court 41 his main objections were that all cohabitation which the law
deals with is sexual cohabitation of which he was innocent and that his
proffered evidence was wrongly excluded the court however rejected
this interpretation of the edmunds act it concluded that congresss
intent was to eliminate problems attending proof of polygamous mar-
riages and that the pretense of marriage the living to all intents and
purposes so far as the public could see as husband and wife a holding
out of that relationship to the world were the evils sought to be
eradicated 42 proof of sexual intercourse was not necessary to make
out such an offense because the aim of the act was not to punish
mere sexual crimes 43 indeed the court reasoned that to construe the
statute as cannon urged would render the cohabitation offense
superfluous since other statutes already covered sexual offenses the
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court concluded that cohabitation meant dwelling together and not
sexual intercourse 44 the united states supreme court affirmed the
decision 45 adopting much of the reasoning of the utah court the
supreme court concluded that cohabitation was established if cannon
held the two women out to the world by his language or conduct or

both as his wives cannons agreement to abstain from sexual relations
with his plural wives was dismissed with the comment that compacts for
sexual nonintercoursenon intercourse easily made and as easily broken when the prior
marriage relations continue to exist are not a lawful substitute for
the monogamous family which alone the statute tolerates 114646

on the whole the judicial refusal to make sexual intercourse the
test for cohabitation was sensible it is now an axiomatic standard for the
irreducible minimum of personal privacy that government has no
power to place spies in the bedroom 447 by construing the edmunds act
to avoid that nightmare the judiciary at least spared the mormonscormons an
intolerable indignity and assault on their rights 448 the consequence
however was that proving cohabitation became ridiculously easy for
federal prosecutors As one scholar concluded to be tried was in
effect to be convicted 114949

the laws directive to mormon men to cease cohabitation meant
then that they must abandon their plural wives wives who had been
married decades before and who were now aged and infirm were to be
abandoned 50 younger wives were often to be left to support and raise
large families alone thus the moral posture of courts enforcing the
edmunds act was dramatically altered no longer did courts command
mormonsmonnonsmormans to abandon a life of presumed debauchery since the sexual
activities of polygamists were legally irrelevant instead in the name of
amorphous social policies the mormonscormons were called on to ignore the
moral obligations to support aging wives and raise innocent children

the judicial interpretation of the edmunds act simply failed to
provide the mormonscormons with any guidance as to how far obligations toward
plural wives and children could be honored without violating the
edmunds act 51 polygamous mormonscormons were thus presented with a
difficult decision morally they were obligated to associate with their
polygamous families to the extent necessary to provide for their welfare
but because the boundaries of legally permissible conduct had been left
undefined any contact potentially left polygamists open to prosecution
the facts of cannon indicate that cannon had genuinely attempted to
comply with the law yet after the court decisions it remained unclear
what he might have done differently to have avoided violating the law
it is a constitutional maxim that the terinsterms of the law must be sufficiently
clear that citizens may order their conduct in conformity with it 52 As
construed by the courts the offense of cohabitation was not so much one
of conduct as of appearance of course the mormonscormons could not comply
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with a statute that made their conduct largely irrelevant and considered
only what they appeared to be or were reputed to be doing to make
matters worse under subsequent decisions mormonscormons could not even
avoid prosecution by keeping the connections with their plural families
discrete A polygamist was required to separate himself entirely from
his polygamous women 53

As the pace of polygamy prosecutions accelerated the thought
occurred to some eager prosecutor that the cohabitation statute would be
more fearsome if every defendant faced not one cohabitation charge but
many such would be the case if each year month or day that a man
cohabited illegally could be the basis of a separate offense periods of
cohabitation could thus be divided into units as small as the prosecutor
wished allowing him to tailor the potential punishment to be meted out
to individual defendants solely at his discretion

A judicial test of this theory was attempted in the case of lorenzo
snow snow was charged with cohabitation in three separate indict
ments each one charging the same offense with the same women only
for different years in separate trials snow was convicted on each
indictment and given the maximum sentence for each conviction thus
by segregating the charges against snow the prosecution was able to
triple his punishment the utah supreme court affirmed the conviccondic
tionseions 54 the only justification it advanced for allowing the prosecution to
segregate offenses according to time was a single massachusetts case
commonwealth vs connors which held that the maintenance of a
tenement for the sale of illegal liquor could be the basis for separate
convictions based on different periods of time 55 the united states
supreme court dismissed snows appeal on the ground that it did not
have jurisdiction to hear it since snow did not question the validity of the
statute but only its application 56 the utah supreme courts decision
dramatically raised the stakes in polygamy prosecutions by making the
penalty for cohabitation convictions far more severe moreover no one
knew how far the principle would be extended since the basis for
segregation was arbitrary in theory unlimited segregation was possible
with sufficient segregation cohabitation could become punishable by
lifetime imprisonment

with the principle of segregation having been approved by the utah
supreme court and the possibility of further review seemingly precluded
by the united states supreme courts decision in snow federal prose
cutorstutors swiftly began expanding their use of the segregation of offenses
testing how far the principle could be pushed in united states vs
groesbeck the prosecution cut in half the period of each offense
charging the defendant with two counts of cohabitation one for each of
two six month periods unlike the snow case the trial of the two charges
was consolidated on appeal the utah supreme court sustained both
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these innovations 57 the court dismissed the argument that a single trial
of the defendant on both charges allowed the jury improperly to consider
groesbecksGroesbecks first conviction in determining his guilt on the second
charge the court noted that consolidation of offenses into a single trial
saved the state the burden and expenses and the defendant the harass-
ment of multiple litigation in justifying the segregation of offenses the
court reasoned that to allow groesbeck to be charged with only one count
of cohabitation for his period of continuous cohabitation would be unfair
such a rule could allow more serious offenders to be treated more
leniently than lesser offenders for example a polygamist who ceased
cohabiting with his wives a year after the edmunds act was adopted but
renewed cohabitation after a year would be liable for two charges of
cohabitation whereas someone who cohabited with his wives through-
out the same period would face only one charge similarly a rule that
allowed only one charge of cohabitation to be raised however long the
period of cohabitation had been provided polygamists with no incentive
to conconformforin to the law for an individuals liability was not increased by
his continuing to cohabit nor limited by his ceasing to do so

the courts reasoning is flawed at several points first under the
segregation rule there was no necessary relation between the length of an
offenders offense and the number of charges raised against him
because the basis of segregation was inherently arbitrary any offense
no matter how long or short its duradurationtion could be divided into as many
separate offenses as was desired snow for example had engaged in
polygamy for a period of forty years and was charged with three offenses
groesbeck on the other hand was assigned two thirds the punishment
given snow for a period of cohabitation of one year conversely if
cohabitation were treated as a continuous offense under the principles
governing the treatment of continuous offenses lapses in cohabitation
would not necessarily require separate offenses

meanwhile lorenzo snow had served his first six month sentence
he then applied to the united states supreme court for a writ of habeas
corpus claiming that his further detention was unlawful since the two
remaining sentences were the result of an unlawful segregation of a
single offense As before the government contended that the court
lacked jurisdiction but this time the court held that it had jurisdiction

not only had the court which tried snow no jurisdiction to inflict a
punishment in respect of more than one of the convictions but as the want
of jurisdiction appears on the face of the judgment the objection may be
taken on habeas corpus when the sentence on more than one of the
convictions is sought to be enforced 58

the courts opinion constituted a mild but clear rebuke to utahs
judicial officers for attempting to impose so patently offensive a device
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as the segregation of offenses cohabitation was the court stated
inherently a continuous offence having duration and not an offenceoffense

consisting of an isolated act 59 indeed as the courts had defined
cohabitation it was an offense of reputation and appearance that made
the identification of individual acts of cohabiting allbutallailali but impossible any
division of the offense into separate charges must be wholly arbitrary
leaving open to as many or as few divisions as the prosecution chose to
make it is to prevent such arbitrary conduct that the law provides that
inherently continuous offenses can be committed only once before
prosecution in short the court swiftly demolished the legal reasoning
of the utah supreme court in adopting the segregation principle

utah courts grudgingly bowed to the supreme courts decision
but implied that cohabitation offenses might still be divided where there
had been some breaks in the periods of cohabitation or where an accused
had more than two wives 60

even after in re snow courts could still impose multiple
punishments for what was in reality but one offense the edmunds
act specifically allowed polygamy and cohabitation charges to be
combined 61 because the definitions of the offenses were different a
man could be convicted of marrying a polygamous wife and then
convicted again for living with her 62 the supreme court set limits on
the combination of different offenses in hans nielsen 63 nielsen was
indicted for adultery and cohabitation both charges were directed at his
conduct with his polygamous wife caroline nielsen pleaded guilty to
the charge of cohabitation and was sentenced to three months imprison-
ment when arraigned on the adultery charge nielsen claimed his
conviction for cohabitation barred his further prosecution after serving
his sentence for cohabitation nielsen was tried and convicted for
adultery and sentenced to an additional 125 days imprisonment the
united states supreme court granted nielsensnielseneNielsens petition for a writ of
habeas corpus

in real terms nielsensnielseneNielsens convictions for both cohabitation and
adultery were manifestly improper for he was being punished for but one
offense having a polygamous wife legally though the elements of
the offenses differed so convictions for both offenses on the basis of the
same activity appeared permissible the court managed to arrive at a
sensible result it reasoned that proof that nielsen and caroline lived
together as husband and wife carried with it the assumption of inter-
course that was the essential element of the adultery charge thus when
nielsen was convicted of cohabitation he was convicted of all the
elements of adultery and could not be separately punished for that
offense with hans nielsen attempts to make the polygamy laws more
savage by piling offenses together or fractioning a single act into many
separate offenses ceased
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the evidence of cohabitation

the edmunds act prosecutions saw a distortion of the rules of
evidence in part due to the same vindictive spirit that animated the harsh
application of the polygamy laws but in part the result of that same
vagueness and emphasis on appearance that afflicted the substantive
provisions of the edmunds act since the offense of cohabitation
consisted of appearingofappearing to consort with two or more women proof that the
accused had married either or both women was not necessary on the
other hand so long as a man cohabited with only one woman he would
seem to be in compliance with the law regardless of whether that woman
was the mans lawful wife thus a polygamist seemingly could abandon
his legally recognized wife live exclusively with a later plural wife and
not be guilty of cohabitation however a construction of the edmunds
act that allowed a polygamist to retain whichever one of his wives he
wished so long as he retained only one was of course notwellnot wellweilweli received
by the courts 64 the judicial solution to this problem was a presumption
first announced in united states vs snow that a man cohabited with his
legal wife 65

to comply with the law lorenzo snow had set each of his older
wives up in a separate household and refrained from almost all contact
with them he lived solely with his last wife who still had infant children
to raise nevertheless he was convicted of cohabitation the utah
supreme court upheld the conviction not because he was cohabiting
with more than one wife but because he was with the wrong wife the
court reasoned that the edmunds act was intended like prior acts to
protect the institution of monogamous marriage and should be liberally
construed to achieve that intent to adopt a construction of the act that
allowed a polygamist to choose freely between his legal and his plural
wives was clearly offensive to the acts spirit thus the court presumed
that a man cohabited with his lawful wife at first this was offered as a
rebuttable presumption justified by societyssocietys policy of encouraging
marital fidelity and by common experience as a factual generalization
the snow court still appeared to require at least some evidence of actual
cohabitation clever polygamists were able to get around the presump-
tion by demonstrating that in their case it was incorrect thus courts very
quickly deemphasized the factual rationale for the presumption and
instead emphasized its legal and social policy rationale As they did the
strength of the presumption increased and the extent to which it could be
refuted by contrary evidence diminished 66

finally in 1888 the utah supreme court so diluted the amount of
evidence required to render the presumption of cohabitation with a
legal wife conclusive that in effect the presumption became a conclu-
sive presumption of law in united states vs harris the court approved
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jury instructions to the effect that if the legal wife of the defendant lives
in the same vicinity with him bearing his name in a household main-
tained in part by him that is absolutely and conclusively cohabitation
with his legal wife 67 under such a standard it seemed unlikely that any
polygamist could insulate himself from all contact with his lawful wife
sufficiently to avoid a finding of cohabitation certainly the presump-
tion of cohabitation created a strong dis incentive for polygamists to
attempt to support and care for the women they had married conversely
harris provided some measure of relief to polygamists if cohabitation
with ones lawful wife was strongly presumed when you come to
cohabitation with the illegal wife then the presumptions are all against

1568116868it
the presumption of cohabitation effectively shifted the burden of

proof in criminal trials in essence a polygamist was presumed guilty of
cohabitation unless he could prove his innocence

the easeedse of the prosecutors task in proving cohabitation was
further enhanced by judicial rulings on the type of evidence that could be
admitted to establish cohabitation in united states vs snow the court
noting the strong legislative policy of stamping out all vestiges and
appearances of polygamy concluded that to achieve congresss goal
loose evidentiary standards were required

in these polygamic relations there never is and cannot be that
intimate association and habitual attention given by the man to the
variousvarious women as exist between a husband and his wife in the monogamic
state consequently in the very nature of things the proof of cohabitation
cannot be made as clear as in the case of a monogamic marriage
simply because the facts of which proof is to be made do not as abundantly
exist 69

circumstantial evidence such as language and conduct and appear-
ances and expressions could serve as evidence of cohabitation 070O the
fact that a man was seen watering his horses at a plural wifescifes well or
taking her provisions suggested an unlawful cohabitation 71 A birthday
party given for an aging polygamist and attended by his plural families
similarly indicated cohabitation 72 the net of circumstantial evidence
was spread even wider to include evidence of reputation 73 A few
cautionary voices however were raised the arizona supreme court
warned that evidence of reputation standing alone would amount to
nothing in such a case but in conjunction with all the other proof and
circumstances reputation could be considered by a jury 74 the idaho
supreme court went further and excluded evidence of reputation
altogether to assume the guilt without proof of the acts would be
manifestly improper 75

similarly evidence that the defendant had fled to avoid arrest was
deemed admissible as circumstantial evidence of guilt 76 for example in
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snow it was held that the jury in ascertaining whether the appellant was
guilty or not had the right to take into consideration his concealment at
the time of arrest and also the manner of concealment 77

if a defendants guilt could beestablishedreestablishedbe established by a presumption that he
cohabited with his wives lawful and polygamous prosecutors first had
to prove that the defendant had married those women the same reasons
that made the morrill act nearly useless also made it difficult to prove a
marriage sufficiently to raise a presumption of cohabitation conse-
quentlyquent ly courts lowered evidentiary standards allowing marriages to be
proved by circumstantial evidence proof that two parties have treated
each other as husband and wife have lived together as such and have
held each other out to the world as such is sufficient to enable a court or
jury to find that at some previous time the parties did as a fact consent
to be married 78 in effect then the offenses of polygamy and cohabita-
tion became identical in terms of the proof required for each each could
be proven by evidence that a couple associated so as to appear to be
married statements by a defendant that a woman was his wife made out
of court and before any charges had been made against him could be
introduced attrialat triaitrial to prove his marriage79marriage79 or to prove cohabitation 80 for
example in united states vs smith the defendant was convicted on
testimony that he had said we or they not positive which would
never give polygamy up that the law against it was unconstitutional
and that he had just as good a right to decide on it as the supreme
court 81 thus a rash criticism of supreme court decisions was trans-
formed into an admission of guilt of cohabitation

finally cohabitation trials raised the issue of what time periods of
cohabitation could be shown to establish the offense conduct of a
defendant before enactment of the edmunds act in 1882 did not
constitute an offense and therefore should have been irrelevant in
cohabitation cases but courts admitted evidence of such conduct on two
theories the first rested on certain presumptions ifa lawful relationship
was formed then subsequently made unlawful the law would presume
that the parties had terminated the relationship unless the contrary was
proved 8212 but polygamy had been unlawful the court pointed out since
the morrill act in 1862 and for more than a generation under common
law in the territory if an individual entered into an unlawful relationship
at any point in time the law would presume that the relationship
continued in the absence of evidence that it had ceased 83

the other rationale for allowing evidence of a defendants prior
conduct was less ambitious just as in a murder case evidence of how the
defendant behaved toward and felt about the victim before the murder
might be admitted evidence of how the defendant regarded his plural
wives before 1882 could be admitted to show how he regarded them at
the time of the offense 84 evidence of prior conduct was admissible not
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to show liability but merely to illustrate and explain the evidence as to
what took place during the time laid in the indictment 85 A defendants
cohabitation prior to passage of the edmunds act was evidence of his
propensity to violate the law and of his evil intentions As such the
evidence could be thrown in along with all the other circumstantial
evidence for the jurys consideration 86 however while evidence of
prior conduct as in a murder trial may be admitted to establish the
defendants motive or knowledge the evidence of prior conduct
admitted in the polygamy trials was not evidence of cohabitation
precisely the offense charged such evidence could only have prejudiced
or confused a jury making it likely that a defendant would be improperly
convicted on the basis of his prior conduct or that the jury would
improperly conclude that because the defendant had previously
cohabited he must have been guilty of cohabitation as charged

in loosening the rules of evidence to serve congresss policy
of ensuring the punishment of polygamy the courts undermined the
elemental bases of judicial procedure and due process of law the most
basic assumptions that an accused is presumed innocent and must be
found guilty beyond a reasonable doubt by competent evidence were
sapped of all strength the courts were indeed accurate when they
identified cohabitation as an offense of appearance or reputation for
under such evidentiary standards an accusedsaccusersaccuseds actual conduct seemed
largely irrelevant mormonsmonnonsmormans widely reputed to be polygamists through
the use of strings of presumptions and the testimony of what people
thought their marital relations to be could be quickly convicted whatever
they tried to do

witnesses to cohabitation

to convict mormon men of polygamy offenses certainly no more
effective and knowledgeable witnesses could be found than their wives
two obstacles however appeared to bar use of this pool of witnesses
first mmanyany if not most mormon wives were unwilling to testify
against their husbands second even if they were willing to testify at
common law a person could not testify against his or her spouse
polygamy prosecutions raised perplexing problems for example did
this spousal disability apply to illegal polygamous wives if so what if
it could not be determined which was the lawful and which were the
plural wives the issues were first confronted in united states vs miles
the only other morrill act case to reach the united states supreme court
besides reynolds

from the evidence at trial it appeared that john miles had married
three women on the same day because miles was charged with bigamy
under the morrill act it was necessary to prove his marriages to the three
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women and therein lay the difficulty for the marriage ceremony was
shrouded in secrecy miless wife caroline however was willing to
testify against him 88 miles conceded his marriage to caroline but denied
his marriage to his first wife carolines testimony was essential to the
states case but if caroline was miless lawful wife under the common
law rule her testimony was inadmissible but her testimony helped
establish that at the time miles married her he already had a lawful wife
and if miles had a wife when he married caroline his marriage to her
was invalid and she was a competent witness

the trial court resolved this perplexing question by throwing the
whole matter to the jury caroline was allowed to testify at the end of
the trial the jury was instructed that only if they found that miles was
already married when he married caroline could they then consider
carolines testimony in determining whether miles was guilty of
bigamy the instruction of course was useless because tautological in
determining whetheryhether carolines testimony on the issue of miless guilt
was admissible the jury necessarily had to determine the issue of his
guilt

on appeal the united states supreme court rejected the trial
courts ingenious laborsavinglabor saving device it concluded that a defendants
witness wife must be treated prima facie as his lawful wife as long as
the fact of the first marriage is contested the second wife cannot be
admitted to prove it 89 the principle behind this ruling was the old rule
that a witness that is prima facie incompetent cannot give evidence
to establish his competency and at the same time prove the issue 0 90O the

court reached this ruling with apparent regret for in doing so it
recognized that it was disabling almost all witnesses to polygamous
unions however the court recommended two escapes from this
predicament first eyewitnesses to a marriage were not necessary
polygamous marriages could be proven like any other fact by admis-
sions of the defendant or by circumstantial evidence 91 second if under
existing laws it was too difficult to prove polygamy congress could
always change the law 92 because it was based on the testimony of an
incompetent witness miless conviction was reversed

miles did not end the issue of a wifescifes competency to testify against
her husband the general rule that a wife was not a competent witness
against her husband was subject under common law and the utah statute
to several exceptions A utah statute for example provided that a wife
could testify against her husband in a civil action by one spouse against
the other or in a criminal action for a crime committed by one against the
other 93 in united states vs bassett the utah supreme Ccourtourt concluded
that polygamy was in fact an offense by the husband against his lawful
wife more injurious to her than bodily injury thus the rule of spousal
disability did not apply and the wife was a competent witness 94
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again however the united states supreme court rejected the
territorial courts analysis 95 first the court concluded that the utah
courts had applied the wrong statute they had applied a statute found in
utahs code of civil procedure which adopted the common law rule of
spousal disability but expressly provided that the rule did not apply to
criminal actions for offenses committed by one spouse against the other
A second older statute contained in utahs criminal code provided that
a spouse might testify only in cases of criminal violence upon one
spouse by the other the court concluded that although the section of the
civil code was more recently adopted and would thus otherwise take
priority in fact the criminal code provision should have been applied
because bassett was a criminal case and polygamy could not rationally
be construed as an act of criminal violence less technically the court
concluded that even under the statute employed by the utah courts
polygamy could not be properly viewed as an offense against the wife

polygamy and adultery may be crimes which involve disloyalty to the
marital relation but they are rather crimes against such relation than against
the wife and as the statute speaks of crimes against her it is simply an
affirmation of the old familiar and just common law rule 96

nearly seven years after the united states supreme courtdecisioncourt decision
milesmmilesamilesin excluded the testimony of polygamous wives in polygamy trials
congress in the edmunds tucker act provided that a wife was a
competent witness in polygamy bigamy and cohabitation trials and
required that records be kept of weddings in the territories 97 these
provisions still retained one restraint on spousal testimony however
they provided only that a willing wife would be allowed to testify the
act specifically forbade attempts by the judiciary to compel wives to
testify against their husbands utahs judges did not always follow the
law however A number of mormon women were required to testify
against their husbands or face contempt charges 98 the power of
contempt could be a fearful weapon on the basis of the most sketchy or
nonexistent hearings mormon wives who refused to testify against
theirhusbandstheir husbands could be sent to prison for indefinite periods in 1888
representative burnesbumes read to the house of representatives a report by
a visitor to utahs prison

I1 found in one cell meaning a cell of the penitentiary in utah 10 by 13 12
feet without a floor six women three of whom had babies under six months
of age who were incarcerated for contempt of court in refusing to acknowl-
edge the paternity of their children when I1 plead with them to answer the
court and be released they said if we do there are many wives and
children to suffer the loss of a father 100

judicial use of the contempt power in the polygamy cases thus
presented many mormon families with a cruel dilemma if the wife called
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as a witness submitted and testified her husband would almost surely be
convicted and imprisoned if she refused her husband might escape
conviction but the wife would be imprisoned at least one mormon
husband rudger clawsonClaw soh directed his wife to testify at his trial after she
had spent a night in the penitentiary for refusing to do so 101iollol

in retrospect it is difficult to offer any explanation for this judicial
conduct toward mormon wives other than a spirit ofofvindictivenessvindictiveness the
polygamy laws which were being vigorously enforced in the latter part
of the 1880s imposed ample punishment for the women who stubbornly
clung to polygamy the imposition of contempt sentences on wives who
refused to testify introduced a sort of random sexual equality in the
federal punishment of polpoipolygamyygamyagamy that was being imposed on utahs
mormonscormonsMormons courts had reduced the quantum of evidence required to
establish polygamy or cohabitation to such a low level that in almost any
case ample alternate sources of proof must have been available so
utahs courts could not have believed that they needed to compel
mormon women to testify in order to convict their polygamous
husbands the cohabitation cases produced heartrending stories of
suffering and pathos men were forbidden to associate with their children
or provide for their former wives women were denied care and associa-
tion with former husbands moreover the law not limited to prohibiting
future polygamous marriages fell with all its severity upon people whose
relationships had most often been established when the law did not
unambiguously forbid them

THE VITALITY OF REYNOLDS TODAY

the legislative and judicial war on polygamy was ultimately
successful the church officially abandoned the practice in 1890
however the war was not without its casualties the courts decision in
reynolds was a good example of a situation where the social import of
the issue outstrips the political and legal resources of the time 102 the
courts overly restrictive view of the free exercise clause virtually read
it out of the constitution for over sixty years

reynolds continues to be cited as binding precedent today 103 but
beginning in 1940 in cantwell vs connecticut the court began to
qualify the belief action distinction that reynolds had established and to
redefine the scope of the free exercise clause 104 the cantwell family
jehovahsJehovahs witnesses had been going door to door playing an anti
catholic recording they were convicted of soliciting religious
contributions without a state certificate and of breaking the peace
while maintaining the belief action distinction the cantwell court
rejected the implication of reynolds that religious conduct was
completely outside the protection of the first amendment the court
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stated that free exercise embraces two concepts freedom to believe
and freedom to act the first is absolute but in the nature of things the
second cannot be 0 105O yet the court recognized that the power to regulate
religious conduct could notbe so exercised as to infringe unduly upon the
freedom of religious conscience cantwell required that statutes
regulating religious conduct be narrowly drawn so as to punish only
specific conduct that was a clear and present danger to the state 106log the
court reversed the convictions

in sherbert vs verner the supreme court followed cantwellscantwelusCanCanttwellswelUsweirs
lead and further solidified the protection of conduct under the free
exercise clause 107 sherbert a seventh day adventist was discharged
by her employer and was unable to obtain other employment because she
would not work on saturday her claim for state unemployment
compensation was denied the court reversed extending free exercise
protection to a governments withholding of an economic benefit as
opposed to the governments imposition of a direct burden on religious
conscience

finally in wisconsin vs yoder the supreme court abandoned the
belief action distinction for a test that balanced the competing interests
surrounding the free exercise clause 108 in yoder amish parents objected
to the compulsory high school education of their children on the grounds
that exposure to modem values and advanced education would destroy
the insular society and simple lifestylelife style that were essential to the amish
religion

in upholding the right of amish children not to attend high school
the court expressly rejected reynoldsReynoldss proposition that the first
amendment was concerned solely with matters of belief suggesting that
matters of religious belief and conduct could not be meaningfully
separated into watertight categories the court recognized that its subse-
quent decisions had rejected the idea that religiously grounded conduct
is always outside the protection of the free exercise clause log109 to be
sure only conduct that is genuinely religious practice qualifies for first
amendment protection but genuinely religious conduct must be
afforded great deference by the state for a law restricting religious
conduct to stand there must be an interest of sufficient magnitude to
override the interest claiming protection under the free exercise
clause ilolio110 to determine whether a particular exercise is protected by
the first amendment the court balances the competing interests
applying this test the court conceded that the state interest in universal
education was compelling but concluded that compulsory education
beyond the eighth grade was an infringement of the free exercise of the
parents religious beliefs

of course it is a matter of speculation whether reynolds would
have been convicted had the court used a yoder type balancing test but
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had the government been required to show a compelling interest it would
have had to produce evidence of the social injury caused by
polygamy the evidence available today suggests that monmormonmonnonnon
polygamy neither caused or could cause the degradation of women and
children or the subversion of democracy 1 l even in the hard cases where
the first amendment has been invoked on behalf of unpopular religions
and practices such as people vs woody modemmodern courts have generally
accorded substantial deference to religious values 112 in woody a group
of navajoscavajos asserted that the first amendment protected their use of
the hallucinogen peyote as a part of their religious services after a
careful assessment of the use of peyote in the defendants religious life
the california supreme court concluded that the states interest in
controlling drug use did not outweigh the claims of religious freedom
the so called compelling state interest in protecting the navajo from the
deleterious effects of the drug was dismissed with the comment we
know of no doctrine that the state in its asserted omniscience should
undertake to deny to defendants the observance of their religion in order
to free them from the suppositious shackles of their unenlightened
and primitive condition 3

the fair minded and tolerant attitude toward strange and unpopular
religions expressed by the court in woody is perhaps as important a
change from reynolds as is the new judicial doctrine expressed in yoder
the reynolds court directed much polemic against polygamy but made
no attempt to assess the religious significance of polygamy to mormon
doctrine and society or to weigh that practice against the states interests
the state interests invoked to justify its elimination appear untenable in
light of the analysis in yoder and woody the diffuse social interest in
preventing patriarchal family structures to preserve democracy based on
sociological theories is precisely the sort of general state interest that
was rejected in yoder and the paternalistic state interest in freeing
mormon women from their supposed domination is precisely the sort of
state interest that was rejected in woodywoody thus the developments of the
twentieth century have undermined the reynolds rationale

nevertheless the modemmodern court has at times shown signs of
backtracking from the sherbert yoder line of cases the vitality ofyoder
was questioned just ten years after yoder in united states vs lee 114

lee like yoder an amish employed several other amish he
objected on religious grounds to paying the social security tax
imposed on employers the court purported to apply the yoder
balancing test but reached a different result from that in yoder in
rejecting lees claim to an exemption from the law the court tried to
distinguish yoder on the grounds that a tax system could not function if
exemptions were too easily granted on the basis of religious belief
whereas an educational system could presumably tolerate religious
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exemptions 115 justice stevens concurring in the judgment found yoder
indistinguishable the same religious interest was implicated in each
case and the state interest in yoder was no less compelling than
the federal interest in lee justice stevens argued that the courts
decisions rested on a different constitutional standard namely that a
person who objects to a valid neutral law of general applicability on
religious grounds should have an almost insurmountable burden of
demonstrating that there is a unique reason for allowing him a special
exemption he found yoder the principal exception to this rule the
majoritysmajoritys conclusion in lee he argued suggested that the court in fact
placed a heavier burden on the party challenging the law than yoder
would warrant 11511616

free exercise decisions since lee give credence to justice
stevenss interpretation of supreme court precedents and suggest that
the court is dissatisfied with theesherbert yoder balancing test or at least
to the relative weights of the individual and governmental interests
involved sherbert and yoder would suggest that the thumb should be
on the religious freedom side of the balance 17 but while professing to
apply the sherbert yoder test the modem court has at times shown
unusual deference to the governments purported interests As a result
the court has reached some questionable results and has demonstrated an
inconsistency in its free exercise jurisprudence that threatens to under-
mine the civil libertarian approach of the sherbert yoder line of cases

in jensen vs quaring the court considered a free exercise
challenge to nebraskasbraskasnebraskanNe requirement that drivers licenses include a
photograph of the licensee 8 mrs quaring objected to the requirement
as it was applied to her on the grounds that her religious beliefs prohibited
the use of her photograph the state failed to provide any evidence that
its interests would be harmed if it provided an exemption for those
opposed to photographs on religious grounds as yoder would seem to
require in fact the state provided some nonreligious exemptions 9 yet
the court barely upheld mrs quaringsQuarings free exercise challenge
affirming by a four to four vote the eighth circuits conclusion that
nebraska had to provide her a photolessphotoless drivers license

the court was faced with a similar question in bowen vs roy 120

the parents of a native american brought an action challenging on first
amendment grounds the requirement that recipients of certain welfare
benefits provide a social security number the parents claimed that use
of a social security number for their daughter would violate their
religious beliefs they sought and obtained in the lower court an
injunction preventing the government from 1 making any use of their
daughters social security number and 2 denying their daughter
welfare benefits because of the parents refusal to furnish her social
security number to the state agency administering the welfare plan 12112
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when the case reached the supreme court it generated five
separate opinions the court in an opinion by chief justice burger
easily rejected the first provision of the injunction the court stated that
the free exercise clause was meant to protect individuals from certain
forms of governmental compulsion it does not afford an individual a
right to dictate the conduct of the governments internal procedures
eight justices agreed that once the government had the number it could
use it as it wished in conducting its own internal affairs 122 because the
government already had the daughters social security number and could
use it however it saw fit justices blackmun and stevens saw no reason
to reach the constitutional questions presented by the second part of the
injunction six of the remaining justices however reached the issue of
whether the government could withhold welfare benefits to someone
who refused to furnish a social security number for religious reasons
with very different results 12123 the chief justice joined by justices
rehnquist and powell drew a distinction between governmental
compulsion and conditions relating to governmental benefits 24 the
chief justice expressly rejected a yoder type balancing test where the
challenged governmental action did not inescapably compel conduct
that some find objectionable for religious reasons 1112125 in the absence of
proof of a discriminatory intent he would uphold a neutral and uniform
requirement for governmental benefits if it was merely a reasonable
means of promoting a legitimate public interest 12626 under that standard
the chief justice would have upheld the entire statutory scheme mroyaroyin roy
on the other hand justice oconnor dissenting in part and joined by
justices brennan and marshall found that the chief justices proposed
test had no basis in precedent and relegates a serious first amendment
value to the barest level of minimal scrutiny that the equal protection
clause already provides justice oconnor would have applied our
long line of precedents to hold that the government must accommodate
a legitimate free exercise claim unless pursuing an especially important
interest by narrowly tailored means 127121 under this yoder type of
analysis she would have upheld the second part of the injunction 128121

despite indications in lee and roy that at least some members
of the court were ready to abandon the sherbert yoder balancing test
in hobbie vs unemployment appeals comm n the first free
exercise case to reach the rehnquist court the court strongly reaffirmed
sherbert only chief justice rehnquist dissented 129121 Ms hobbie like
Ms sherbert was a seventh day adventist who was denied unemploy-
ment compensation when she lost her job for refusing to work on
saturdays the state tried to distinguish sherbert on the grounds that
hobbie had recently converted to her religion and expected her employer
to accommodate this change whereas sherbert had not a distinction
justice scalia suggested that one would only make if one did not like
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sherbert to begin with 133130 the court rejected the distinction pointing
out that it would single out the religious convert for different less
favorable treatment than that given an individual whose adherence to his
or her faith precedes employment 13131 the state also argued for the less
rigorous free exercise test that chief justice burger had suggested in roy
but the court firmly rejected the argument the court reaffirmed that
when the state denies an important benefit because of conduct mandated
by religious belief the denial must be subjected to strict scrutiny and
can be justified only by proof by the state of a compelling interest 132

the belief conduct distinction of reynolds has been jettisonedjettisoned by
later cases substantial protection of religious practice as well as belief
is now accepted under the free exercise clause because belief has long
been protected under the speech clause this development is logical
historically correct and beneficial to society to avoid redundancy the
free exercise clause must be interpreted as protecting religious conduct
as well as belief nevertheless it would be unrealistic to expect a
supreme court as socially conservative as this or for that matter any
court likely to exist in the near future formally to overturn reynolds and
sanction the practice of polygamy 133 nor for that matter would it be
likely that the mormon church would ever again enter into that practice
even if thelawthelahthe law permitted it what should be expected however is that
the emergence of the free exercise clause as a vibrant base for civil
libertarian protection of rights of conscience under sherbert and yoder
will be strengthened and expanded any tendency toward erosion of the
free exercise protection should be stoutly resisted
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outrageous prosecutorialprosecutor ial conduct

491linford mormonscormonsMormons and the law 348
frequently a polygamous wife would be a homeless immigrant a spinster or the wife of a deceased

relative with a family to support arringtonarlington great basin kingdom 239 whatever polygamyspolygamys faults were in
destroying it the federal government also destroyed what had been an effective social welfare system arlingtonarrington
and Bbitton mormon experience 20020200201200 202011

in musser justice powers tried to offer some general guidelines he suggested that a polygamist with
children by two or more wives could escape prosecution if he treated his polygamous families as if he had been
divorced from those wives 7 P at 399

52seesee for example connally vs general constrcolstr co 269 US 385385391391 1926 see generally tribe
american constitutional lawlow 718 an indefinite statute violates due process by not giving a person fair notice that
his conduct is proscribed by law and by allowing law enforcement officials too much discretion which they could
exercise in an arbitrary and discriminatory manner
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55116 mass 35 1874

snow16snow vs united states 118 US 346 1886 realizing that it had already decided one other
cohabitation case cannon vs united states 116 US 55 1885 the court vacated its decision in that case as
having been issued without jurisdiction 118 US 355 1886 other courts continued to cite cannon as an
authoritative interpretation of the edmunds act even though it no longer was binding precedent see for example
united states vs clarkdarkoark 6 utah 1201201252112521 P 463 1889 united states vs kuntze 2 idaho 4462144621 P 407 1889
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fonfor example in clawson vs united states 113 US 143 1885 the defendant was convicted of
polygamy for marrying a second wife and sentenced to three and one half years imprisonment and a five hundred
dollar fine he was also convicted of cohabiting with that wife and sentenced to six months and a three hundred
dollar fine

63131 US 17617618891889

the utah supreme court suggested that if the act were to have that effect it should have been entitled
an act to enable a man to forsake his lawful wife and fly to the arms ofhisochisof his concubine united states vs snow

4 utah 31331399 P 69769770170 1 appeal dismissed 118 US 346 1886
6546144 utah 28028099 P 501501504504 appeal dismissed 118 US 346 1886
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68176117 P at 76 earlier however the court had suggested that both legal and illegal marTimartlmarriagesages raised

presumptions of cohabitation united states vs smith 5 utah 232 14 P 291 1887
6944 utah 29529599 P 686686687687 appeal dismissed 118 US 346 1886

united states vs musser 4 utah 15315377 P 389389394394 1885
71 united states vs harris 5 utahutah436174364361717 P 75757878 1888
12 united states vs snow 4 utah 29529599 P 686686689689 appeal dismissed 118 US 346 1886
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united states vs tenney 2 ariz 292988 P 295295296296 9797affakrelaffeld 2 ariz 1271271111 P 472 18188686
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ibid at 228
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united states vs musser 4 utah 15315377 P 389 395 96 1885

united states vs peay 5 utah 2632672632671414pP 342344 1887 see also united states vs smith 4 utah
232 2732731414 P 2912912931887293 1887

united states vs musser 4 utah 153 7 P 389 395 96 1885 the reasoning of the court isis almost
directly antithetical to modem rules of ofevidenceevidence under modemmodern rules a defendant must be convicted on evidence
that he committed the offense charged rather than on evidence of some general propensity to violate the law or on
the basis of his prior conduct see for example federal rules of evidence 404 609

87 103 USU S 304 1880 rev g 2 utah 19
81 apparently caroline had consented to enter the polygamous marriage only if miles married her first

church authorities however directed miles to marry the eldest woman first when caroline discovered after the
wedding that miles had already married one of the women she angrily went to a united states marshal with her
story linford Monmonnonsmormonscormonsmonnonenons and the law 342

11103 US at 331515

91ibidibid at 314
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121bidibid at 315 16
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95137137usUS 49649618901890
911bidibid at 506
91 sections91sections 1 9 24 stat 635 636 1887

9perhapsperhaps the most egregious case of judicialofjudicial conduct inin this regard was that of belle harrishams inin re harrishams
44utah55putah 5 5 P 12912918841884 mrs harrishams and her infant son ultimately spent three and one half months inin prison for
her refusal to testify before a grand jury investigating polygamy charges against her husband

991nin 1886 mormonmornion women directed a petition to congress calling the legislatures attention to the plight
of mormon wiveswives and itemizing their victimization by utahs judiciary see 17 cong rec 3137 38 1886

10019 cong rec 9231 1888
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imprint fragment from a childhood

elegy for lee henderson

nearly three the time the thresher came
I1 followed its deep ruts through the gateyardgatewardgateyard
watched giant gears chum
to the pull of seven horse teams

from my fence post I1 pretend
to be the teamster on his platform
round and round I1 pace the teams
in toasting sun father pitches bundles

through cold days in october
I1 play in the thresher tracks
then they are gone with winter
and I1 forget them

one day not sunday we go to church
father isnt there I1 sit in front with mama
I1 look for him at home crowded
among neighbors and people I1 dont know

A morning next spring I1 walk
into the gateyardgatewardgateyard streaked with thaw
and there are the ruts solid as ever

I1 set my foot into a track step
carefully to keep the pattern
until it disappears
under leftover crusts of snow

each day with the thaw
I1 watch the ruts come back
As if they never went away

dixie partridge
for my father

dixie partridge is a widely published poet living in richland washington some of her poems have won
william stafford awards in recent years and her first book ofpoetrydeerinofpoetry deer in the haystacks was published in 1984



mormonism philosophical liberalism
and the constitution

R collin mangrumMangrurn

why should a mormonmonnon celebrate the bicentennial of a secular
constitution wouldnt any such reverence contradict the injunction
against idolatry doesnt the first commandments demand that we
give our complete fidelity to god rule out our allegiance to any other
nomos what about our constitutional history as a persecuted religious
minority the constitution provided no solace when vigilantes expelled
the saints from missouri and nauvoo in the 1830s and 1840s similarly
constitutional pleas went unheeded when the nineteenth century
mormonscormons in the great basin were disfranchisedfranchiseddisfranchiserdis denied naturalization
refused statehood prevented from serving on the bench or on juries and
refused governmental appointments to high political offices despite their
majoritarianmajoritarian status polygamy a practice monmormonscormonsnons in the nineteenth
century associated with exaltation but others found abhorrent received
no constitutional protection the supreme court held that the first
amendment protected beliefs not practices 2 more recently the consticonati
tutionaution has been interpreted as protecting the practice of abortion despite
beliefby many of its immorality 3 why then mormon hoopla over what
could be characterized as political degeneracy

mormonscormons have traditionally expressed allegiance to the consticonati
tutionaution even while they have condemned abuses suffered in consequence
of its misinterpretation in part this allegiance derives from the provi-
dential history view that the lord prepared this land for the restoration
of the gospel and inspired the founding fathers so that the gospel might
roll forth yet surely this view would not justify constitutional flag
waving in the face of manifest injustice ultimately any justification for
the celebration rests upon the compatibility of mormon theology with the
liberal foundations of constitutional government

liberalism is a word charged with emotional meaning for many
MonMoruonmormonsmonnonsmormansmonsnons the word serves as a pejorative epithet symbolizing
ungodliness this mischaracterization however confuses the relative
roles served by world maintaining as compared with world
creating normativenonnative universes 4 the constitution deserves the fidelity
R collin mangrumMangrurn is a professor of law at creighton university
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of mormonscormons because as a world maintaining nomos it protects the
world creating nomos of the gospel of jesus christ

world creating normative universes such as christian communi-
ties cohere around shared commitments ritual common meaning and
close interpersonal relationships their psychological motif is unity
unswerving adherence to tradition orthodox readings of sacral texts or
the inspiration of priestly directives provides the centripetal force that
keeps such communities from fragmenting into disparate groups

diversity on the other hand serves as the motivating theme for a
world maintaining nomos such as the civil community the centrifugal
force generated by legitimizing diversity always threatens the very
existence of such communities karl barth comparing unfavorably the
civil to the christian community observes the civil community as
such is spiritually blind and ignorant it has neither faith nor love nor
hope it has no creed and no gospel prayer is not part of its life and its
members are not brothers and sisters 5 coherence and stability are
preserved by either coercion or rational principles delineating minimal
obligations classical liberalism historically and philosophically seeks
to ensure that the world maintaining nomos of the state prefers rational
principles over coercion briefly stated each individual is entitled to
pursue whatever his or her individual nomos requires subject to the
equal right of others to do the same an understanding of the historical
and philosophical foundations of this liberal thesis and its relation to
mormon theology may provide insight into a justificationajustification of the mormon
celebration of the bicentennial of the constitution

liberalism AND THE constitution

liberalismsLiberali sms claim that each individual possesses basic human
rights that even the public interest of society cannot morally override is
a battle cry from the eighteenth century enlightenment the enlighten-
ment was no friend to organized religion nonetheless important
antecedents in the history of religion bear on the question at hand

the Refonreformationnation contributed significantly to embryonic liberal
theory the medieval church by the sixteenth century had seemingly
implanted strict orthodoxy in religious belief and conduct common
liturgy ritual language and canon law had removed any hint of choice
in religious affairs the world creating nomos of the church had thrown
its tent over politics as expressed in the theory of ecclesiastical and
secular swords obedience to the prince who had been given the
imprimatur of ecclesiastical investiture received clerical affirmation
with few exceptions the priesthood legitimized even those political
acts that seemingly conflicted with religious norms believers had no
more right to dissent from political than from religious directives while
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john of salisbury in the twelfth century wrote of a right of tyrannicide
whenever a prince commands contrary to the religious obligations of his
subjects and thomas aquinas in the thirteenth century suggested
following aristotle that the obedience required by positive law was
conditional upon its correspondence with natural law the overwhelming
tenor of the medieval church favored patience long suffering and
obedience to political authority

the priesthood shouldered the burden of reforeformingnning the prince As
long as the augustinian belief that political society constituted divinely
ordained order imposed on fallen men as a remedy for their sins refused
to give way for the more aristotelian view noted by aquinas of the
polis11polis as a purely human creation designed to fulfill mundane ends

liberal belief systems were unlikely to take hold 6 the reformation
however shattered the unity of the world creating nomos of the
medieval church bringing both skepticism of priestly directives in
spiritual affairs and an end to unquestioned deference to the prince in
political affairs 7 with the disintegration of the medieval nomos the
search was launched for a world maintaining nomos that would allow
disparate views to coexist

reformation leaders increasingly recognized political responsi-
bility as a christian calling calvinists everywhere taking calvins
reformist geneva as their model sought to reform politics as well as
religion covenant theology justified the churchschurche organization along
politically independent congregational lines a democracy of the visible
saints thereby replaced priesthood authoritarianism seventeenth
century england and new england witnessed calvinists seeking to
replicate the reformed ecclesiastical institution in politics in england
calvinistic puritans resisted the elizabethan settlement which had
imposed the book of common prayer anglican episcopacy and exces-
sive ritualism on the established church of england they also followed
radical whig politics that cost charles I1 his head in 1646 and the catholic
james II11il a throne in 1688 when protestantism was constitutionalized
with the glorious revolution john locke transferred calvins covenant
theology to social contract theory in politics individuals are entitled to
consensual government and the rule of law as god given rights

on the american side of the atlantic puritanism also heavily
influenced religious and political development calvins politically
independent congregationalism was the norm in new england from
the very beginning the mayflower compact the massachusetts bay
charter and distance from king and parliament all furthered the cause of
consensual government the puritan colonies in new england however
were anything but liberal calvinistic belief in the depravity of man
predestination and prevenient grace called for strict conformity to
puritanical standards that were incorporated into the blue laws ofevery
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calvinist influenced colony A new world creating nomos of the
visible saints had simply replaced the degenerate medieval alternative
governors such as john winthrop and ministers such as john cotton
justified on biblical grounds the right and obligation of the community
to banish seditious radicals such as roger williams who pled the cause
of liberty of conscience 8 freedom of religion rightfully existed for these
puritans who had left england to avoid the persecution of archbishop
laud others who refused to accept true religions sway over church and
state however could not be tolerated christian civil magistrates in their
capacity as members of the general court were to promote the cause of
civic harmony as well as avoid the wrath of god and were empowered
to punish or remove any and all dissenters 9

the suffering of dissenters prepared the way for the religious
liberty that would a century later provide the foundation for the religious
clauses of the constitution roger williams established rhode island in
1636 as a haven for baptists quakers and other malcontents there
williams stressed religious diversity while preserving the garden of true
religion unspoiled by compromises to the state 10 williamss religious
radicalism rather than cottons strict calvinism became the enlighten-
ment norm a century and a half later for a number of reasons first the
multiplicity of established and disestablishedestablisheddisestablisherdis religions in america
congregationalism in new england catholicism in maryland

quakerism in pennsylvania anglicanism in the southern colonies and
presbyterianism in the middle colonies made problematic any national
establishment of religion second the great awakening of the mid
eighteenth century had emphasized spiritual fervor over orthodox
beliefs third arminian influence over such important ministers as
jonathan mayhew in new england emphasized human potentiality over
pessimistic calvinism fourth deistic teachings of enlightenment
thinkers labeled sectarian beliefs as mere opinions that detracted from
the social usefulness of religion fifth oppressive parliamentary acts
such as the stamp act of 1765 highlighted the oppressive potential of
nonconsensualconsensualnon government and finally the natural rights rhetoric of the
religious john locke and later the godless thomas paine became
fashionable as a defense for revolutionary causes

thus when jefferson penned the declaration of independence he
brought into national prominence the embryonic natural rights tradition
a world maintaining nomos that all men are created equal and endowed

by their creator with certain inalienable rights including the rights to life
liberty and the pursuit of happiness this calvinistic premised and
lockeanlockbean inspired pronouncement repudiated the notion of an all
encompassing nomos it followed english radical whig history of the
seventeenth century when religious zealotszealous inspired by calvin had
denounced government by royal prerogative 12 but went even beyond
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lockes defense of the glorious revolution and the notion of
parliamentary supremacy the individuals normative entitlement was
seen as being protected by natural rights common law or constitutional
rights no political organization not even a religiously inspired
democratic state could justifiably violate the natural rights man
brings with him as he leaves the state of nature and enters society
individual rights preexistpreexist both temporally and logically the state
indeed the state receives its legitimacy and purpose in the rational
accommodation of the rights of its inhabitants each individual in effect
creates his own normative world subject only to the minimal constraints
necessary to maintain society whenever the state presumes more
extensive authority civil disobedience and revolution if necessary
become morally justifiable this liberal paradigm opposing normative
absolutism on the part of the state became the thesis of the declaration
of independence and the underlying rationale of the american consti-
tution 13

while the protestant reformation radical whig history and
lockeanlockbean natural rights reasoning may be properly characterized as the
historical antecedents of the liberal constitutional perspective
eighteenth century enlightenment ideas furthered the rationalistic
notion that the states coercive authority ought to be exercised only upon
the basis of rational principles kant writing during the same age that
produced the declaration of independence and the united states consti-
tution explained that a prionpriorii moral principles are capable of providing
rational constraints for man in his interrelationships with other autono-
mous beings 14 the beginning idea for kant is that men are free and
equal rational beings this natural equality in moral capacity enables
each to pursue his or her own particular sense of the good subject only
to the limiting principle of the right freedom independence from the
constraint of anothersothersan will insofar as it is compatible with the freedom
of everyone else in accordance with a universal law is the one sole and
original right that belongs to every human being by virtue of his
humanity 15 what is often overlooked in kantian analysis is that
individuals after seeing that they do no moral wrong to others are free
to select their own final ends or their own life plans developing ones
own conception of the good creating ones own nomos is the object of
freedom allowing others to pursue their own particular sense of good is
required by the moral constraint of the right this deontological approach
to ethics exhibits a strong commitment to equal respect and the autonomy
of the individual over and above any utilitarian calculus of the public
interest

the extent to which the framers adopted as their explanatory
paradigm of the constitution a liberal notion of government limited by
rational principles is a controversial historical and theoretical issue
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madisonsmatisonsMadisons federalist number ten discusses theworldthe world maintaining role
of the state as the arbitrator of ever changing factions federalism
separation of powers checks and balances all reflect the theory of limited
government perhaps most importantly the bill of rights especially the
first amendment preserves individual rights of speech conscience
religion and association even above the clamor of factions these
foundational limitations evidence a clear choice of a world maintaining
over a world creating nomos at a minimum the founders recognized
that diversity would persist regardless of our efforts thus governments
role in providing centripetal constraints against centrifugal forces must
be affirmedfinnedaf in governments coercive structure

the working out of the world maintaining normative rule of the
state has since become the interpretivist responsibility of not only the
supreme court but all freedom loving people whether rational
principles can reasonably circumscribe the states normative limits is a
matter of much dispute john stuart mill writing during the mid
nineteenth century and with the mormon polygamy issue clearly in
mind announced the harm to others limiting principle

that principle is that the sole end for which mankind are warranted
individually or collectively in interfering with the liberty of action of any
of their number is self protection that the only purpose for which power
can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community
against his will is to prevent harm to others his own good either physical
or moral is not a sufficient warrant 16

this principle which has since for good or ill had a pervasive
influence on american constitutional legal thought is supportive of the
liberal inspired ethical premise that equal respect ought to be afforded
each person in his or her pursuit of particular life plans individual
freedom ought to be limited only by a coequal right of others to be free
although mill may have advanced this liberal principle for utilitarian
and teleological reasons social progress liberals find intrinsic value in
the underlying autonomy emanating from the principle on the liberal
view a world maintaining nomos not only furthers the public interest but
is morally required as a matter of our very humanity

several utilitarian justifications for state intervention however
have since challenged the simplicity or coherence of the millian hannharm
principle lord devlin responding to the 1957 wolfenden report
recommending that self regarding acts such as homosexual practices be
decriminalized in england claimed that the sovereign has a right to
enforce common morality as a matter of self preservation to prevent
social disintegration 17 this disintegration thesis challenges the very
notion of self regarding acts in a reply to devlin H L A hart suggested
further paternalistic qualification of the millian principle arguing that
the state may intervene paternalistically to protect the individual against
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himself in terms of the norms the individual already has or would likely
upon detached reflection come to recognize 18 thus the state may clearly
protect the young and the mentally infirm against their temporary or
inherent irrationality in other cases where overwhelming evidence
exists that rational beings commonly act contrary to their own self
interest for example by not wearing seat belts or motorcycle helmets
the state may justifiably enact paternalistic legislation 19 of course these
qualifications if accepted make the enforcement of the millian principle
problematic who bears the burden of proving that a nonconformist
normativenonnative perspective threatens the very existence of the society how
do we know that the individual upon calm reflection really would
choose to act rationally under our constitutional government the
courts having history and philosophy in mind adjudicate the boundaries
of the states world maintaining nomos each person however retains
some interpretivist responsibility each exercising his or her democratic
preferences should take great care that his or her expressed preferences
do not infringe the basic rights of others each must also monitor the
states intrusions on personal choice

if the states infringement of rights becomes persistent then those
whose creative nomos suffers as a result are faced with various prudential
alternatives the founding fathers taking locke english constitutional
history and enlightenment reasoning as their guide justified revolution
as a legitimate moral reaction to any states systematic deprivation of
inalienable rights where the state accommodates most of the rights of
its citizens on the other hand isolated infringements of specific rights
may authorize and require more restrained responses the contemporary
liberal writer ronald dworkin argues that civil disobedience may be
morally as well as legally justified where particular laws do not afford the
citizens the equal concern and respect called for by the political morality
of the regime 20 john rawls another contemporary liberal advocate
similarly characterizes civil disobedience as morally permissible when
it aims to move the society to an increased appreciation of individual
rights he defines civil disobedience as

a public nonviolent conscientious yet political act contrary to law usually
done with the aim of bringing about a change in the law or policies of
government by acting in this way one addresses the sense of justice of the
majority of the community and declares that in ones considered opinion the
principles of social cooperation among free and equal men are not being
respected 21

rawls also identifies conscientious refusal as morally acceptable in
those instances where the law requires an act that offends ones
conscience simply refusing to comply is different from civil disobedi-
ence in that it need not be addressed to the public for the purpose of
causing change
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this brief sketch of the intellectual foundation of constitutional
liberalism viewed as a world maintaining nomos suggests the following
principles

1 individuals have natural rights arising out of their shared humanity
2 although the reach and range of rights are somewhat problematic the

state must at least respect freedom of conscience speech religion and
association although other rights including property and juridical
rights are frequently mentioned they are more controversial the
european emphasis on the right to equal property is supportive of
welfare liberalism favoring the regulatory state this form of
liberalism is what most modem readers identify as liberalism
the laissez faire alternative of what has become fashionable to
characterize as libertarian thought stresses property rights over welfare
rights thus libertarians object to taxation for welfare purposes on the
grounds that property rights are fundamental not conventional

3 the principle of individual freedom can only be properly constrained
by the equal freedom of others stated differently public interest
utilitarian arguments cannot morally override individual rights

4 once the individual has taken care not to infringe the rights of others
he or she ought to be free to pursue a personal sense of the good people
ought to be free to create or adopt a normative system stronger than
liberalism so long as they respect the minimalist constraints required
by a nomos of individual rights

5 whenever the state presumes to hold basic human rights in abeyance
moral obligations to obey its laws diminish raising the moral
possibility of civil disobedience conscientious refusal and perhaps
revolution

each of these postulates taken individually is somewhat
controversial but as a package they fairly capture the essence of
philosophical liberalism which it is argued herein provides the
intellectual foundation for american constitutionalism what needs to
be emphasized is that liberalism american constitutionalism offers
principled restrictions on the coercive authority of the state but says
nothing about the ends that individuals within the state ought to be
preoccupied with after they have taken care not to violate the rights of
others it is a world maintaining not a world creating nomos

critics of liberalism often misunderstand or mischaracterize the
liberal posture of neutrality towards ends A common mistake is to link
liberalism with the radical skepticism ofofhumehume and the debate over moral
relativism the priority given by liberalism to certain values human
rights belies this conclusion although the charge seems more apropos
when liberals discuss the domain of the good liberals could nonetheless
honestly plead not guilty there is substantial difference between
knowing what theory of the good corresponds to truth and being willing
to coerce others to follow it A liberal convinced that he or she has found
truth may attempt to persuade others where to dig in search of pay dirt
however the principle of equal respect forbids any coercive measures
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that would demand others work the diggings for a share of the gold or
for that matter any obligation that others should accept the intrinsic
value of gold

another point of confusion requires clarification although
oriented around the autonomy of the individual a liberal society need not
be purely atomistic if members of society freely choose a collectivistic
social order as an expression of their theory of the good there is nothing
in liberalism that would compel fragmentation and dissolution 22 the
puritans city on the hill is possible if freely chosen rawls for example
acknowledges that communitarian values would possibly flourish in a
liberal society

there is no reason why a well ordered society should encourage primarily
individualistic values if this means ways of life that lead individuals to
pursue their own way and to have no concern for the interest of others
although respecting their rights and liberties normally one would expect

most people to belong to one or more associations and to have at least some
collective ends in this sense the basic liberties are not intended to keep
persons in isolation from one another or to persuade them to live private
lives even though some no doubt will but to secure the right of free
movement between associations and smaller communities 2321

liberal theory thus demands only maintenance of the conditions
of free choice for those individuals participating within the group and
restrictions on the ability of the group to violate the equal rights of
nonparticipantsparticipantsnon while the collectivistic impulse seems to run counter to
the individualism pervading liberal thought it is only because
collectivism is so often closely associated with authoritarian
tendencies As long as the communitarian view limits its nomos to
those voluntarily choosing its strictures no necessary conflict with the
liberal state need occur liberalism would allow freely chosen strong
normativenonnative universes to coexist in the pluralistic state so long as each
respected the priority of the right the weak liberal nomos to the good
the strong religious nomos priority used in this sense does not

relate to importance but to the lexical ordering of moral duties we are
first obligated to respect the rights of others once we have taken care to
do that we can freely choose a distinctive life plan or religious
community

THE relationship OF MORMON THEOLOGY
TO LIBERAL constitutionalism

with a working model of liberalism in hand and some familiarity
with supportive religious history in mind a comparison of mormonmonnon
theology liberalism and constitutionalism is possible first the doctrine
of individual rights finds theological support in the mormonmonnon concept of
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free agency the belief in eternal progression and the affirmation of
human perfectibility the problem of free will occupies center stage in
the play of mormon theology 224 against the tenets that propelled the
calvinists of the seventeenth century predestination original sin
salvation by grace and denial of free will looms mormon belief in free
agency this doctrine of course was not original with mormonism the
dutch theologian jacobus Anniannlarminiusnius 1560 1609 had opposed the
calvinist doctrine of predestination at the turn of the seventeenth
century his teachings later adopted by john wesley influenced
american theologians such as jonathan mayhew and found their
way into the methodist movement the transformation in this country
of puritan calvinism into evangelical protestantism created the
intellectual climate out of which monmormonmonnonnon perfectionism emerged 25

whereas protestant political radicalism burdened with the calvinistic
views of original sin had to back into the notion of moral responsibility
mormonism as a non protestant restored church could announce the
true gospel unfettered by the intellectual baggage of the reformation

the mormon articles of faith succinctly state a radical
theological perspective grounded on belief in free will and denial of
original sin the second article denies the doctrine of original sin
we believe that men will be punished for their own sins and not for

adams transgression the third article while accepting the necessity
of the atonement adds that salvation exaltation is not strictly a free
gift of god but is conditional upon obedience to gospel principles
we believe that through the atonement of christ all mankind may be

saved by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the gospel with
moral responsibility affirmed the conditions of freedom become critical
that is if man is basically perverse and his salvation or damnation
determined irrespective of any personal conduct then a coercive state
would pose no theological barrier and may even be required in a
hobbesian sense to make society possible 2621

calvinists historically troubled over this dilemma eventually
justified consensual government under the hands of visible saints
these elect individuals were to act as responsible lesser magistrates
as a matter of religious calling on the reasoning that by multiplying the
sources of responsibility individual depravity could better be held in
check where on the other hand mans salvation is partially
dependent on obedience to gods laws natural rights especially
religious liberty become not only preferable but critical man must
be allowed to act in accordance with the dictates of god if the state
asserts too strong a normative claim jeopardizing obedience to god
then civil disobedience or conscientious refusal become necessary the
eleventh article of faith proclaims mormon justification for both free
exercise and disestablishment we claim the privilege of worshippingworshipping
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almighty god according to the dictates of our own conscience and allow
all men the same privilege let them worship how where or what they
may finally a distinctively non calvinistic faith in the nobility of man
is expressed in the thirteenth articles bold assertion we believe in
being honest true chaste benevolent virtuous and in doing good to all
men

if we are to capture the essence of mormon theological radicalism
however we must go beyond the articles of faith for mormonscormons it has
become idiomatic that As man is god once was as god is man may
become this couplet expresses the mormon notion of eternal
progression or the perfectibility of man the narrative begins with an
account ofpremortal existence and the coeternalcoetemalitycoeternalityity ofgod and man god
did not create man ex nihilonichilo out of nothing man existed forever as an
intelligence possessing identity and free will or agency it was satansgatans
willful effort to destroy the agency of man that merited his expulsion
from gods presence and the tenniterminationnation of his eternal progression
satan in effect proposed a dictatorial normative universe in which
human choice was totally eliminated mormon theological narrative
therefore teaches against coercion and in favor of freedom man chose
to retain his agency and accept full responsibility for his actions upon
condition that his elder brother christ offer himself as an atonement for
mans sins through faith and willful obedience we become with
christs nurturing aid increasingly like god freedom therefore is the
foundational right originating temporally and logically independent of
the states recognition

moreover mormonism proclaims that governments were insti-
tuted of god for the benefit of man and that he holds men accountable
for their acts in relation to them dacd&c 13413411 of course consensual
government provides the normnorin the prophet joseph smith expressed his
confidence in the principle of self governance when he stated that man
if taught correct principles would govern himself 27

with the religious necessity of moral freedom established and the
principal of consensual government affirmed the rights of conscience
expression and association even where contrary to majoritarianmajoritarian prefer-
ences become paramount the early saints advanced the cause of
freedom of conscience against coerced religious orthodoxy the
mormon declaration of political beliefs clearly identifies the free
exercise of conscience as one of the preeminent inherent and
inalienable rights dacd&c 13425 the same section of the doctrine and
covenants argues it would be unjust to mingle religious influence with
the civil government whereby one religious society is fostered and
another proscribed in its spiritual privileges dacd&c 1349 28 this is a
sharp break from calvins geneva experiences that the new england
puritans tried to replicate indeed the repeated references by various
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church leaders including every prophet since joseph smith to the
inspiration reflected in the united states constitution largely focuses on
the constitutions rights orientation especially the right of religious
freedom 29 it was with impassioned appeal in the face of religious
persecution that joseph smith announced 1I am the greatest advocate
of the constitution of the united states there is on the earth 30

mormonmonnon commitment to religious freedom made american
constitutional history in the reynolds case the first free exercise
pronouncement made by the united states supreme court the court in
dicta in reynolds agreed with the liberal mormon position that with the
first amendment congress was deprived of all legislative power over
mere opinion the court however had a different perspective as to
where the lines of protected religious practices ought to be drawn
whereas the liberal view held by mormonsmonnonsmormans placed the religious
practice of polygamy within the protected sphere the court adopted a
narrow belief conduct dichotomy that has troubled legal scholars
ever since concluding that the practice of polygamy could be made
illegal 31

the courts reasoning process followed a shallow syllogistic
analysis all religious conduct unlike beliefs cannot be immune
from civil control human sacrifice has to be impermissible by any
standard the practice of polygamy represents conduct rather than belief
therefore the state can legitimately proscribe the practice of even if not
the belief in polygamy the courts strange reading of the first
amendment largely eviscerateseviscerates the essence of free exercise 32 nearly
a century later the court recognized that they had painted themselves into
a comer with the belief conduct dichotomy to agree that religiously
grounded conduct must often be subject to the broad police power of the
state is not to deny that there are areas of conduct beyond the power
of the state to control in this context belief and action cannot be
neatly confined in logic tight compartments the question then is not
whether some religious conduct is beyond public regulation it is how do
we draw meaningful lines when a religion erects keep out no
trespassingTrespassing signs around their religious activities the court in yoder
recognized religious community rights the amish were permitted to
refuse to send their children to high school so they could remainremain
distinctive

mormon theology offers a liberal answer to the where do you
draw the line question the free exercise of religion ought to be
limited only where religious activities infringe upon the equal rights
of others majoritarianMajoritarian preferences by themselves cannot outweigh
rights associated with religious freedom again the declaration of
political belief published by the saints in 1835 adopts this liberal
principle
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we believe that religion is instituted of god and that men are amenable to
him and to him only for the exercise of it unless their religious opinions
prompt them to infringe upon the rights and liberties of others but we do not
believe that human law has the right to interfere in prescribing rules of
worship to bind the consciences of men nor dictate forms for public or
private devotion that the civil magistrate should restrain crime but never
control conscience should punish guilt but never suppress the freedom of
the soul dacd&c 1344

according to this perspective religiously inspired practices are
exempt from the states regulatory power unless they violate the
41 rights and liberties of others whereupon they potentially become
legitimate crimes fall within the world maintaining nomos of the state
which religion cannot protect unless we are to fall into circular
reasoning the concepts of rights and liberties must be given some
workable meaning although the boundaries of individual moral
rights are complex and controversial as we have seen vague notions
of public interest cannot be relied upon in a utilitarian sense to extinguish
individual rights

it is difficult to find for example the rights and liberties of others
threatened by the mormon practice of polygamy assuming fully
voluntary involvement on the part of all parties marriage and personal
family relationships seem to fit into the zone of privacy necessary for the
dignity of the individual mill even used the mormon polygamy
example to argue the cause of liberty in his essay on liberty while the
majority of the community may find polygamous marriage relationships
repugnant repugnancy unassociated with entitlement claims cannot
invalidate the rights of believers to practice polygamy if liberalism has
any validity mormonscormons have expressed no sympathy for either a social
disintegration or a paternalism argument favoring restrictions on
such religious practices

mormon theology teaches that once the saints have taken care not
to infringe the rights ofothers they are free to pursue their own normativenonnative
perspective believers though in the world are entitled to act as if they
were not of the world so long as they avoid infringing the rights of others
mormonmonnon attempts to realize zion during the nineteenth century represent
their pursuit of the good within the constraint of the right thus
nineteenth century efforts to implement the law of consecration in
economic affairs the law of polygamy in domestic relations theo-
democracy in political activities representing the group and exclusive
reliance on ecclesiastical courts in resolving conflicts within the group
all constituted protected religious conduct because each activity
emanated from religious belief and jeopardized no ones rights 34 in brief
mormonmonnon commitment to religious freedom defends a liberal civil
government despite the theocratic nature of the church the legitimacy
of mormonismsMormonisms world creating nomos within zion is afaffirmedfinned by
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mormon disinterest in coercively imposing that nomos outside the
community

whenever the state illegitimately proscribes religious belief or
protected conduct mormon theology speaks of moral religious and in
some instances constitutional rights of its members to either civilly
disobey or conscientiously refuse compliance with the laws of man the
declaration we believe that no government can exist in peace except
such laws are framed and held inviolate as will secure to each individual
the free exercise of conscience the right and control of property and the
protection of life dacd&c 1342 is not merely a descriptive statement of
political realities the parallels in wording and implication with the
declaration of independence are not purely coincidental mormon
teachings give priority to religious world creating over civil world
maintaining obligations and expect the moral inspired state to accomaccod
iodatemodate that preference

the polygamy era provides an example of the priority given by
mormonscormons to gods laws over civil obligation many polygamists went to
prison rather than abandon their commitment to the practice of
polygamy at the same time the saints continued to claim that anti-
polygamy statutes were immoral and unconstitutional elder nicholson
for example speaking for himself in 1881 succinctly stated the
orthodox mormon view 1I lay it down as a proposition that any law that
infringes upon my religious rights cannot be a constitutional law if all the
courts in the world decide that it is of that character 35 moses thatcher
went even further in suggesting that mormon civil disobedience or
conscientious refusal would ultimately inure to the benefit of all
freedom seeking people in justifying the mormonscormonsMormons continuing to
practice polygamy despite its illegality elder thatcher noted the logical
weakness of the courts belief conduct dichotomy

I1 am not so blind that I1 cannot see that anything which you or I1 may do may
be made contrary to law and may be called unconstitutional if
congress has a right to enact a law in relation to marriage it might just as
consistently make a law affecting baptism or prescribing the manner if
allowed at all the sacrament of the lords supper should be administered
what will you do about it says one I1 do not pretend to give advice

but we will continue to love our country defend its interests and be free
men in these mountains if we were ought else if we could be bound hand
and foot as abject slaves we should be unworthy to be citizens of so great
a republic tahetjhe very acts of persecution and unfairness that will be
directed against us will bring out and develop the elements of excellency
that will make them lovers and defenders of right and liberty until in due
time of the lord there will grow up in these mountains a race of people that
will not only defend the constitution but defend the flag of the nation and
at the same time be willing to extend the principles of freedom to all who
desire to receive them we expect to defend our rights as american
citizens and to do less than this would be unworthy of free people 3616
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although the church eventually capitulated the principle remains the
same religious obligations that respect the rights of others and yet are
made illegal are the proper subject of civil disobedience or conscientious
refusal

thus mormon theological views of the rights of man follow the
tradition of radical protestantism track quite closely the tenets of
philosophical liberalism and are supportive of american constitution-
alism man is entitled to basic human rights that cannot be overridden by
the public interest of society preeminent among these are the rights
pertaining to religious freedom while not absolute religious liberty
ought to be circumscribed only by the equal rights of others after taking
care not to infringe the equal rights of others religious communities
individuals ought to be afforded the right to pursue their sense of the

good and whenever the state interferes with its citizens relirellreilreligiousgiousbious
freedoms civil disobedience or conscientious refusal may be morally
justified

TENSION IN maintaining NORMATIVE boundaries

the boundaries between the world maintaining nomos of the state
and the world creating nomos of the gospel are not always apparent
tension persists despite analytical distinctiveness christ offered
direction in his personal response to the problem when the phariseesPharisees
took counsel how they might entangle him in his talk matt 2215

they hit upon the tax conundrum Is it lawful to give tribute unto caesar
or not matt 2217 of course if the religious nomos is exhaustive no
outside allegiances are appropriate the phariseesPharisees suggested this
seditious but preferred religious position to christ in their prefatory
remarks we know that thou art true and teachestteachest the way of god in
truth neither carest thou for any man for thou regardestregardest not the person
of men matt 2216 they evidently expected christ to deny the
responsibility of jews to pay taxes which would have made him an open
enemy of rome instead christ afaffirmedfinnedminued a limited jurisdiction for the
state while remaining ultimately committed to god render therefore
unto caesar the things which are caesarscaesaraCaesars and unto god the things that
are gods matt 2221

understanding those things that are properly under caesarscaesaraCaesars juris-
diction is our religious as well as political responsibility prayer for
example is part of our religious nomos the scriptures teach us to pray
always that we may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that
shall come to pass and to stand before the son of man luke 2136
does this admonition extend to public school prayers what about our
belief that it would be inappropriate to mingle religious influence with
civil government whereby one religious society is fostered and another
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proscribed in its spiritual privileges dacd&c 1349 it could be argued
that while we insist on the right to pray with our children in the morning
before school as well as the right ofour children to pray personally while
in school the states world maintaining normativenonnative responsibilities
preclude a state required prayer in school 37 even though we believe a
prayer would benefit the nonbeliever our religious nomos may properly
be circumscribed by world maintaining rights of others at a minimum
we must address the strong moral claims of others that by imposing a
prayer in a public educational setting we are undermining their creative
nomos

conversely religious participation in politics cannot always be
proscribed under a world maintaining normative argument thus
religious beliefs regarding feeding the poor and clothing the naked
provide a basis for democratic preferences in legislation unless a
libertarian property right argument is persuasive so too religious views
may properly inform us regarding the sanctity of life when the propriety
of abortion is at issue against arguments of privacy rights the
immorality of killing the unborn can be argued with religious fervor
notice that the antiabortionantiabortion argument cannot be predicated on public
interest grounds if we acknowledge a right of privacy but rather on the
rights of the unborn which we understand more clearly because of our
religious perspective

of course whenever religious views are introduced into the
political forum there exists the possibility of violating the third
commandments prohibition against taking the lords name in vain 38

that is religious leaders or members may inappropriately speak for god
this is the real threat to the purity of religion that roger williams feared
when he urged the separation of church and state if religion becomes too
politicized it will less likely serve as a garden in the wilderness the
possibility ofmisspeakingspeakingmis for god however cannot vitiate our right and
responsibility to engage in political dialogue over the proper boundaries
of our rights

this raises a final problem for those who would maintain the
integrity of the two normativenonnative universe theory each system contains
the seeds of erosion if not absorption of the competing system
liberalism legitimizes if it does not enshrine diversity once religion
acknowledges a proper role for a world maintaining nomos the
possibility of it taking on world creating attributes looms large if choice
is the appropriate paradigm in politics why not politicize religion if the
constitution is embraced as properly capturing the proper nomos for
political affairs why should undemocratic tendencies prevail within the
gospel why should women for example be denied the priesthood
why not elect bishops or any other priesthood leader by popular vote
why not choose some suggest by majoritarianmajori tarian preferences those
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commandments members feel are appropriate for a religious creed why
not in effect do away with the world creating nomos of the church in
favor of the philosophies of men on the other extreme others urge the
projection of the world creating nomos of the church upon the state in a
puritanical tradition why not make all political decisions issues of faith
mormonism instead coherently embraces the unity oneness and
togetherness of a revealed zion while cherishing a constitutional heritage
that preserves the right of others to choose babylon

while mormon social radicalism has largely dissipated and
mormonmonnon communities have come to embrace traditional values and
institutions in this the bicentennial year of the constitution we need to
rekindle our awareness of human rights As religious people with
political clout we ought to repress the tendency to rely on our increas-
ingly majoritarianmajoritarian status to trample the rights of others in the name of
public interest this is not to offer glib answers nor necessarily
politically liberal answers to difficult moral issues but to reawaken the
need for principled dialogue and analysis of political decisions that
threaten to affect the rights of others even as we claim entitlement to the
right to choose zion we must cultivate our sensitivities to the rights of
others even as we attempt to persuade others of the beauty warmth and
peace found within zion we need to remember that coercion is inimical
to the zion we would build
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fires

yesterday for the first time mist hazed the hills
but no rob said it was california burning
I1 wouldnt have known from a thousand miles
hoarse forest eaters were breathing
blackmail on three states so hills were sour
shrunken not veiled as if cowering for once
eyes ached at them thumps crumpled
the military base spoke up for the baffled sun

back home last year singed air overloaded dropped
from russia earth spoiled new fears grew
today though a river following our road like a dolphin
dived past poles shouldering telegraph wire
and small towns flag us down streets broad as open hands
the parks have pioneer relics a grindstone hoisted bell
on a grass square ranked streets at payson wear
the flags colors paths slip a world in edgewise
trees spurt sun between for sale signs
old as prayers and the highway murmuring go
what survives seems so entire of itself it could
last forever called to the mind starts drawling

haze lasts too from the edge of things
keeps coming in with the first crackle of autumn rubbing
green edges red bushes along the road are ghosts

john davies

john davies is a visiting professor of english at brigham young university



constitutional interpretation and the
american tradition of individual rights

thomas B mcaffee

one of the most distinctive features of american constitutionalism
is the idea that the constitution is law 1 it is fairly clear that the founders
viewed the constitution as a rather ordinary species of written law albeit
the supreme law of the land 2 in fact when the supreme court set forth
its claim to arbitrate the meaning of the constitution in the famous case
of marbury vs madison the courts central premises were that the
constitution is the law and that the courts are competent to interpret the
constitution in a case presenting a constitutional issue 3 while the great
chief justice john marshall relied on some specific texts to support the
jurisdiction of the court the heart of the matter was that the point of a
written constitution was to bind the government and judges were
therefore bound to give effect to the constitution over conflicting
legislative or executive acts

early proponents of the supreme courts interpretive role believed
that rules of legal construction and the doctrine of precedent defined and
limited the courts power alexander hamilton wrote to avoid an
arbitrary discretion in the courts it is indispensable that they should be
bound down by strict rules and precedents which serve to define and
point out their duty in every particular case that comes before them 4

hamiltons reference to the rules or canons of construction used as
guides in the interpretation of written law reflected a widely held faith in
a sharp distinction between the lawmaking performed by legislators
and the judicial role of interpretation 5 hamilton thus expressed
confidence that in fulfilling their duty to declare the sense of the law
courts must always exercise judgment and never will lest they
substitute their pleasure to that of the legislative body 6 As long as
judges stayed within their prescribed role of exercising judgment rather
than mere will their role would be justified because they were following
the superior will of the sovereign people to the inferior will of their
governmental agents 7 one of the central issues in modem constitutional
thomas B mcaffee isis an associate professor of law at southern illinois university parts of this article are adapted
from his article constitutional interpretation the uses and limitations of original intent universityUmersity of daytonofdayton

lawlawreiewreview 1212wmterwinter 1986 275 95 a condensed versionversion of which appeared inin the january 1987 issue of the
illinois bar journal
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thought concerns whether and if so to what extent hamiltons inter-
pretive model can aid us in defining and justifying the courts role today
stated most generally the question has come down to whether there is
any set of objective principles of interpretation that is capable of limiting
the role of courts in our constitutional scheme to any significant extent

the greatest number of modemmodern theorists agree that hamiltons
model limiting thejudicialthe judicial role to interpretation as sharply distinguished
from lawmaking does not accurately reflect the realities of making and
interpreting law lawmakers not only state and define rules for courts to
apply they also by design as well as by inadvertence provide courts
with the task of filling out the implications of a general design or of
confronting questions that the lawmaker did not address or did not
address clearly for some theorists however the skepticism runs deeper
yet they view the distinction between lawmaking and interpretation as
completely illusory and see judges as political actors who are virtually
always imposing their will 8

even among those who find neither extreme view acceptable there
is considerable debate on the one hand are those who contend for a
significant role for evidence of original intent or perhaps more
broadly original context inin any proper approach to the interpretive
process 9 this call for a return to a jurisprudence of original intent has
in turn been met with a chorus of criticism from those who see it as a
threat to the progress of the living constitution 10 unfortunately the
debate has frequently been approached from an eitheror perspective as
though the intent of the framerstrainers must either control all constitutional
questions or be used as mere window dressing while some advocates
of original intent may overstate the extent to which historical evidence
can aid constitutional construction a commitment to the principle that
evidence extrinsic to the text can clarify meaning in ways that bind
decision makers does not entail seeing historical evidence as a grand
key that will remove all difficulties in constitutional interpretation or
entirely resolve the riddle of detenniningdetermining the proper role for courts in a
democratic society it will hardly do to launch a broad scale attack on the
use of original context on the grounds that claims as to its potential have
been inflated

some seeming opponents of original intent have been somewhat
obscure as to whether they are opposed to seeing original intent as a
panacea or are staking out the much stronger claim that based on
theoretical or practical objections original intent can never raise binding
obligations 12 some have argued that the search for original intent will not
provide answers to the difficult issues of contemporary application of
constitutional provisions but have not clarified whether text read in
context might resolve ambiguities or establish outside boundaries or at
least some core applications of a particular provision 13 those most
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emphatic about the total poverty of original context seem in general to be
committed either to the view that the search for binding intent is
practicallyimpossiblepractically impossible or even theoretically incoherent so that only the
text ifanything binds us or to the view that the framers lacked authority
to bind us

in this essay I1 will offer grounds for doubting the correctness of the
first of these views As to the second it would require a separate article
to fully defend the traditional assumptions that the constitution binds us
until it is amended and that we are bound by the ascertainable meaning
of the document where it is clear from text and context 14 these were the
premises ofoimarburyoimarbury vs madison and I1 consider them to be woven into
the fabric of our law at a more practical level the view that we are not
bound by the clear meaning of the text would not be sustained by the
american public for a month if the supreme court were to announce it
as the basis for a constitutional judgment and advocates of such
positions would have a difficult time persuading presidents and
legislators that they should consider themselves bound by supreme
court decisions if the court viewed itself as empowered to amend clear
text by ascribing a meaning of its own if courts are bound by clear text
as most have supposed 15 it is difficult to see why they should not be
equally bound by context fully capable of clarifying the meaning of text

in the second part of the essay I1 will suggest some of the limits of
original context in determining the meaning of constitutional language
and try to identify the senses in which the metaphor of a living consti-
tution accurately describes our constitutional order as well as the ways
in which it might be misleading or unhelpful the key to the analysis as
we shall see is the distinction between the search for meaning and the
role courts inevitably play in applying constitutional language when the
search for meaning has ended when the courts role shifts from
discovering meaning to effectuating generally worded norms the debate
over the role of context becomes in important ways a discussion of
institutional and constitutional philosophy

finally I1 will take up a central debate in modem constitutional
theory the debate over whether or to what extent the protection of
individual rights is properly limited to some number of rights
enumerated in the text of the constitution applying insights developed
in earlier parts of the essay I1 will examine the questions raised by the
american tradition of discovering some rights as implicit in the concept
of limited government embodied in the social contract we call the
constitution and will explore the possibilities and problems for both
sides of the debate over the judicial articulation of unenumerated
individual rights that debate however as we shall see need not
implicate the straightforward duty of courts to apply the constitution
when its meaning is ascertainable from text and context
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THE possibility OF FINDING ORIGINAL INTENT

perhaps the most common argument against the use of original
intent is that it is simply impossible to find 16 opponents present a host
of theoretical difficulties including problems involved in deciding
whose intentions should count as well as in determining and counting the
intentions of relevant collective bodies congresses or state ratifying
bodies 17 the objections are formidable as well as complex and even
monaghan perhaps the most articulate proponent of original intent
has acknowledged that the possibility of a stable theory of constitu-
tional interpretation may depend on the ability of scholars with like
views to confront the problems raised 8 moreover some objections are
embraced not only by those opposed to the very notion that the meaning
of the constitution could or should ever be fixed but also by some who
defend the notion of a binding constitutional text 19

no detailed response to these various objections will be attempted
in this essay instead I1 will offer some general skepticism about the
more extreme forms of interpretive skepticism followed by two
illustrative examples designed to provide confirmation of these general
observations

it seems apparent that the most powerful and cogent objections to
discovering the original intent underlying constitutional provisions
apply equally well to the attempt to discover the ordinary legislative
intent underlying any statute the common problems include the
difficulty of ascribing intent to any individual complexities
associated with counting intentions and determining the intent of
large numbers of people and problems presented by the distorting
effects of group decision making the constitutional context does
present the unique problem of determining whose intentions count
whether ratifiersratifiers or framers and how the intentions of many
ratifiersratifiers could reliably be determined 20 virtually all of the skeptical
literature however treats the remaining problems associated with
determining intent as being sufficient to justify a skeptical position
while there exists a parallel controversy in the world of statutory
interpretation as to the role that extrinsic evidence of intent should
play 21 it is noteworthy that the trend among modem courts has been in
the direction of increased use of relevant context including
legislative history to shed light on the meaning of statutes 22

theoretical objections to our ability to discover the collective intent
of large groups of individuals have given way to the practical
experience of most judges that original context can shed light on
statutory meaning

some skeptics such as justice william J brennan areare capable on
the one hand of debunking the notion of discovering original intent
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while on the other praising the vision of the individual embodied in the
constitution and the freedom the dignity and the rights of all persons
within our borders which it is the great design of the constitution to
secure 23 perhaps this sort of appeal to a basic vision or design is
simply a device for linking modem value choices to the most general
formulation of the weight of our political tradition 24 perhaps but it has
a peculiar ring to it suggesting that the speaker is claiming fidelity to
what is most basic about our constitutional system itself to the framers
own commitment to freedom and dignity

but why should we think we can discern what is central to the
constitutional design if we cannot possibly divine what was intended by
any particular provision the most thoughtful commentators on
statutory interpretation have observed that one of the ironies of the attack
on the concept of legislative intent is the frequent substitution of talk
about legislative purposes policies and objectives without any
attempt to show that arguments leading to the rejection of talk about
legislative intent have no force against these new expressions 25 such
observations seem equally applicable to appeals to the purpose of the
constitution

As with many forms of skepticism when proponents of skeptical
views about original intent cocompletempletepiete their arguments they frequently
turn in other writings or sections to familiar discourse about the
purposes and intentions of those responsible for the constitution or one
of its important amendments as though it were possible to discover
them and to find them relevant at least in interpreting constitutional
provisions 26 this points up that no matter what real difficulties may be
presented by constitutional text and history for the discovery of a usable
original intent those difficulties frequently enough seem surmountable
with respect to at least some issues

now for the illustrations
in the slaughterhouseslaughter house cases rl the supreme court adopted a

reading of the privileges or immunities clause of section I11 of the
post civil war fourteenth amendment that ran against the grain of the
purposes of the clause as revealed by the legislative history of congresss
deliberations there are overwhelming grounds for rejecting the reading
adopted by justice miller writing for the majority even though the
arguments for the opposing view are neither overwhelming nor even
conclusive on textual grounds alone

in the slaughterhouseslaughter house cases new orleans butchers challenged
the constitutionality of a state legislative grant of a monopoly on
butchering they contended that the granting of a monopoly constituted
an abridgment of their right to pursue a professional calling which fell
within the scope of the privileges or immunities protected by the
clause the butchers argued that the fourteenth amendment privileges
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or immunities clause was essentially derived from the privileges and
immunities clause of article 4 section 2 and was designed to give
federal protection to the basic civil rights protected in the earlier
provision

justice miller however found that the article 4 clause was an
antidiscriminationdiscriminationanti provision to protect nonresidentsresidentsnon in the exercise of
rights otherwise within the exclusive regulatory domain of the states 2821

he concluded that an article 4 reading of the fourteenth amendment
clause would entail a revolutionary enlargement of the powers of
congress and the federal courts over state law rights that were
traditionally within the exclusive domain of the states enlargement
beyond what he was willing to acknowledge animated the framers of the
amendment 229 As an alternative justice miller relied on the explicit
distinction in section I11 between state and national citizenship to buttress
his conclusion that the privileges or immunities of citizens oftheodtheof the united
states more fully secured rights already protected by the constitution
explicitly or implicitly which were bestowed upon individuals by virtue
of their national citizenship 30 he listed as rights dependent on national
citizenship the right to travel to the seat of government to assemble and
petition the writ of habeas corpus and rights guaranteed by virtue of
treaties and other national enactments 31

there is only one significant problem with justice millers reading
of the privileges or immunities clause it is clearly wrong there is no
question that article 4 was the antecedent provision that inspired the
privileges or immunities clause of the fourteenth amendment congress
enacted the civil rights act of 1866 and sent forth the fourteenth
amendment in response to the enactment of the so called black codes
by the slave states of the south 3212 the black codes were designed to
effectively undercut the thirteenth amendment prohibition on slavery
by denying basic civil rights to the former slaves rights such as the right
to contract to own property to testify in court and to sue and be sued 33

in justifying the view that congress should act to enforce these civil
rights belonging to individuals because of their united states citizenship
congressional leaders invoked the privileges and immunities clause of
article 4 3414

in defense of both the civil rights act and the proposed amendment
proponents relied on the case of corfield vs coryell 35 in that early
decision construing the scope of the article 4 privileges and immunities
clause justice washington found that the rights protected by that
provision included all the basic civil rights that individuals enjoy in true
republics 36 these rights included the same rights enumerated in the civil
rights act as was observed by its house and senate sponsors 37 while the
corfield case itself concerned the limits of state power to discriminate
against nonresidentsresidentsnon as to the relevant privileges and immunities
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proponents of post civil war provisions for civil rights used the broad
language in corfieldtocorfieldto support the argument that all american citizens
held such federally protected civil rights even against their own state
governments

there is room for significant doubt as to whether congressional
leaders correctly interpreted corfield and article 4 38 there is no doubt
however that congressman john bingham the principal draftsman of
section I11 of the fourteenth amendment interpreted article 4 broadly and
drafted the fourteenth amendment clause to ensure the rights listed in
corfieldcorfield99 by contrast justice millers interpretation of the provision
not only finds no support in the legislative history of section 1 but is
actually undercut by that history

it is tempting to believe that the text alone is sufficient to prove that
slaughterhouseslaughter house misconstrued the provision the phrase privileges or
immunities in section 1 certainly suggests a possible connection to the
antecedent article 4 provision but the language as easily points in
justice millers direction the language in section I11 refers to the
16 privileges or immunities of citizens of the united states as opposed to
article 4sprivileges4sas privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states
considering that the first sentence of section 1 specifically distinguishes
state and national citizenship it is quite plausible to construe the clause
as recognizing a second distinguishable set of rights

it has been further argued that justice millers construction
renders the clause superfluous or trivial 40 it is thought to be superfluous
because by millers own formulation it is referring to rights that
already receive protection under the constitution either implicitly or
explicitly but there are other constitutional provisions that are merely
declaratory of what many thought was already understood for

example the tenth amendment states the principle already implicit in
the constitution that powers not delegated to the national government
are reserved to the states or to the people moreover providing greater
security for several of the rights listed by justice miller by giving them
textual recognition and empowering congress to enforce them looks
trivial to us only because we know from extrinsic evidence that the
fourteenth amendment was really enacted to protect the freeman against
hostile state action 41

one might question how significant these conclusions are particu-
larly since there remains controversy over the intended breadth of the
privileges or immunities clause 42 the practical implication of modem
skepticism about the search for intended meaning is that many provisions
in the constitution will be reduced to a debate about constitutional
policy should we construe the clause broadly so as to maximize the
protection given to individuals against the state or are we more properly
concerned about the potential impact on our federal system or on the
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exercise ofjudicialofjudicial power of the broader reading of the clause the most
absolute skeptics about intent frequently seem to believe that they have
the best answers to these sorts of questions better than any the framers
intended to embody in the text 43

As for myself I1 am much more certain that justice miller
acted illegitimately in construing the clause contrary to the over-
whelmingwhelming evidence of its intended meaning than I1 ever could be that
his concerns about the erosion of state power and the enlargement of
judicial power were illegitimate or lacking in judicial statesman-
ship however for those interested in preserving individual rights
the battle against original understanding could in the long run work to
undercut our commitment to abiding by the rights recognized in the
text properly read the privileges or immunities example points up that
such questions are not all of the same order of magnitude particularly
where basic questions as to the essential thrust of a provision are
presented by an ambiguous text the possibilities for discovering a
determinative intent are quite genuine one additional example must
suffice

the historical evidence is overwhelming that article Is grant
to congress of the power to declare war means when read in context
that congress holds the exclusive power to change the status of the
nation from peace to war to advance foreign policy objectives as
opposed to defending against sudden attack 44 when contempor-
aneous evidence extrinsic to the text is combined with the under
standing reflected in the nations experiences it is clear that the
president may wage war only when it is thrust upon the nation by an
enemy 45 some commentators have raised legitimate issues as to the
modem reach of the presidents emergency power in a world in which
we are committed as a nation to the idea that an attack on western
europe for example is an attack on the united states 446 but such
questions reflecting the vagueness of the framers concept of a
11 sudden attack that warrants executive dispatch cannot obscure
completely the distinction between a policy decision to wage war and
war that is thrust upon us As wormuth and firmage point out the
framers did not give the president the right to choose between war
and peace or the right to make a judgment concerning the security of
the united states instead theyprovidedthey provided for the president to act in the
defense of the country 47 the commitment of half a million troops to
vietnam or the mining of harbors in nicaragua can hardly be justified
by any notion of emergency power unless we simply ignore the mandate
of the constitution itself once again however it is much easier to say
what the text requires in the light of original context and confirming
history than what modem conditions require of constitutional

statesmen 48
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reflections ON THE IDEA OF A LIVING constitution

there is a conventional wisdom that the constitution is sui generis
and requires an entirely different interpretive method than a statute this
view is frequently expressed with the metaphor of a living constitution
or by reference to justice marshallsmarchallsMarshalls famous reminder that it is a
constitution we are expounding 49 it is not easy to separate the senses
in which these ways of speaking tell us something accurate and important
from the ways in which they can become dangerously misleading for
one thing while the constitution is obviously not a code it unquestion-
ably contains provisions that are as specific and unambiguous as those
found in any statute 50 if the notion of a living constitution is to be
applied to these provisions then we truly have no written constitution
for we have turned it into a blank check moreover as we have seen some
questions presented by ambiguous or vague texts can also be resolved
with the aid of original context to ignore what that context tells us is
quite simply to amend the constitution by construction something that
justice marshall would not have countenancedcountenancer

occasionally even thoughtful scholars have suggested that
the constitution must change in meaning to confront technological
changes that the framers could not foresee such as home invasions
through electronic eavesdropping 51 while our changing world can
create difficult choices for constitutional interpreters many such
examples including new methods of invading privacy can readily be
seen as falling within the original meaning and intent of relevant
provisions 52 no one has doubted that congresss power to regulate
commerce includes and was intended to include not only
commercial shipping but railroads and air transportation as well though
neither existed in 1787 lon fuller long ago pointed out the conceptual
confusion involved in the assumption that we think in particulars rather
than in general concepts a view that he called the pointer theory
of meaning 53 to insist that electronically stored data receives no
protection under the fourth amendment because the framers did not
know of it would make as little sense as contending that a 1920 statute
dealing with motor cars could not be read as covering volkswagens 54

it does not require a special theory of constitutional interpretation
to acknowledge that the meaning of constitutional provisions is not
necessarily circumscribed by the immediate purposes of the framers
experts on language and statutory interpretation have long recognized
that meaning can outstrip intent for an author inevitably encompasses
in what he says more than he has specifically in mind and often
encompasses even more than he has generally in mind 55 furthermore
there may be constitutional provisions that are sufficiently vague and
general as to require supplementation and whose meanings can hardly be
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equated with the expectations held for them 56 this problem too is not
unique to constitutional construction as modem antitrust legislation
provides a classic example 57 these clauses will require constitutional
decision makers and in particular courts to develop the provisions
contours this is not to say that such provisions are meaningless but only
that the language alone even when read in relevant context will not
resolve a large number of contemporary issues 58 the result is that we
inevitably will have a living constitution to some extent yet even with
vague open textured provisions there remains the issue of the meaning
to be ascribed to them simply because the constitutional language read
in context is not dispositive it does not follow that the supreme court is
free to go directly to moral theory or societal consensus to supplement the
provisions meaning 59

in the analogous field of statutory interpretation it is usually
thought that the court should create a rule that is at least not inconsistent
with what extrinsic evidence shows were the purposes and intentions of
the legislature lacking any such clear evidence courts are expected to
make their decisions cohere with what is already settled by the legal
order 60 even if these basic assumptions were transferred to the constitu-
tional arena courts would be required to make some basic value choices
because the history is frequently quite unclear and the vague text invites
consideration of whether contemporary problems are sufficiently like
those confronting the framers to warrant inclusion within the scope of the
provision

the larger issue is whether courts ought to seek authoritative
guidance from the reasonably knowable intentions and purposes of the
framers in these circumstances many contend that changing conditions
and moral conceptions make it inevitable that modem courts will
basically go it alone in filling out the meaning of the constitutions open
textured provisions with due regard for the outside limits suggested by
a text continuity and the lessons of history 61 there is certainly reason
to doubt whether modem decision makers ought to feel compelled by the
original understanding of broadly worded provisions where it appears

that the framers themselves were essentially involved in the same
process we are engaging in a contest of opinion over the appropriate
implications of the principle being invoked 62

finally even if we agree that many constitutional issues are
left unresolved by text and history it does not necessarily follow that
this indeterminacy should lead to a continually expanding judicial
role 63 As neil komesar has recently observed these coexist with a
constitutional system that assumes on almost any current reading that
the lions share of societyssocietys decision making load will be carried by the
political branches no matter how vague and general the text advocates
of an activist judicial role must explain why in a world of imperfect
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decision makers a given set of questions are best resolved by the
institution we know as courts 64 one prominent commentator terence
sandalow has observed that although an independent judiciary may be
better suited than other government actors to dispassionately apply
governing principles despite competing pressures it is more debatable
whether the judiciary is especially suited to discern or generate societyssocie tys
fundamental values 65

the most important contemporary challenge to this traditional
caution about the role of courts comes from individual rights theorists
who contend that the supreme court needs a broader rather than a
narrower vision of its role for them the key to the open textured
provisions of the constitution is to be sought in the natural rights heritage
that served as a backdrop to the constitutions recognition of individual
rights it is to the question of the relevance of our natural rights heritage
to the contemporary debate over individual rights that we now turn

THE UNWRITTEN constitution

the debate over the interpretation of the written constitution is
complicated in the area of individual rights by the existence of a tradition
that sees the text as suggestive rather than exhaustive of the rights
protected by the constitution the idea of an unwritten constitution has
its roots in the natural law tradition that influenced the founding period
through the writings of john locke and others 66 resting on the social
contract political theory the premise was that men bring rights with them
to civil society and that governments role and justification is to protect
those natural rights from the viewpoint of this tradition the written
constitution embodies this underlying moral and political model but is
not a substitute for it

early in the nations history justice chase reached beyond the
specific textual issues presented in cedar vs bull to clarify his view that
state power is not without controulcontroul even though its authority should
potbotnot be expressly restrained by the constitution or fundamental law of
the state 67 according to chase the purposes for which men enter
into society will determine the nature and terms of the social compact
and as they are the foundation of the legislative power they will decide
what are the proper objects of it chase was not alone in this view the
leading judges of the nation prior to 1830 including justices marshall
and story rested decisions in whole or in part on a natural law ground in
protecting contract and property rights against retroactive or otherwise
arbitrary legislative acts 68

even so the tension between this strain of thought and the justi-
ficationfi of judicial review in marbury vs madison is apparent 69

marburysMarburys rationale is that there is a judicial duty to fulfill the purpose
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of a written constitution by giving effect to the supreme law of the
land 70 justice marshall relied on the constitutions explicit grant to the
supreme court of jurisdiction over cases arising under this consti-
tution 71 it is not obvious how the constitution empowers the court to
strike down laws because they run afoul of proscriptionsprescriptionsproscript ions of natural law
that are not expressed in the constitutional text it is not surprising then
that justice chases natural rights theory in caldercoldercaider was strenuously
opposed in a separate opinion by justice iredell

A constitutional founder iredell contended that the purpose of the
written constitution was to define with precision the objects of the
legislative power and to restrain its exercise within marked and settled
boundaries while any legislative act that violates those constitutional
prohibitions would thus be void courts may not pronounce as void
legislation within the general scope of the legislatures constitutional
power merely because it is deemed contrary to the principles of natural
justice iredell saw not only a conflict with the concept of a written
constitution but also a danger to republican government since ideas of
natural justice are regulated by no fixed standard and are the subject of
disagreement by reasonable men iredell could see no basis for courts to
use their own views of the proper application of abstract principles of
natural justice to nullify the acts of the people speaking through their
elected representatives 7212

in the long run the perceived tension between the natural rights
tradition and the written constitution drove the natural rights doctrine
underground where it found a home in the due process clauses of state
constitutions and in the federal bill of rights and the fourteenth amend-
ment 73 such provisions generally provided that no person could be
deprived of life liberty or property without due process of law 74 the
agreed upon core meaning of these clauses was that individuals must
have notice and an opportunity for a hearing to contest the legal
justification of the state for any of the enumerated deprivations 75 courts
reasoned further that this right to adjudication belonged in the courts and
that laws that applied new standards retroactively or that effectively
adjudicated particular cases rather than establishing general rules to
govern future conduct equally denied individuals the opportunity to
show that the deprivation of their interests was not justified by
preexisting legal standards 7616

the doctrine that legislatures must proceed by general rules
became the wedge that opened the door to broader arguments that validly
enacted laws might partake of the form of law only without being
substantially valid law sufficient to justify a deprivation of liberty and
property 77 courts thus saw themselves as empowered to determine that
legislatures had acted arbitrarily and had therefore denied due process of
law the transplanted natural rights tradition thrived and due process
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became the container into which the supreme court poured its own
vision of implied limits on government during the first third of this
century the court poured into that container a laissez faire vision rooted
in nineteenth century liberal political theory as it struck down social
reform legislation that it perceived as being in conflict with the nations
heritage of private rights 78

with the paradigm shift that was called the new deal the supreme
court repudiated a good deal of its interventionist laissez faire case
law 79 but the concept of implied rights was never entirely rejected and
more recently the court has harked back to the laissez faire era in
protecting rights of access to contraception and abortion while
elaborating the newly fashioned right of privacy a fundamental right
of gradually unfolding but still largely uncertain dimension 80

As with justice chases pure natural law theory of course the due
process natural rights tradition has always had its critics scholars have
contended that the implied rights reading of the due process clause is an
unwarranted gloss that lacks adequate textual and historical roots 81 the
research to date seems at least to bear out corwinscarwinsCorwins historical thesis that
the doctrine owes more to the natural rights premise that there are implicit
limits on government power than to any attempt to explicate the
historical meaning of due process of law 82 while some judges and
scholars would thus reject the doctrine entirely others have been
satisfied to caution judges to exercise restraint as they consider the
practical implications ofofanonmajoritariannonmajoritariana institution imposing a natural
rights agenda on a pluralistic society 83

since the 1950s the natural rights debate has been rekindled by the
rediscovery of a text that seems more naturally suited to accommodate
such a reading of our constitutional system the ninth amendment
which reads the enumeration in the constitution of certain rights
shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the
people A number of scholars have found in this textual reference to
unenumerated rights a reflection of the social contract and natural rights
framework out of which our constitutional system developed 84 it is
possible that this is the text that undergirdsundergirds justice chases thesis that
some enforceable constitutional rights are implicit in the nature and
purpose of government whether or not they are spelled out in any text 85

this ninth amendment argument found its way to the supreme
court for the first time in 1965 when the court decided griswold vs
connecticut in a concurring opinion justice goldberg relied on the
ninth amendment to undergird the courts decision establishing a
constitutional right to privacy and striking down a connecticut statute
that prohibited the use of artificial birth control by married couples 8616

since the griswold decision the supreme court has relied on the ninth
amendment only sparingly but an increasing number of lower federal
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court decisions have cited the ninth amendment in support of broad
holdings in favor of individual rights 87

As one might expect however there is no consensus that the
ninth amendment is properly read as empowering courts to enforce
unenumerated rights the ninth amendment emerged from the debate
at the state ratifying conventions as to the necessity and risks of including
a bill of rights in the constitution 88 while many ratifiersratifiers objected to the
framers failure to include a bill of rights in the constitution fearing that
a powerful central government would pose a threat to liberty opponents
of a bill of rights contended that the rights of the people were not at risk
because the national government had been granted only limited and
enumerated powers 89 the underlying premise of this argument was that
under the constitutions scheme of limited government the sovereign
people retained as rights all the powers not specifically delegated to the
national government 90

even while constructing the case for the necessity of a bill of rights
james madison acknowledged the force of the argument that the
constitution is a bill of powers the great residuum being the rights of
the people madison went on however to observe that the national
government has certain discretionary powers with respect to the means
which may admit of abuse to a certain extent in the same manner as the
powers of the state governments under their constitutions may to an
indefinite extent 91 A bill of rights was therefore needed

more fundamentally opponents of a bill of rights objected that the
listing of specific rights might actually undercut the original design for
protecting rights by raising the inference that the national government
was empowered to invade those spheres of private rights not included
james wilson set forth this argument in its plainest terms before the
pennsylvania ratifying convention

A bill of rights annexed to a constitution is an enumeration of the powers
reserved if we attempt an enumeration every thing that is not enumerated
is presumed to be given the consequence is that an imperfect enumeration
would throw all implied power into the scale of the government and the
rights of the people would be rendered incomplete 2292

madison who had once opposed inclusion of a bill of rights wrote to
jefferson in 1788 that he would support a bill of rights provided it be so
formed as not to imply powers not to be included in the enumeration 93

the ninth amendments rights retained by the people then might be
simply the great residuum of rights and powers that madison alluded
to even while defending the necessity of a bill of rights on this reading
the ninth amendment is a rule of construction that prohibits the
inference of new or enlarged governmental power from the enumeration
of specific rights this residual rights reading is the one adopted by the
two dissenting opinions in griswold vs connecticut4connecticut4
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the legislative history of the ninth amendment lends support to
this residual rights reading prior to the work of the first congress
new york and virginia addressed the implied powers concern in their
proposed amendments to the new constitution both of which stated that
the clauses which limited congresss powers should not be construed to
imply that congress may exercise any powers not given in the consticonati
tutionaution indeed both also provided that the rights provisions should be
construed either as exceptions to the specified powers or as inserted
merely for greater caution thereby acknowledging the continuing
significance of the framers structural protection of the residuum of
rights 95

it is obvious that madison drafted the resolution that became the
ninth amendment from these state proposals he included additional
language however as shown by the italics in the text of his resolution
reprinted below

the exceptions here or elsewhere in the constitution made in favor of
particular rights shall not be so construed as to diminish thethejustjust importance
of other rights retained by the people or as to enlarge the powers delegated
by the constitution but either as actual limitations of such powers or as
inserted merely for greater caution 9691

the basic question is whether the italicized language was intended only
to emphasize the protection of residual or retained rights of the
people or whether it was intended instead or also to refer decision
makers to legally enforceable unenumerated rights that might limit the
power of congress acting generally within its enumerated powers

madison explained the resolution in these terms

it has been objected also against the bill of rights that by enumerating
particular exceptions to the grant of power it would disparage those rights
which were not placed in that enumeration and it might follow by implica-
tion that those rights which were not singled out were intended to be
assigned into the hands of the general government and were consequently
insecure 9791

given the entire context a surprising number of commentators have
taken this statement as a straightforward articulation of the enforceable
rights construction of madisonsmatisonsMadisons resolution 98 but the enforceable
rights construction is anything but straightforward

for one thing the language of the statement easily lends itself to the
more restrictive residual rights reading madison says that the
disparagement of retained rights that stems from enumerating particular
exceptions to the grant ofpower occurs when it is inferred that the rights
are assigned into the hands of the general government madisonsmatisonsMadisons fear
seems to be that particular exceptions to power will be read to infer
enlarged powers that disparage the rights that otherwise would have been
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11 retained by the device of enumerated governmental powers rather
than being retained by the people they will be assigned into the hands
of the general government additional considerations lend plausibility
to this equally straightforward reading since madisonsmatisonsMadisons resolution
clearly speaks to the feared enlargement of powers construction that had
prompted the new york and virginia proposals he drew upon it would
have been odd for him to introduce so casually a quite separate approach
to providing greater security to the peoples rights

it is true that the final text of the ninth amendment omits the
language referring to a feared enlargement of powers construction and
refers only to the concern that retained rights not be denied or disparaged
while the drafting history is unavailable it seems plausible to think that
language forbidding a construction that disparaged rights and implied
enlarged powers was considered redundant and that the language of the
amendment was therefore purified toward an emphasis on the goal of
preserving residual rights the alternative is that the drafters at some
point decided to pursue exclusively the separate strategy of referring to
unenumerated enforceable rights as the most effective means of
maximizing the protection of rights in the place of seeking to avoid the
inference of expanded governmental powers

the historical evidence suggests that madison did not see the
refined version as operationally different from his original proposal
during the ratification debate in virginia edmund randolph objected to
the language employed contending that the provision should operate
rather as a provision against extending the powers of congress by their
own authority than as a protection to rights reducible to no definitive
certainty 100 but madison in a letter to president washington called
randolphsRandolprandolphehs argument fanciful contending if a line can be drawn
between the powers granted and the rights retained it would seem to be
the same thing whether the latter be secured by declaring that they shall
not be abridged or that the former shall not be extended 0loi101O madison
appears to have expressly adopted the residual rights construction of
the amendment and to have rejected randolphsRandolprandolphehs suggestion that the
proposed language declared an alternative strategy 0102O

it may be another matter of course to say that the history foreclosesforeclosedforecloses
reliance on the ninth amendment in support of an implied rights
approach to the constitution 103 considering that madison accepted the
need for a bill of rights despite the constitutions implicit recognition of
residual rights it is conceivable that he or others came to prefer the
strategy of referring to additional unenumerated limitations to one of
merely avoiding a construction of enlarged powers moreover there is
no conclusive evidence that members of congress or the legislatures
that ratified the bill of rights understood this language as in effect
precluding only implied grants of power to congress 104 whether its
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adopters intended it or not early in the nineteenth century state consti-
tutions adopted essentially identical language even though given the
absence of the device of enumerated powers the only purpose of such
language would be to refer to additional limitations 105115

at the least however the historical evidence belies the modem
assertion that the ninth amendment is the key to construing the
individual rights provisions of the constitution 106log rather it is a symbol
of the debate over the search for rights going beyond the text most
constitutional law scholars agree for example that the ninth amend-
ment like the bill of rights generally initially served only to limit the
national govgovernmentemment 0107O

the fourteenth amendment enacted after the civil war is the
constitutions primary source of limitation on state power but our most
pressing individual rights controversies arise most frequently in
challenges to state law while one historical claim is that the fourteenth
amendment was intended to incorporate all of the bill of rights which
would presumably include the ninth amendment that claim remains
controversial and has never been embraced by a majority of the supreme
court 108 modem invocation of the ninth amendment is best seen as a
way of appealing to the natural rights tradition as a source for informing
our judgment in giving effect to the generally worded provisions of the
fourteenth amendment

A growing number of contemporary theorists see the task of
constitutional decision makers as that of drawing out the modem
implications of the social contract and natural rights tradition that
characterizes our constitutional origins and development at least one set
of such commentators perceive in these traditions a commitment to
human rights and individual dignity the key to giving effect to the
constitutions generally worded provisions in their view is the
explication of our moral commitment to the dignity and autonomy
of individuals and the interpretation of individual rights becomes
essentially an attempt to explicate the principles of liberal moral and
political philosophy 109log indeed in one prominent formulation the
supreme court is seen as a kind of moral prophet that speaks on behalf
of the essentially religious commitment of americans to the possibility
of moral decision making and moral progress 100 whatever the formula-
tion the role of courts in human rights cases is conceived as discerning
moral truths rather than pursuing some legal norm rooted in text history
tradition or consensus

many would agree that the existence of the implied rights tradition
the interpretive freedom provided by the generality and vagueness of
central texts or simply the longstandinglong standing nature of some governing
precedent make it unthinkable that we will cease to find some individual
rights to be implicit in the text or design of the constitution many
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however question whether this leads to the ideal of the courts as ultimate
arbiters of human rights in general it is important to realize that there are
other ways of understanding our origins and traditions other voices to be
heard beyond the modem theorists who think they have discovered the
originoriginss of liberal theory and the tradition of natural rights

in the first place even though the natural rights tradition has roots
in currents of thought during the founding period it is by no means clear
that the founding generation as a whole equated natural and
constitutional rights nl if social contract thinking leads naturally to a
written constitution it does not follow that the founding generation
embraced the political philosophy of john locke let alone that lockeanlockbean
political philosophy is especially congenial with modem versions of
contractarianContractarian moral and political theory 112 indeed a leading scholar on
the unwritten constitution acknowledges that the notion of an enforce-
able fundamental law underlying the written normsnorins was identified during
the founding period with conservative political forces that were
concerned with ensuring common law rights that they identified with
british traditions and the art of legal reasoning 3 modem moral theories
of human rights have come a long distance from the thinking of the
founding generation

moreover the founding period was characterized by a preoccupa-
tion with public virtue as a prerequisite to republican forms of
government 114 while these republican thinkers did not necessarily
conceive of government as charged with inculcating the qualities of
virtue their political thought presumed the existence of public values
a civil religion embodying the basic principles of the christian

life 5 modem commentators have observed that the republican political
theory of the founding period did not rest on liberal foundations and
legal historians increasingly see liberalism as rising to dominance in
american thought only at a later period 116ilg while the constitution has
been seen as embodying more skeptical attitudes about human nature
than the more optimistic versions of republicanism the founding genera-
tion was in general more republican than liberal if the republican ideal
of community and its commitment to the search for the common good
provide a historical link to the modem positive states rejection of some
of the individualistic postulates of nineteenth century liberal theory it is
equally in tension with modem liberalismsliberali sms preoccupation with
individual autonomy 17

judged by their characteristic thinking the delegates to the great
convention seem an unlikely group to have founded a government based
on overarching liberal principle with the supreme court as moral
prophet for one thing despite the support for judicial power to interpret
the constitution there was a good deal of skepticism about judicial
power generally during the founding period 8 more broadly the most
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important roles at the convention as well as in the new government were
played by men of affairs who relied upon experience and history and
were skeptical of high theory in political matters 119ilg As M E bradford
points out elsewhere in this issue ofofbyuBYU studies the framers as a group
were more impressed with the traditions embodied in the british
constitution than with any abstract political theory

modem theorists have contended that liberal political theory
nevertheless does the best service to the framers general intentions
because it most adequately explicates the rights they recognized in the
light of the background principles they relied upon 120 to the extent that
these contentions involve any sort of historical claim terrance
sandalow has provided an effective critique

by wrenching the framers larger purposes from the particularjudgmentsparticular judgments
that revealed them we incur a loss of perspective a perspective that might
better enable us to see that the particular judgments they made were not
imperfect expressions of a larger purpose but a particular accommodation
of competing purposes in freeing ourselves from those judgments we are
not serving larger ends determined by the framers but making room for the
introduction of contemporary values 12

the argument from the framers general intentions is probably
more accurately viewed as a normative theory aimed at making sense of
the framers choices as we attempt to build a just and coherent body of
constitutional law but even when viewed in this light it remains passing
strange that the best interpretation of the framers choices and of our
individual rights tradition would call on courts to engage in a systematic
explication of a complete moral theory of rights contrary to the role
courts have played in our constitutional system from the earliest days of
the republic even with the implied rights theory taken into account
american courts have never seen themselves as charged with the duty of
explicating and enforcing a general theory of human dignity and
autonomy 122

As for our constitutional development the judicial recognition of
implied limitations on government grew up in tension with a growing
judicial recognition of the power of the state to regulate what courts
called the police power 123 in traditional formulations the police
power enabled the state to legislate to promote the public health safety
welfare and morals 124 in general courts historically presumed that
except for the violation of specific constitutional prohibitions states
were limited only by the duty to legislate in the public interest a
standard that of itself suggests rather limited constraints on government
power precluding only legislation that irrationally confers benefits or
imposes costs on a group or groups of citizens while various liberal
premises can be and on occasion have been worked into the require
ment of pursuing the general or public interest 25 there is little question
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that the traditional understanding of the nature and scope of the police
power cuts against the imposition of a general liberal theory 126 to use a
single example the modem liberal critique of morals legislation
involving so called victimlessvictimless crimes conflicts with the competing
police power tradition

at a somewhat more philosophical level an important strand of
the american judicial tradition embodied by justices holmes
frankfurter harlan and others has given voice to the concerns about
the prospects for objectivity in moral and judicial decision making first
expressed by justice iredell in caldercoldercaider vs bull this tradition sees the
constitution including its potentially open ended provisions as
providing room for a wide variety of views about the proper ends of
government to the extent that constitutional text and context provide no
clear answers these judges have sought fundamental rights only as
revealed in longstandinglong standing traditions and have advocated judicial self
restraint as the guiding virtue for judges 127

perhaps not surprisingly in light of these competing elements of
our heritage although the modem supreme court has resurrected the
implied rights tradition its decisions appear based more nearly on its
own perception of tradition consensus and policy than on any over
arching moral theory of individual rights 12812128 while this may partially
reflect the difficulties of institutional decision making it also reflects a
basic dichotomy in thinking about individual rights that has its roots in
the founding period As described by the great legal theorist alexander
bickel the contractarianCon tractarian tradition sees individual rights as a set of
preexisting moral standards by which political society is judged this is
the tradition ofnatural rights or god given rights rights that predate the
written constitution and are embodied in it the other tradition which
bickel calls the whig model sees rights as rooted in and limited by
an unfolding human culture and the values of a particular society As a
political or constitutional theory the whig view does not completely
eschew value choices in an evolving world but it is inclined to be
flexible pragmatic slow moving highly political as well as
relativistic 12129 applied to judicial decision making the whig model

evokes the image of the traditional common law role of courts as the
discernerdiscemer of gradually evolving societal values rather than the image of
reformer or platonic guardian

the significance of these two models can of course be overdrawn
for we are dealing with a spectrum of views rather than a mere
dichotomy many modem thinkers for example embrace neither the
optimism of some modem tractarianscontractariansCon nor the degree of mature
skepticism130skepticism130 exhibited by bickel and the judicial tradition beginning
with holmes some of these theorists see a fairly broad scope for a
constructive judicial role in an imperfectly democratic society but
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nevertheless contend for the need to distinguish moral and legal issues
and for the importance of questions of relative institutional competence
in assessing the nature and extent of the judicial role 131 in general terms
however these theorists share the whig assumption that individual
rights arise from a society and its values and that the implied rights
tradition does not of itself charge judges with the task of searching for the
holy grail of moral and natural rights

it may not be possible or even fruitful to resolve the question as to
which vision of our constitutional order best comportscomfortscomports with our consti-
tutionaltutional origins and tradition for one thing the general tension has been
with us from the beginning moreover it can equally be contended that
at least some modem exponents of bickels whig model reflect

twentieth century skepticism and pluralism that fail to do justice to the
higher law background of the constitution or that modem contraccondrac

tarianscarians pursue a substantive agenda foreign to the founders thinking
while advocating a judicial role that would have been unthinkable in
eighteenth century america there are elements of truth in both of these
critiques but each misses the point that if the framers did not enumerate
all the rights that might be recognized they also did not define an
underlying theory of rights or prescribe a particularjudicialpannicularparticular judicial role in giving
them effect

for the thoughtful latter day saint this continuing debate is bound
to prompt careful reflection on the one hand we have been assured that
the freedoms guaranteed by the constitution are divinely inspired to
promote human agency 32 president ezra taft benson recently stated
his conviction that one of the constitutions eternal principles is the
idea that our rights are god given as part of the divine plan rather than
granted by government as part of the political plan 133 latter day

saints therefore have reasons for preferring a contractarianCon tractarian model of
preexisting rights that earthly government is bound to respect arguably
the corollary is that we are obligated to fill out to the best of our ability
a complete theory of our god given liberty rather than relying to any
degree on the relativistic assumptions of the whig model As edwin B

firmagesfinnagesfirmagerFirFinmagesnages article in this issue ofbyuof BYU studies illustrates the relativistic
thinking suggested by the whig model can lend itself to decision making
undergirdedundergirderundergirded by little more than societysocietyssociesocle tyss conventional morality which
in one well known historical instance at least led to oppression of
mormonmonnon religious thought and practice

for latter day saints the natural rights tradition might also
seem to warrant to use prominent examples modemmodern supreme court
decisions recognizing the right of parents to send their children to private
schools and suggesting that legal restrictions on parental decision
making as to the size of their families could be constitutionally justified
only by a compelling government interest 134 it might therefore be
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doubted whether any nonliberalnonliberal constitutional theory will be sufficiently
robust to ensure the degree of personal liberty that our religious
commitment to freedom requires this is essentially the position taken
by R collin mangrum in his article in this issue of BYU studies

on the other hand the founding eras republican themes under
scoring the connection between virtue and democratic government are
also likely to strike responsive chords within latter day saints 135 for
example many thoughtful people continue to see the potential of law as
a teacher of moral standards that if lived by arguably enhance personal
autonomy and capacity 136 within liberal theory the debate over the
legitimacy of laws prohibiting suicide and access to obscene materials
drugs and prostitution to use representative examples would turn on the
question of whether the conduct threatens direct and immediate harmhannhanm to
others by contrast nonliberalnonliberal theory would justify the prohibition of
such conduct because of its impact on the individuals participating as
well as on the moral climate of society

it is doubtful whether the mormon concept of the inspired
constitution and the inspired nature of its relationship to human
freedom is a sufficient basis for preferring liberal to nonliberalnonliberal concep-
tions of the proper scope of political liberty that the freedom of religion
and conscience were inspired elements of the constitution does not tell
us whether to embrace social contract moral theory or any other
particular conception of those rights that god is the source of the
protection of liberty does not necessarily imply that political freedom is
the ultimate priority or that there is not a broader balance to be struck
between liberty and competing values than the one embodied in liberal
theory freedom of religion and conscience defined in some fairly
robust way are required so that individuals might meaningfully choose
among competing claims of ultimate truth and then act upon those
choices obviously for example the creation of an official state church
particularly if backed by legal restrictions on religious liberty could
significantly impede the ability of individuals to exercise their agency as
to lifes central questions but while it can be plausibly argued that an
underlying principle of respect for individual moral autonomy requires
protection of a much broader range of lifestylelife style choices than the courts
have protected historically we have no more definitive grounds for
determining the scope of the inspired principle than we do for concluding
that the framers intended the concept of constitutional rights to be so
extended 37

it seems clear in any event that morals laws do not pose the kind
of irreconcilable conflict with a meaningful ideal of human freedom
presented by the actions of totalitarian regimes around the world 138

indeed such laws frequently involve close tradeoffstrade offs between
competing values that relate to freedom for example although drug
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laws restrict freedom of choice the problems of tolerance and physical
and psychological dependence on drugs raise a serious question whether
we act to prevent individuals from in effect alienating their freedom a
choice we do not authorize in the case of slavery because we consider
personal freedom to be an inalienable right 139log

moreover in a society in which the pressures to use drugs are
frequently intense legal prohibitions may be needed simply to keep in
equilibrium the forces impacting on individual choice while the notion
of authentic choice as a principle for limiting freedom may carry seeds
of abuse I1 remain skeptical of a tolerance for competing conceptions
of the good life that would require government to stand by while
thousands of young people some of them legally adults stumble into
heroin and cocaine habits that will cost them dearly body and soul

many would therefore question whether contractarianContractarian models
based on the inspired constitution or not ought to govern our resolution
of particular questions about the reach of liberty it might be contended
for example that the proper decisions with respect to regulating morals
ought to come from democratic debate and a delicate legislative
balancing of the benefits and harms that flow from such laws as well as
from their repeal some would contend that in a world in which laws have
served a standard setting function the repeal of morals legislation might
be taken as a moral sanction of the previously prohibited conduct to the
extent that we may doubt whether the constitution should be read as
preempting this political debate particularly in view of the longstandinglong standing
nature of many such laws it is perhaps the whig view that is speaking

skeptics of the contractarianContractarian approach might also hold the view
that commitment to the existeexistencence of moral rights does not in itself resolve
the institutional question as to who ought to put them into effect the
constitution expressly provides for freedom of religion and speech and
implicitly recognizes the power of courts to scrutinize laws for their
constitutionality but as we have seen it is far less clear that the
constitution embodies liberal theory or contemplates judicial enforce-
ment of far ranging rights the supreme courts laissez faire era
demonstrated that the preservation of rights of some can come at the cost
of the legitimate rights and interests of others many contend that the
supreme courts decision legalizing abortion similarly rejects the claims
offered on behalf of unborn life in favor of other claimed rights 1400 As a
society in any event we have concluded that the judicial impositions of
the laissez faire era did more harm than good

the notion of an open ended charge to the judiciary to articulate a
total theory of rights is to say the least in tension with the concept of
checks and balances a doctrine that had its roots in skepticism about
untrammeled power anywhere 141 while there are important formal and
informal checks on the supreme court including the appointment
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power amendment of the constitution and the possibility of impeach-
ment none may be sufficient to prevent abuse of power by a court that
considers itself the moral prophet to the nation the most important
check is the courts willingness to question its own exercise of power 142

As a people who have been warned of the tendency of almost all men to
exercise power inappropriately dacd&c 12137 we are likely to
appreciate justice jacksons reminder to his colleagues on the court that
we are not final because we are infallible we are infallible only because

we are final 143

this debate over our individual rights tradition and the role of
courts in a democratic society is bound to divide even those of us who see
the divine spark within the constitution it may even prompt a degree of
internal tension that portion of ourselves that feels commitment to the
abstract ideals of liberty and justice and the concept of natural or basic
moral rights may be drawn to a broad contractarianContractarian model for consti-
tutionaltutional decision making that portion that doubts our own wisdom
recalls the debatable historical underpinnings of the unenumerated rights
tradition and perceives the risks of abuse of power by any branch of
government may feel less ateaseadeaseat ease about the broadest views of the judicial
role being marketed today where we fall on the spectrum of views about
the supreme court and the constitution will be determined by the
relative strength of these competing impulses within us

the unenumerated rights debate need not however radically alter
our conclusions about constitutional interpretation in general if the
unenumerated rights tradition is justified it is precisely because the text
in context points us beyond the text or at least does not preclude such a
reading alternatively we may have concluded that the text contembontem
plates that judicial decisions might under certain circumstances become
the authoritative construction of the constitutional text if this tradition
potentially gives a degree of freedom and power to the courts in the area
of individual rights thisdoesthis does not imply that there are no limits on the
court or that every area of constitutional decision making is equally
indeterminate in at least one important area of course acceptance of this
tradition will make constitutional interpretation in any narrow sense
less central to the debate over the proper direction of constitutional
decision making it does not however work any general repeal of the
duty of decision makers to abide by the terms of our written compact
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prominent examples are michael J perrythePerperryryThethe constitution the courts andhumanandany human rights an inquiry
into the legitimacy of constitutional policymaking by the judiciary new haven yale university press 1982
and simon authority of the constitution

for the best summary of the alternative possible readings of the war clause and the evidence for the
reading described inin text see william van alstyne congress the president and the power to declare war A
requiem for vietnam university of pennsylvania law review 121 november 1972 1 5511 see generally
francis D wormuth and edwin B firmagefirmage7firmagerto7 chain the dog of war the war power of congress inin history
and law dallas southern methodist university press 1985

41 typical of the statements of the framers isis james madisonsmatisonsMadi sons assertion that the power to declare
war including the power of judging of the causes of war is fully and exclusively vested inin the legislature
james madison letters and other writings new york R worthington 1884 2642 43 pronouncements by

all three branches throughout the nations history support the traditional understanding it was not until the
korean war that a president claimed that his powers as commander inin chief fully authorized him to initiate war
without the consent of congress firmage and wormuth to chain the dog of war viivilvn 17 160 interestingly
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david richards a scholar known as a forceful critic of originaloriginalismonginahsmoriginalistism as a general methodology has acknowledged
that the weweightight of text context and history makes a compelling case that congress has inin recent decades abdicated
its constitutional power and duty over war david A J richards interpretation and historiography southern
california law review 58 1985 490 519

46seesee for example laurence H tribe american constitutional law mineola NYN Y foundation press
1978 174 contending that the framers narrow viewview of the power to repel sudden attacks was inin proportion to
the military needs oftheirof their day attack on a strategically important ally might require similar dispatch today the
issueissue raised isis probably not a critical one inin that congress would undoubtedly concur inin presidential action inin
the contexts inin which the principle would clearly be applicable as inin western europe

41 wormuth41wormuth and firmage to chain the dog of war 29
some41some would make the presidents emergency power the wedge that would reverse the original

implications of the war clause in 1966 for example leonard meeker the legal adviser to the state department
contended that the executives emergency power could justify the war inin vietnam because inin modem times we

recognize that an armed attack against vietnam would endanger the peace and safety of the united states
leonard meeker the legality oftheodtheof the united states participation inin the defense ofvietnamofvietnam department lofstateofstateofstate

bulletin 54 1966 484 but surely that isis precisely the sort of question that the framers left to congress for
additional perspectives on these issuesissues compare J william fulbright american foreign policy inin the 20th
century under an l8thisthlath century constitution cornell law quarterly 47 fall 1961 1 13 expressing senator
Fulfuifulbrightsfulbnghtsbrights early viewview that presidents must have full responsibility for military decisions inin a shrinking world and
questioning whether we can afford the luxury of eighteenth century procedures with wormuth and firmage
to chain the dog of war 267 77 arguing that need for deliberation and consensus isis even greater inin the nuclear
age with so much at stake

49mccuilochmcculloch vs maryland 17 USU S 4 wheat 316407 1819
see frederick schauer easy cases southern california law review 58 1985 399 for a more

skeptical viewview see tushnet textualism
51 consider for example laurence H tribe on our constitution meese Is true radical USA today

17 october 1985 madison didnt even have a telephone why try to imagine how he would feel about
wirewiretappingwiretapping7tapping

52seesee perry the constitution the courts and human rights 32 33
lon L fuller the morality orlawoflawof law rev ed new haven yale university press 1969 84
the14the example isis from dickerson interpretation and application 129

551bidibid 80 see also 23 24 A J ayer language truth and logic 2dad ed new york dover
publications 1952 86 and josef kohler judicial interpretation of enacted law inin science oflegalof legailegal method
trans ernest brunckenbrueckenBruncken and layton B register 1921 reprintrepnntrepent new york A M kelley 1969 187 188

for a brief treatment see thomas B mcaffee berger vs the supreme court 268 7711

dickerson interpretation and application 240
schauer constitutional language 801 806 7
As to what does follow representative responses are perry the constitution the courts and human

rights brest who decides southern california lawreview58lawreviewss 1985 666611 bennett moral reasoning and
frank H easterbrook legal interpretation and the power of the judiciary harvardjournalharvard journal orlawoflawof law and public
policy 7 no 1119841984 87 99

dickerson interpretation and application 24324324647243246246 47
61seesee for example sandalow constitutional interpretation
62aA good example isis madisonsmatisonsMadi sons flipflopflip flop on the consitutionalityconstitutionality of legislative prayer see marsh vs

chambers 463 USU S 783 807 815 1983 brennan J dissenting it isis difficult to believe his original position
represented a viewview of the meaning of the establishment clause so much as a position on the appropriate scope
and application of a principle whose contours awaited defining

scesee for example neil K komesar back to the future an institutional view of making and
interpreting constitutions northwestern university law review 81 1987 19191idi1 and brest who decides

14 komesar14komesar back to the future 210 16

terrance sandalow the distrust of politics new york university law review 56 1981 446460
66seesee thomas C grey origins of the unwritten constitution fundamental law inin american

revolutionary thought stanford law review 30 1978 843 93 grey unwritten constitution 7 and edward
S corwin the higher law background of american constitutional law harvard law review 42
december 1928 january 1929 149 85365 409

6733 US Q3dall3863881798dalldalidail 386 388 1798
68edwardsEdwardS corwin liberty against government baton rouge louisiana state university press 1948

66

this6qjis tension was first brought to my attention by grey unwritten constitution 9 708 9
71Marburymarburyvsvs madison 5 U S 1 I1 cranch at 179
71see71 see USU S constitution article 3 section 2 clause I11 emphasis added
12 12caldercalder vs bull 3 USU S Q3 dall at 399 iredell J iredell had been a delegate to the north carolina

ratifying convention and an ardent defender oftheodtheof the power ofofjudicialjudicial reviewreview from that period forwfoiwforwardard see berger
congress vs the supreme court 20

73 corwin liberty against government 89
74seesee for example the fifth amendment of the USU S constitution
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see for example rex E lee A lawyer looks at the constitution provo brigham young university
press 1980 163 and corwin liberty against government 9911

thus16thus inin hurtado vs california 110 USU S 516 1884 the supreme court reasoned law isis something
more than mere will exerted as an act ofpowerof power and therefore enacted law must not be a special rule for a particular
person or a particular case but the general law so that every citizen shall hold his life liberty property
and immunities under the protection oftheodtheof the general rules that govern society and thus excluding as not due process
of law acts of attainder bills of pains and penalties acts of confiscation and other similar special partial and
arbitrary exertions of power under the forms of legislation 535 36

for a brief account of this development see tribe american constitutional law 427 36
it has been estimated that 197 state or federal regulations were stricken by the supreme court between

1899 and 1937 tribe american constitutional law 435 n 2
ibid 450 55
8oforfor a general treatment of the right of privacy see ibid 886 990
Asastothetexseeelydemocracyto the text see ely democracy and distrust 18 19 and schauer easy cases 431 n 83 As to the

preconstitutionalproconstitutionalpreconstitutional history of due process see ralph U whitten the constitutional limitations on state choice
of law due process hastings constitutional law quarterly 9 1982 851851861861 67 As to the more ambiguous
historical context of the fourteenth amendment due process clause see whitten due process 867 94

82 corwin liberty against government 114 15
83 justice black opposed application of substantive due process inin every context see griswold vs

connecticut 381 USU S 479511 13 1965 black J dissenting justice harlan by contrast relied on the doctrine
but appealed for judicial restraint inin its application ibid at 501 2 harlan J concurring

84 see for example grey unwritten constitution9 716 and corwin liberty against government
152 53 grey however acknowledges that there isis room for doubt as to whether the ninth amendment was
intended to embody the principle of the unwritten constitution

85seesee for example david A J richards toleration and the constitution new york oxford university
press 1986 256 tribe american constitutional law 570 71 bennett B patterson the forgotten ninth
amendment A call for legislative and judicial recognition of rights under social condition of today
indianapolis bobbs menillmerrillmen ill 1955 and norman redlich are there certain rights retained by the

Peoplepeoplet7 new york university law review 37 1962 787 812 john ely goes even further asserting in fact
the conclusion that the ninth amendment was intended to signal the existence of federal constitutional rights
beyond the rights specifically enumerated inin the constitution isis the only conclusion its language seems comfortably
able to support ely democracy and distrust 38

16Griswold vs connecticut 381 USU S 486 goldberg J concurring
As long ago as 1980 more than a thousand cases were found inin which state courts and lower federal courts

cited the ninth amendment raoul berger the ninth amendment cornellcornelcornet law review 66 1980 1 n 2
see generally ibid redlich are therecertainthere certain rightstrights9Rightsrightist9 and leslie W dunbar james madison

and the ninth amendment virginia law review 42 1956 6276274343
89seesee for example berger the ninth amendment 3 6

washington wrote to lafayette that the convention decided not to include a bill of rights because
the people evidently retained every thing which they did not inin express terms give up the writings of georgeofgeorge

washingtonwashingtonfromfrom the original sources ed johnjohncC fitzpatrick 9 vols washington DCD C united states pnntingprintingpanting
office 1931 1944 29478 also quoted inin berger the ninth amendment 6 hamilton wrote that inin
strictnessstnctness the people surrender nothing and as they retain every thing they have no need ofparticular reservations
no 84 of the federalist 578

91 madison91madison was speaking before the first congress as he presented resolutions that became the bill of
rights quoted inin patterson the forgotten ninth amendment 114

92 quoted inin dunbar james madison 629 30 hamilton agrees inin the federalist no 8484579579
gothethe writings ofjamesof james madison ed gaillard hunt 9 vols new york G P putnam 19045271904 5 2711 also

quoted inin berger the ninth amendment 8

1381381 USU S at 507 black J dissenting ibid at 527 stewart J dissenting
these91these proposed amendments are reprinted inin dunbar james madison 631 32

96quoted inin patterson the forgotten ninth amendment I1111ililiiI1 I1 emphasis added
971bidibid 115

richards tribetnbeanbe patterson redlich and ely all take this viewview see n 85
at least one commentator john ely has contended that the clause was designed to preclude a

construction of ofenlargedenlarged powers as well as denying additional rights ely democracy anddistrusfand distrust 363 6 compare
joseph H story etetalal commentaries on the theconstitutionconstitution oftheodthe unitedstatesedunited states ed E S arthur 3 vols 18331833repnntreprint
new york da capo press 1970 37523 752 ambiguous statement arguably supporting a dual purpose reading

randolpherandolphs10orandolphsRandolphs argument was summarizedsumman zed inin these words inin a letter to madison from burnley a member
oftheodtheof the virginia legislature see documentary history odtheoftheof therhe constitution odtheoftheof the unitedstatesunited statestratestrares 1786 18705 vols

1905 reprint new york johnson 1965 52195 219
101loi ibid 221
1021tit may be significant then that madisonsmatisonsMadisons single allusion to the judicial role inin enforcing rights

observed that the courts will be naturally led to resist every encroachment uponnghtsupon rights expressly stipulated for inin
the constitution by the declaration of rights quoted inin patterson the forgotten ninth amendment 116 see also
berger the ninth amendment 8 9
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some commentators for example have pointed to expressions ofconcemof concern by madison that basic rights
mightighutighltnot be drafted or construedorconstrued with sufficient latitude writings ofjamesoffamesjames madison 5275 2711 72 compare redlich
are therecertainthere certain rights 805 and n 86 relying on madisonsmatisonsMadi sons assertion inin no 37 odtheoitheofthe federalist that words

are incapable of expressing complex ideas with complete accuracy the suggestion isis that the ninth amendment
serves the purpose of avoiding limiting constructions the only problem isis that no such statements were made inin
the context of debate over the ninth amendment itself

at the state level the device of generallygeneral declaring the existence of inherent and inalienable rights as
part of a declaration of rights was already established prior to ratification of the federal constitution see patterson

the forgotten ninth amendment 22
101seesee ely democracy and distrust 203 n 87

see for example lawrence tribe celebration oftheodtheof the mind harvardharardbarard law bulletin 38 winter 1986
6

101seesee for example ely democracy and distrust 37 and redlich certain rights 805

the incorporation theory isis associated with justice black adamson vs california 332 USU S 68
1947 black J dissenting but a number of other justices have held to this view I1 say presumably this

incorporation viewview would include the ninth amendment because one of the speeches from the legislative history
of the fourteenth amendment relied on for this viewview states only that the personal rights guaranteed and secured
by the first eight amendments would be included congressional globe 39th cong I1istst sess 2765 1866
statement of senator howard an alternative route to the same end isis the argument that the privileges or

immunities clause of the fourteenth amendment isis properly read as delegating authority to elaborate a broad set
of rights not described within the text see for example ely democracy and distrust 22 30 this claim isis also
controversial however but the arguments are too involved to go into here the best summary may be timothy S
bishop the privileges or immunities clause of the fourteenth amendment the original intent northwestern
university law review 79 march 1984 142 90

109seesee for example richards toleration and the constitution R dworkin taking rights seriously
1977 and grey unwritten constitutionconstitution7constitutions7 richards and dworkin are the names most closely associated with

the viewview ofaof a moral and political theory as immanent inin the ConcontractanancontractarianContracttractariananan underpinnings oftheodtheof the constitution others
believe that the premises oftheodtheof the constitutions antimajontananantimajoritarian individual rights provisions necessarilynecessanly rest inin moral
theory but are not necessarilynecessanly committed to any sort of historicalhistoncal explication or to the nonutilitarian versionsversions of
liberalism defended by richards and dworkin see for example michael S moore A natural law theory of
interpretation southern california law reviewrelew 58 1985 277 and michael D bayles morality and the
constitution arizona state law journal 19781978 561 7711

I1 seelosee perry the constitution the courts and human rights
I1 I1 robert M cover has observed that notwithstanding the social contract and natural rights thinking of

the founding period the most important figures of the period were seldom if ever guilty of confusing law with
natural right robert M cover justice accused antislavery and the judicial process new haven yale
university press 197511975 27 the sources of thinking about rights during the revolutionary and founding period
included the british constitution colonial charters and immemorial usage as well as natural law thinking
forrest mcdonald novus ordoor do seclorumSeclorum the intellectual origins of the constitution lawrence university

press of kansas 1985 12 13 36 39 152 53 many who embraced natural law moral and political theory
would not have inferred that natural law was a source of authority for enforceable rights inin a duly constituted legal
system

112seesee grey originsongins 860 616 1 mcdonald novus ordo seclorumSec lorum 776615223566 152 235 R kent greenawalt
the enduring significance of neutral principles columbia law review 78 1978 982 1019 and bayles
morality 566

grey origins 892
114seesee for example richard vetterli and gary bryner public virtue and the roots of american

government inin this issue of brigham young university studies 29 49
mcdonald distinguishes aggrariinagranan and puritanical strands of republicanism of the latter form he

writes almost nothing was outside the purview of a puritanical republican government for every matter that
might inin any way contribute to strengthening or weakening the virtue of the public was a thing of concern to the
public a res publica and was subject to regulation by the public while agrarian republicanism saw
institutional arrangements rather than direct regulation as the key to ensuringensunngensuing development of virtue its populist
and egalitarianegahtanan tendencies did not preclude it from having a religious bent or from sanctioning state regulation of
morals mcdonald novus ordo seclorumSec lorum 16 and n 9 71 73 77 89 90 160

116duringDuring116ilg the last twenty years revisionist historianshistonans have rediscovered and given renewed emphasis to
the elements of classical republicanism inin the founding period see for example J G A pocock the
machiavellianmachiavmachias ellian moment florentine political thought and thetheatlanticatlantic republican tradition princeton princeton
university press 1975 and gordon S wood the creation odtheoftheof rhetherke americanamencan republic 1776 1787 chapel hill
university of north carolina press 1969 while some historianshistonansmansmang have contended that this new emphasis on
classical republicanism gives insufficient attention to the growth ofnewofnerof new forms of republicanism based on premises
ofliberalof liberal individualism see for example joyce appleby republicanism inin old and new contexts william and
mary quarterly 43 1986 20 my own reviewreview oftheodtheof the literature uncovered nothing to refute lance bannings claim
that the new history at least establishes that nineteenth century america did not begin with and may never have
achieved a liberal consensus lance banning jeffersonian ideology revisited liberal and classical ideas inin the
new american republic william and mary quarterly 43 198619861 3 13
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mortonmortem J horwitz republicanism and liberalism inin american constitutional thought william
and mary law review 28 1987 57 almost all the modem commentators place human autonomy the liberty
to make fundamental decisions about ones life plan or style as central inin our constitutional scheme contrast the
pennsylvania constitutions prescriptions that laws for the encouragement of virtue and prevention of vicevice and
immorality shall be made and constantly kept inin force mcdonald novus ordoor do seclorumSec lorum 90 mcdonald cites
five state constitutions that contained provisions giving explicit foundation for sumptuary or morals regulating
laws for the general viewview that modem autonomy based constitutional theories cannot be squared with the
constitution as conceived by the framers see monaghan our perfect constitution

118seesee for example mcdonald novusnous ordo seclorumSec lorum 85 and raoul berger death penalties the
supreme courtscourt s obstacle course cambridge harvard university press 1982 164 the framers skepticism
of course went to the granting of power to all branches and levels of government

see for example bradford such a government as the people will approve the great convention
as comic action stS louislowslomslouls university public law review6reviewreviews6 1987 215 mcdonald novus ordo seclorumSec lorum 7 8

59 606860 68 7070144234144 234 35 and forrest mcdonald EepluribusunumpluribusEPluribus unum boston houghton mifflin 1965721965 7212112 1

157 58
120seesee dworkin A matter of principleofprinciple 38 57 as to abstract or general intention richards toleration

and the constitution 35 38 as to abstract intention and 52 63 as to ConcontractanancontractarianContracttractariananan moral theory as the best way
to interpret the abstract intentions of the framers

sandalow constitutional interpretation 1046 A number of scholars have been critical of any
historical claim that the framers intended for us to elaborate moral theories of individualofindividual rights as they evolved over
time see for example perry the constitution the courts and human rights 70 72 and henry P monaghan
professor jones and the constitution vermont law reviewre lew 4 spring 1979 87 9911

122123132 122judgejudge bork isis clearly correct inin his assertion that the argument that courts should go directly to moral
theory to develop a complete system of human rights with or without reliance on specific constitutional texts isis
a viewview not expressed by courts or theorists until the last thirty years robert H bork styles inin constitutional
theory south texas law review 26 fall 1985 383 84

123seesee for example corwin liberty against government 81 82 87 89
124 see for example mugler vs kansas 123 USU S 623661 1887 and mcdonaldnovusmcdonaldvovkMcDonald NovusvovK ordo seclorumSec lorum

288
12 during the supreme courts laissez faire era for example the court defined the public interest that

a state might pursue through its police power by reference to a liberal theory of government that assumed that the
common law rights ofpropertyofproperty and contract represented a baseline ofneutralityofneutrality and fairness departure from which
would be suspect cass R sunstein lochnersLoch ners legacy columbia law reviewrenew 87 no 5 1987 873873877877 79
this viewview that freedom ofcontractofcontract isis the general viewview and restraint the exception adkins vs childrens hospital
261 USU S 525525546546 1923 has been criticized because inin practice it amounted to recognition of a superprotectedsuperprotected
right and frequently precluded seriousserious consideration of the argument that the interests of society as a whole are
promoted by labor protective and other types of social legislation gerald gunther constitutional law
mineolaMmeola NYN Y foundation press 19854581985 458

when12when the modem supreme court for example required a compelling state interest to justify any
regulation of the fundamental right to choose abortion roe vs wadewade410u4 10 USS 113154 56561973itimplicitly1973 it implicitly
acknowledged that the states justifications of protecting fetal life and maternal health could be seen as meeting
the traditional rationality standard of promoting the general interest and that only the special force of the right of
privacy excluded it from falling within the scope of the police power As a modem versionversion of the doctrine of
substantive due process roe has thus been criticized as a departure even from the traditional understanding of
that doctrine as a device for ensuring that legislatures enact general rules to promote the public interest rather
than as a source for super protected fundamental rights see john hart ely the wages of crying wolf A
comment on roeroesvs wade yale law journal 82 1973 920940 43 and thomas B mcaffee constitutional
interpretation theilegle uses and limitations of original intent university ofdaytonof dayton law review 12 1986 275
292 93

see for example lochner vs new york 198 USU S 45 75 76 holmes J dissenting adamson vs
california 332 USU S 46 67 68 1947 frankfurter J concurring griswold vs connecticut 381 USU S 479
501 02 1965 harlan J concurring

12eveneven inin roe vs wade 441010 US 113 1973 for example the courts opinion can be read either as

recognizing a specially protected fundamental right rooted inin liberal political theory or as essentially a judicial
act of balancing intinteretsinterestserets on some utilitarian scales see donald H regan rewriting roe vss wade michigan
lawlawreiewreview 77 august 1979 156915691641164 1 considering the courts own unwillingness to extend the decision to
consensual adult sexual activity one prominent scholar has suggested that the decision more likely rests on
premises of enlightened conservatism than on liberal theory thomas C grey eros civilization and the burger
court lawandlaplav and contemporary problems 43 summer 1980 83 100

12 12alexanderalexander M bickelbicfetheBicoetkefeThethe morality ofconsentof Consentconsenttiewnew haven yale university press 197541975 4 see also
bickels discussion on 3 25

1301bid1301ibidbid 4
among the most articulate oftheseof these theorists are komesar back to the future bennett the mission

ofmoralofmoralmorai reasoning inin constitutional law southern california lawlawreiew5sreview58Review58 19856471985 647 harry H wellington
history and morals inm constitutional adjudication harvard law reviewrelew 97 november 1983 326 35 and

sandalow constitutional interpretation
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112seesee for example dac 98598 5 6 10177101loi 77 78 and joseph smith jr teachings of the prophet joseph
smith ed joseph fielding smith salt lake city deseret news press 1938 147 compare dac 1345

ezra taft benson the constitution A glorious standard ensign 17 september 1987 6
134114 114piercepierce vs society of sisters 268 USU S 510 1925 griswold vs connecticut 381 USU S 479 497

goldberg J concurring surely the government absent a showing ofa compelling subordinating state interest
could not decree that all husbands and wiveswives must be sterilized after two children have been bom to them if upon
a showing ofaofa slender basis of ofrationalityrationality a law outlawing voluntary birth control by married persons isis valid then
by the same reasoning a law requiring compulsory birth control also would seem to be valid A latter day saint
critic of unenumerated fundamental rights rex E lee has acknowledged that the right to privacy could serve as
a bulwark against invasion of traditional family rights lee A lawyer looks 188 89

see for example benson the constitution A glorious standard 10 the constitution was
designed to work with only a amoralmoralmorai and righteous people and richard L bushman virtue and the constitution
inin by the hands of wise men essays on the USU S constitution ed ray C hillam provo brigham young
unviersity press 1979 29 38

136seesee for example dallin H oaksoaks77ethe popular myth ottke victimlessVict imless crime commissioners lecture
series provo brigham young university press 1974

137forfor persuasive statements of skepticism as to whether the constitution as an inspired document can
become the authoritative source for resolving our basic political disputes see noel B reynolds theme doctrine of
an inspired constitution and rex E lee the enduring constitution A document for all ages both inin hillam
by the hands of wise men 1 99

latter13latter day saint scripture emphasizes the connection between political freedom and free agency but
this connection isis somewhat problematic for our agency need not always be seriously threatened by the existence
of consequences such as the threat of punishment eternal or temporal totalitarian regimes probably threaten
meaningful agency most directly by denying access to understanding a range of truth systems including perhaps
inin the minds of mormonscormonsMormons knowledge of the restored gospel and somewhat less directly by imposing immediate

and serioussenous threats to personal security for the exerciseexercise offreecoffreeof free choice obviously the more certain immediate and
severe the risk of punishment the more such threats become sufficiently coercivecoercive to meaningfully interfere with
human agency on the other hand the existence oflegalof legal norms may frequently do little more than provide a counter
weight to the temptation sometimes inin the form of countervailing social pressure to violate traditional moral
norms

139fortor a liberal critique of this sort of alienation argument see david A J richards sex drugsDrugdrugsdeathdeathsDeath
and the law an essay on human rights and overcriminalizationovercnminalization totawatogawaTo tawa NJN J rowman and littlefield 1982
173 77

140seesee for example lynn D wardle the abortion privacy doctrine A compendium and critique of
federal court abortion cases buffalo W heinhemheln 1980 for the viewview that the abortion decision can be squared
with traditional liberal premises see regan rewriting roe vs wade

see rex E lee preferring separation of powers A rejection of judicial legislation through the
fundamental rights doctrine arizonaanzona law review 25 no 4 1983 805 13

142forfor analysis by thoughtful latter day saints acknowledging the important role courts play but also
perceiving risks of judicial excess see dalin H oaks judicial activism harvard journal oflaworlawof law and public
policy 17 winter 1984 1 11 rex E lee legislative and judicial questions harvard journal of law and
public policy 7 winter 1984 35 and J clifford wallace A two hundred year old constitution inin modemmodern
society texas law review 61 may 1983 1575 86 see also bruce hafen bicentennial reflections on the
media and the first amendment inin this issueissue of brigham young university studies 171 83

11313brownrown vs alienallenailen 344 USU S 443 540 1953 jackson J concurring



hymn

i

A cold sun traces
a tyburn tree
on snow gone crisp
with age

II11

he comes as spray on the wind
gray as the snow
and as old

as the will of his ancestors
he comes to sit at tybumtyburntybur

illiliiii

consumateconsummateConsumate predator
he leaves only feathers

dead as leaves
beneath the shawl

and drops of red

IV

he is this mornings sky
he calls to redeem

the coldness
of earth and sky

v
I1 bow upon the shadow tree
kneel on the brittle snow

melting from the
risen sun
at tyburn

dianna M black

dianna A black is a graduate student in english at brigham young university



bicentennial reflections on the media
and the first amendment

bruce C hafen

the general theory underlying the first amendment to the
constitution draws on the same wellspringswellsprings of thought that give rise to
the central place of free agency in the restored gospel I1 wish to sketch
briefly some of those common ideas remembering president marion G
romneysdomneysRomneys counsel that the law school at BYU should explore the laws
of man in light of the laws of god with that basic perspective in place
I1 would then like to consider a few recent examples drawn from the
context of todays media oriented world to illustrate the role played by
self restraint in nurturing the values of free expression

the constitution as originally drafted contained none of the proteckrotec
tionseions for individual liberties now embodied in the first ten amendments
as the bill of rights the framers at the constitutional convention
believed it unnecessary to mention personal rights in the text because
they viewed the federal government as having only the powers spelled
out in the constitution which automatically left all other rights and
powers in the people who created the government indeed some felt that
ifcertain personal rights were given explicit protection the rights they did
not think to mention might be left unprotected 2 but in order to help win
ratification in the state conventions the bill of rights amendments were
added modeled after existing state charters and drawing on the inspired
writings of european natural rights philosophers

I1 consider it no accident that the very first of these amendments
boldly guaranteed religious freedom and free expression the first
amendment is first for reasons so important as to be at the very heart
of why I1 believe the constitution was inspired of god among the most
glorious of all ideas is the truth that each personality is unique free and
eternal thus the doctrine and covenants declares that human law
should restrain crime but never control conscience should punish
guilt but never suppress the freedom of the soul 1344 the just and
holy principles maintained by the constitution are said the lord
bruce C hafen is a professor of law and dean of the J reuben clarkdarkoark law school brigham young university
an earlier version of this essay was delivered during communications week at brigham young university
4 march 1987
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according to the moral agency which I1 have given unto every man
dacd&c 10177 78 this freedom of the intellect and freedom of
conscience form the common root from which grow both religious
freedom and freedom of expression

the fundamental right of each person to define the meaning of his
or her own life within the light of available truth was made fully meaning-
ful by the restoration of the gospel and the organization of the church
actions that would not have been possible without the protections of the
first amendment and the constitutional form of american government
no other nation had laws that would have allowed the restoration this
land was kept hidden from the postapostasypostapostasy world to become the host
nation in the fulnessfalness of times the strong free foundation from which
the kingdom of god would be taken to all the world

no one was more grateful for the constitution than joseph smith
who said 1I am the greatest advocate of the constitution of the united
states there is on earth in my feelings I1 am always ready to die for the
protection of the weak and oppressed in their just rights 3 yet the
prophet had learned firsthand about the denial of first amendment
liberties at the hands of state governments in missouri and elsewhere
when he went to president van buren to ask for federal protection he
was told that although his cause was just the president could do nothing
for him in addition to political concerns he may have had van buren
was obviously expressing the weakness of the federal government in
attempting to enforce civil rights against the states the constitutions
concept of personal rights was not binding on the states until after the
civil war indeed that war began over the issue of states rights

joseph smith saw the same weakness in the constitution that
abraham lincoln later saw said the prophet the only fault I1 find
with the constitution is it provides no means of enforcing its
sentiments 4 this very issue was central to his decision to run for
president of the united states in 1844 he was convinced the other
candidates were wrong on the issue of federal supremacy I1 believe
joseph smith would have voted for the post civil war amendments to
the constitution I1 also believe he would have favored the process by
which the supreme court made the first amendment binding on the
states even though that action did not take place until well into the
twentieth century these developments solved the problem he had
identified they were possible because the constitution was designed
with the flexibility to repair over time its own limitations just as
continuous revelation is essential to the governance of the church so I1
believe this nation when it is worthy may receive continuous inspiration
to apply the constitution to new problems our courts our national
leaders and our peoplemaypeoplemay not draw often on that inspiration but the
possibility exists for them to do so
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the first amendment insures freedom of expression by declaring
congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech or of

the press these twin freedoms rest on theoretical foundations that had
been only recently formulated when the bill of rights was drafted
democracy was such a stunning new idea that legally protected free
expression had few direct legal antecedents in england parliament had
adopted the idea of free speech for its own members to protect them from
attack by those outside the parliamentary body however english
citizens including the private press long required a governmentally
approved license before issuing any publication the first objective of a
free press guarantee in the american nation then was to eliminate this
form of prior restraint and censorship

it was less clear whether the first amendment protected the people
or the press in publicly criticizing the government in a more general
sense however experience resolved that question resoundingly in favor
of public criticism on the grounds that the people were themselves the
source of the governments authority the declaration of independence
the theory of which was expressly embodied in the constitution had
turned some traditional ideas about governmental authority on their
heads the constitutions theory began with the premise that the people
were endowed by their creator with natural rights predating the creation
of the government the people then entered into a social contract among
themselves to create a government to which they delegated only the
power necessary to govern note the direct contrast between this idea
and the long prevailing idea of the european royalty that kings received
their divine rights from god and the people enjoyed only the rights
given them by the king freedom of expression thus embodied the
accountability of the nations leaders to the people who elected them As
stated by the supreme court in 19711971 the governments power to
censor the press was abolished so that the press would remain forever free
to censure the government 5

another way of describing our attitude toward free expression is
captured in the metaphor of the marketplace of ideas in the words of
justice holmes the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get
itself accepted in the competition of the market 6 the marketplace
theory assumes that even false or dangerous ideas should be given wide
latitude in the competition for truth both to avoid excluding important
new ideas and to sharpen thought about the ideas the public does select
this marketplace idea drew heavily on the convictions of the european
enlightenment about the ultimate value of human reason not only as the
source of the best society but as the highest aspiration of individual life

I1 find strong similarities between this commitment to intellectual
freedom and the concern of the gospel with freedom of conscience the
teachings of the scriptures and the prophets make clear that god will
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force no man to heavnhearn 1177 when god rejected satansgatans plan to remove
individual agency and guarantee our return I1 believe the rejection came
not only because satan shouldnt deliver on his promise but because he
couldnt deliver his promise was as his promises usually are a lie the
liberty and fulfillment made possible by the gospel cannot be ours
unless we participate freely in the process of growth and internalization
embodied in the very idea of increasing our understanding and our
skill the spirit of dogmatism and the inquisition are wrong then not
only because they may seem offensive but because they dont work
no student can leamlearn to read a book play the piano or understand
mathematics without voluntary involvement of some important degree
you can lead a child to a book but you cant make him read it even less
can you make him understand it if that is against his will

at the same time a certain amount of leadership and even pressure
must often be involved in the educational processes that prepare children
to participate in the marketplace of ideas as adults john stuart mill one
of the leading philosophers of personal liberty and free expression wrote
that his doctrine of autonomous liberty and independent participation in
the political and intellectual marketplace

is meant to apply only to human beings in the maturity of their faculties we
are not speaking of children or of young persons below the age which the
law may fix as that of manhood or womanhood those who are still in a state
to require being taken care of by others must be protected against their own
actions as well as against external injury but as soon as they have
attained the capacity of being guided to their own improvement
compulsion is justifiable only for the security of others 8

mills statement suggests the need for boundaries around the market-
place of ideas only those should be admitted who have previously
developed rational capacities otherwise they may injure themselves or
impair the functions of the market itself the most obvious response to
this need in our society is our commitment to public education the
process by which the young are prepared for responsible citizenship I1

will return to this theme shortly to consider illustrations of our need for
limits in our approach to free expression

most of the supreme courts applications of first amendment
principles have occurred in our own century the first cases arose after
world war I1 when free speech guarantees were invoked to protect
anarchists and socialists whose views were unpopular at a time of
heightened american nationalism after world war 11II a similar
situation arose in which free expression and its concomitant right of free
association were extended to protect americans accused of involvement
with communism the right of associational expression was also called
upon to protect the political activities of some involved in the civil rights
movement in general these cases relied on the firstamendmentfirst amendment to
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protect political minorities by including them in the marketplace of
legitimate political expression often against the will of majorities in
particular states or cities

in the 1960s and 1970s new uses were found for free expression
theory as it became a source to protect those who challenged
governmental actions and eventually those who also challenged our
cultural and social orthodoxiesorthodoxies As the range of protected expression
widened it came to have greater political significance for example
public protests against president johnsons conduct of the war in
vietnam probably played the determinative role in tenninaterminatingting
american involvement in the war moreover without the firmly
established independence of the national media and the sense of public
duty involved in the emerging field of investigative reporting it is likely
that the abuses of the watergate era would have remained uncovered
during this same era the supreme court also clarified and strengthened
the right of the media to constitutional protection against suits for
defamation by public figures citing our profound national commitment
to the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited robust
and wide open 9

it is worth noting that all of these free expression theories the
idea of political sovereignty in the people the marketplace of ideas and
the idea of checking governmental abuse through informing the public
are based largely on the public interest even though they also protect the
personal civil liberty of individuals this distinction between social and
individual interests is important in considering the matter of limits on
expression it also helps us understand both what is behind and what is
at stake in the significant role the media have come to play in the
constitutional and democratic structure in this age of the megasocietymegasociety

the media now act as something of a mediating institution in our
urbanized culture playing a role that was less necessary in rural
nineteenth century america this mediation occurs between the
government and the people moving both ways as government officials
regard the media as a barometer of public opinion and as the public
regards the media as a window upon not only the nature but the meaning
of governmental action todays media even facilitates a good deal
of mediation between branches and levels of government as the
contemporary complexities make it less likely that the left hand of
government knows what the right hand is doing

ironically this development has occurred at a time when some
observers believe the public is becoming increasingly passive and at
times even cynical about its role as the ultimate political sovereign some
of the publics cynicism about its place in the modem democratic
structure may be traced to implicit doubts that the marketplace of ideas
is really functioning when media appeal and marketing strategies seem
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to outweigh the importance of really substantive ideas the public may
also be less open minded than our first amendment theories suggest
about the need for a broad and robust marketplace perhaps there is a need
for ways to protect the public interest against its own short tennterm views of
itself 10 both the media and the courts have come to play a helpful role in
this regard

the media and the concept of free expression are now so important
to the democratic structure that it is appropriate to consider how our
constitutional doctrines of limited power and checks and balances apply
to the way we think about the first amendment our system disperses
power among many significant entities often with accountability
systems that are difficult to enforce the judicial branch of government
for instance has come to wield enormous power but federal judges are
appointed for life and are thus not in fact very accountable to the people
or to any other branch of government the concept of judicial restraint
is therefore very important even if only as a self imposed limit rex lee
once remarked that the highest manifestation of respect for power is the
willingness of those who possess the power to refrain on certain occa-
sions from using it although it may not be possible ultimately to enforce
judicial restraint of this kind there is a form of accountability awaiting
judges who undermine public confidence in the legitimacy of the judicial
process namely their realization that public trust is essential to the
continued power of the rule of law

the same sense of restraint applies to the executive branch of
government as illustrated by recent events relating to the iran
contra investigations the public realizes that much of the business of
the american presidency must be conducted under conditions of
confidentiality and at times secrecy we have known the value of
nonpublic deliberations ever since the constitutional convention itself
met in secret that group feared that the task of writing a new constitution
would be impossible if their deliberations were subject to ongoing public
scrutiny while the necessary but fragile national consensus was
being forged their official charge was to rewrite the articles of
confederation but they soon saw the need for far bolder yeyett secretly
determined measures until their product was ready to be unveiled

the ability of the modem presidency to sustain the publics
confidence in the need for and the legitimacy of governmental secrecy is
currently being tested I1 genuinely hope for a restoration of confidence
not just for the sake of the current president but for the sake of the
presidency as a crucial american institution if sufficient doubts are
raised about the ability of the executive branch to discipline itself
outside forces will find ways to impose the discipline from without
even if that means a reduction in the power of the presidency to serve the
nation
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this is not the time for a complete exposition but I1 wish now to
mention briefly three recent developments affecting our understanding
of first amendment theory each illustrates the need for a sense of
restraint on expression in the public media as an important means
of sustaining the conditions that foster the underlying values of free
expression over the long term I1 will consider the debate over student
expression in the public schools advocacy journalism and obscenity

sometime during its 1987 88 termtenn the supreme court will issue
its first opinion regarding the constitutional right of public school
students to control the content of an official high school newspaper
almost twenty years ago in the celebrated case of tinker vs des moines
school district the court upheld the basic concept of constitutionally
protected student expression however the limits and purposes of that
protection have remained relatively unclear 12 the students in the tinker
case wore black arm bands to school in a peaceful protest against the
governments conduct of the war in vietnam the court held that school
officials may not prevent such expression unless it would cause a serious
disruption or harm the rights of others

the lower courts have had a difficult time applying this standard to
arguments about the right of administrators or faculty to determine the
content of such extracurricular media channels as student newspapers
assemblies and school plays some courts have believed that student
expression in these channels can be limited only when there is a serious
threat of disorder other courts have read the tinker standard more
narrowly holding that extracurricular activities are part of a schools
mission and therefore the same educational policies that allow adminis
tratorsorators and school boards to control the public school curriculum should
give them control of the extracurriculum

the supreme court sided with school administrators in a 1986
case bethel school district vs fraser allowing them to discipline a
student for making a vulgar but not legally obscene speech in a student
assembly 13 in the fraser case the court stressed the schools obligation
to teach principles of courtesy and decency traditional forms of
restraint as prerequisites to responsible participation in matters of
public debate the rationale for the courts opinion was not entirely
clear however one might view fraser as a simple vulgarity case
because the court has upheld in other cases the public interest in
protecting underage children from hearing vulgar language in the public
media yet fraser could also mean that the educational function of
extracurricular activities dictates that student expression in such official
school channels can be controlled for the purpose of teaching young
people how to express themselves in a broader sense

the high school newspaper case is likely to clarify how fraser and
tinker should be interpreted which could also clarify the authority of
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school administrators and teachers in dealing with the expression of their
students in school media channels this case kuhlmeier vs hazelwood
school district arose when a school principal pulled from the school
newspaper two stories dealing with teenage pregnancy and divorce in
ways that seemed to him inappropriate and possibly harmful 14 the
student authors filed suit in federal court and eventually won on appeal
the appellate court holding that administrators must defer to the publica-
tion decisions of student editors unless the publication would materially
disrupt the school or subject it to damage suits

I1 believe the supreme court should overrule the appellate court in
kuhlmeier and sustain the schools control over the student newspaper
because that outcome represents a better long range view about the best
way to develop the underlying values of the first amendment for the
benefit of students in american schools

freedom of expression has two meanings 1 freedom from
restraints upon expression and 2 freedom for expression that is
having the capacity for self expression public schools are especially
concerned with the second meaning interacting with their students in
ways unique among all interaction between individuals and the state As
I1 noted above in discussing the ideas of john stuart mill adolescents
both those who write for school papers and those who read them lack

the rational capacity that is prerequisite to all free expression theory the
first amendment interests of young people should thus assure them of
the constitutional right to be taught the skills necessary to develop their
freedomfreedomorfreedomforfreedomorfornorpor expression in preparation for entering the adult marketplace
toward that end public education seeks affirmatively to mediate
between ignorance and educated expression this process invites
intrusion requires paternalism and depends upon the exercise of a
teachers discretion some students may need the temporary repression
of discipline to develop their capacity while others should be left free
perhaps even pushed to break free to try their creative wings such

decisions involve pedagogical judgments more than they involve consti-
tutionaltutional law of course students need legal protection at the extremes
against the abuse of this flexibility but without a basic commitment to
the value of adult teaching authority we place our children in an
educational vacuum essentially abandoning them to their rights

traditional first amendment jurisprudence was never designed to
deal with the subtle and affirmative process of education that jurispru-
dence originated in cases involving adults and was concerned only with
when to limit governmental action not with how to encourage it toward
such complex ends as educational development it is precisely because
children are unable to judge the meaning of expression in the school
marketplace that important constitutional rules against the establishment
of religion also guaranteed by the first amendment prohibit formal
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prayer in public schools while allowing formal prayer in the meetings of
a state legislature yet the lower court that ruled for the students in the
kiihlmeierkiehlmeierKiihlkuhlmeiercsisemeiermeler case thought it relevant that the school paper included a state-
ment each year that the paper did not necessarily reflect the views of the
administration or faculty would that same reasoning allow group prayer
or the posting of the ten commandments on high school walls both
practices that have been forbidden by other supreme court cases so long
as something like a footnote explains that the school does not necessarily
endorse religion of course not because school age young people lack
the capacity to know when public prayer or the school paper does or
does not carry official endorsement

A child who desires to enjoy freedom of expression at the piano
must submit to the discipline of the authoritarian rules of music and the
demanding expectations of a music teacher over many years if his
teachers role consists primarily in not restraining him his freedom to
express himself will be little more than idle noisemakingnoise making it is the place
of education to find the right balance between too much direction and not
enough in this developmental process according to each students needs
it is the place of constitutional interpretation to avoid actual harm at the
utter extremes of that process

much of what has happened in the american educational system
since the 1960s has violated this common sense proposition as the
removal of authority and restraint became ultimate goals the empirical
studies of james coleman and others have now documented however
that the antiauthoritarianismauthoritarianismanti of the past generation is clearly linked to the
widespread declines in academic achievement that were documented in
such studies as A nation at risk diane ravitchsRavitchs history of american
education since 1945 also documents in persuasive detail how the
guiding principle since the 1960s to give the students what they

wanted led to the consequences described in these recent calls for
educational reform 15

just as the 1960s asked for reassurance that students are people too
the 1980s ask for reassurance that public schools can be more seriously
devoted to meaningful education in the curricular and extracurricular
dimensions of the learning environment twenty years of treating
schools as if they were adult public forums has to some degree under-
mined what could be the most fundamental interest of young people in
the values of the first amendment the right to receive a serious
education as part of their freedomfreedomorfreedomforfreedomorfornoryor expression As this experience in
our recent educational history illustrates certain forms of restraint and
discipline are essential prerequisites in developing and maintaining a
complete system of freedom of expression over the long termtenn

my second concern is with advocacy journalism a subject I1 am not
qualified to develop fully but I1 do have an impression about it the
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watergate era gave birth to an approach to media reporting that was
simply different from what had occurred before the interest of reporters
became focused not just on investigation but on the injection of personal
views and causes into the reporting process the expression of personal
opinion began to spill from the editorial pages into the news stories in
everything from sports to national news and lifestylelife style pages

I1 said earlier that our national urbanization has cast the media into
the role ofmediator between the public and agencies ofgovernment this
framework places a heavy responsibility on the media to convey infor-
mation and ideas without themselves becoming too much of a party in the
political process to the extent that the media act as just another player
on the political stage they develop conflicts of interest that are bound to
be perceived by the public when that happens they lose credibility as
mediators and the publics ability to rely on media sources is under
mined

there are other reasons why the advocacy model does not fit the
public media very well for one thing an advocacy approach to truth
assumes the presence of advocates on the opposing side who have
comparable access to information channels in dealing with the public
since it is presumably the public that is to decide the truth between

competing positions of advocacy this is our approach to the solution
of disputes through an advocacy based legal system but when a media
source takes an adversary role where is the recourse by those having
opposing views who have no ongoing access to the same public forum
letters to the editor are no match for the full power of the press I1 think
also of the cartoon showing a masked man wearing a burglar cap seated
eagerly in front of a TV microphone holding his script as the announcer
says and now a response to last nights law and order editorial

these observations are by no means intended to question the
importance of the editorial function by which a media source acting as
an institution plays the time honored and significant role of taking a
forthright and rational stand on matters of public significance it is in part
to strengthen public confidence in that needed role that we should
discourage the blurring of lines between editorial and reporting
functions I1 recall a conversation with a friend who was the publisher of
an established and important regional newspaper in another state he
said telling me that the newspaper business isnt as satisfying as it used
to be because his cub reporters all come to him these days trained in what
they call advocacy journalism and when he tries to discourage them
from blurring the line between editorial and reporting functions they
object that he is treading on their first amendment rights at that point
he said who do they think pays the bills anyway

media institutions as institutions should enjoy their own forms of
first amendment protection within which the expression rights of
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associated individuals are likely to function better not worse the
declining influence of private and public institutions of all kinds in this
day of anti institutionalism is detrimental to the stable development of
first amendment theory

now finally a word about obscenity ever since the first fist
was raisedjustraised just twenty three years ago in an obscene gesture at berkeley
we have been confused about the proper relationship between free
expression and vulgarity the supreme court has actually had less
trouble than other groups in deciding that obscene expression is not
entitled to constitutional protection under the first amendment or
elsewhere in fact the courts treatment of this problem instructively
illuminates our understanding of free expression theory in 1973 the
court defined obscenity as sexually related expression so offensive so
appealing to prurient interests and so lacking in social value that it is
beyond the purpose of the first amendment said the court to equate
the free and robust exchange of ideas and political debate with
commercial exploitation of obscene material demeans the grand
conception of the first amendment and its high purposes in the historic
struggle for freedom 16 and in the words of justice stevens in another
case few of us would march our sons and daughters off to war to
preserve the citizens right to see specified sexual activities exhibited
in the theatre of our choice 17 thus to say as the court once did that
obscenity is utterly without redeeming social importanceimportance1818 is not only
a way of defining obscenity it is also a way of saying that constitutional
freedoms promote matters having value to society as well as promoting
individual liberty

these and other cases make clear that different kinds of speech
have different levels of protection most protected is speech related to
political and other public issues academic or intellectual freedom is also
at the top of the scale because of its connection to the search for truth
described earlier as central to the marketplace metaphor commercial
speech such as that contained in advertising is less protected because
business interests are less important in our hierarchy of constitutional
values well down the line is indecent or vulgar expression which under
certain circumstances may be prohibited in the public schools then
totally beyond the reach of the first amendment is obscenity which
receives no protection not because it isnt speech but because it is
speech beyond the purpose of the constitutional guarantee

I1 realize that obscenity is difficult to define objectively but the
courts refusal as a matter of principle to protect obscene material
reaffirms an extremely important fact about first amendment theory
some forms of censorship are deemed desirable to sustain the rational
climate of the free marketplace and the democratic system for this
reason I1 am troubled by the insistence of commercial interests who have
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exploited the moral momentum of the individual rights movement to
claim that society has no interest in limiting the range of publicly viewed
material these claims do not accurately represent the supreme courts
first amendment jurisprudence but they have influenced the percep-
tions considered topical in the media giving the public an inaccurate
impression not only of what the law allows but also of what the first
amendment is all about thus in a large sense these impressions
undermine the nature and expectations of public discourse in the free
marketplace of ideas implying that vulgar self gratification enjoys the
same noble purpose as the search for political scientific or religious
meaning

despite the claims of obscenity advocates that unrestrained
expression is a cardinal principle in the quest for knowledge our culture
has an older more distinguished tradition the ancient greeks believed
that the peculiar weakness of man was his propensity to exceed limits to
the greeks the worst crime of all was hubris which originally meant
unlimited appetite 19 thus the greek pursuit of knowledge sought to

be guided by some moderating concept of limits the writers of the
renaissance and the enlightenment had a similar fear of mans
unrestrained curiosity symbolized by faust who refused to check his
intellectual appetite 20 and later by frankenstein the doctor whose
unbounded thirst for knowledge created a monster that later destroyed
him are you mad my friend warns dr frankenstein at the end of
his story or whither does your senseless curiosity lead youyou21 the
justices of the supreme court have understood what the ancients
understood some sense of restraint is essential to maintaining a free
democratic society over the long term in that sense the concept of limits
is the friend not the enemy of individual liberty

but despite these and a few other isolated areas of potential abuse
the first amendment towers over our intellectual and political landscape
today as it did two hundred years ago when james madison described it
as one of the greatest bulwarksbulwarks of liberty I1 salute madison and his
inspired associates as we celebrate the beginning of the third century
under the first amendment
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laie nights

hawaiian nights draw creatures forth
along the north shore by moon or streetlightstreetlight
huge toads hump across pavement to wet grass
oblivious of unseeing feet or the whir of tires
roof rats glide from daytime darkness
snaking from comer to comer
geckos dart across walls
spearing gnats and unwary mosquitoes
chortling their prizes to the world
like insecure comedians

but strangest are nightwalkersnightwalkers some in groups
like samoan boys strutting the streets
shouting and laughing at two AM
or couples leaning into each other like invalids
beachboundBeachbound itching for the grist of sandonsand on their backs

and the thief slipping through late night
solitary as a rainbow sliding bush to tree
down darkened streets feeling for
an open door loose jalousiesjealousiesjalous ies
adventure chills his fingers on the glass
amid snores from heavy sleepers

fixing all the shriek from a passing ambulance
freezes feet and faces while the red flash
flicks flared warnings into blackness

jim walker

jim walker is chairman of the communications and language arts division at BYU hawaii laie hawaii



one moment please private devotion
in the public schools

richard G wilkins

twentyfivetwenty five years ago in the celebrated case of engle vs vitale
the united states supreme court held that the establishment clause of
the first amendment precluded the board of education of union free
school district number 9 hyde park new york from causing the
following prayer to be said aloud at the beginning of the school day
almighty god we acknowledge our dependence upon thee and we

beg thy blessings upon us our parents our teachers and our country
the court through justice black concluded that the practice was
unconstitutional because it was part of a governmental program to
further religious beliefs that breached the constitutional wall of
separation between church and state 2 in karcher vs may
no 85 15511551 the court recently faced but ultimately did not decide

whether the new jersey legislature violated engels constitutional
strictures by providing a moment of silence at the start of each school day
during which students could ponder daydream meditate plan a date
or if they chose pray 3

the question of private devotion in the public schools has been a
contentious one since the engeldecisionengeldecision persons opposed to any official
recognition of divinity have used the decision to argue for the extirpation
of all reference to deity from public life 4 on the other hand the decision
has been used as emotional fodder by radicals of another ilk to whip
devotees into furious indignation over the banishment of god from
the classroom 5 whatever the perspective the decision simply resists
receding quietly into the constitutional background

the continuing debate over private devotion in the public schools
has many facets the problem can be approached on a historical basis
those who favor a strict or original intent construction of the
constitution insist that engel and other establishment clause decisions
are flatly inconsistent with the goals originally animating the first
amendment 6 alternatively the controversy can be analyzed somewhat
more pragmatically by focusing not on what the founding fathers
thought or intended but rather on whether prayer or moments of
richard G wilkins is an associate professor of law at brigham young university
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silence in the public schools threaten principles that have come to be
fundamental to american democracy 7 this has been the approach taken
by the court during the past several decades 8 but whatever the analytical
approach it is my contention that providing public schoolchildrenschoolchildren with
a moment of silence during which they can ponder meditate or pray does
not transgress the prescriptionsproscriptionsproscriptions of the first amendments establishment
clause

A MOMENT OF SILENCE IN historical perspective

recently it has been somewhat in vogue for conservative legal
scholars to attack the historical foundation for the courts religion clause
cases 9 the wall of separation between church and state upon which
engel and other establishment clause decisions are based has been
decried by chief justice rehnquist for one as a metaphor based on bad
history which has proved useless as a guide to judging 100 indeed the
problems with the church state wall become apparent upon even
cursory examination

in the first place thomas jefferson the first person to use the
wall construct was out of the country at the time the first amend-

ment was debated and adopted he is accordingly a less than
ideal source of contemporary history as to the meaning of the
religion clauses 12 moreover the records of the debates surrounding
the drafting of the first amendment suggest that the primary concerns of
the founding fathers were to prevent establishment of a national church
and the preference of one religious sect over another they did not set out
to construct a wall that would preclude any government acknowledg-
ment of or even generalized aid to religion 13 indeed it is quite clear that
the drafters of the first amendment did not even intend to prohibit
limited governmental endorsement of religion one day after the house
of representatives voted to adopt the formfonn of the first amendment that
was ultimately ratified it passed a resolution asking george washington
to issue a thanksgiving day proclamation 14

thus the men who drafted and adopted the establishment clause of
the first amendment almost certainly did not perceive in it a wall that
would prohibit schoolchildrenschool children from voluntarily acknowledging their
dependence upon god or begging his blessings upon us our parents

our teachers and our country 15 it follows a fortiori that they would not
have considered a moment of silence statute which merely provides a
moment for meditation or prayer by those who want to pray unconstitu-
tional A moment of silence ceremony or even a voluntary nondenomi
national prayer such as that involved in engel that does not seriously
threaten creation of a state church or evidence hostility to any particular
creed seems fairly far removed from the core concerns that prompted
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enactment of the first amendment 16 from a historical or original
intent viewpoint therefore the constitutionality of a moment of silence
provision such as that enacted by the new jersey legislature should be
unquestionable

it is however quite unlikely that the moment of silence debate
will be settled by pointing out the faulty historical footing of engel
two terms ago in wallace vs jaffree the supreme court expressly
rejected a strict historical approach to the establishment clause 17 the
united states district court for the district of alabama had upheld the
constitutionality of a statute that explicitly returned prayer to the public
schools on the grounds that the supreme court had erred in engel and
other cases by applying the strictures of the first amendment to the
states from a historical point of view the district court was probably
correct the founding fathers did not intend the religion clauses to
apply to the states as evidenced by the persistence of state eestablishedstablished
churches in massachusetts new hampshire maryland and rhode
island well into the nineteenth century 8 nevertheless the supreme
court summarily affirmed the court of appeals reversal of the lower
courts holding 19

the writers of the establishment clause may well have never
dreamed that preventing the federal government from establishing a
national church would in turn hobble the states but original intent is
no longer controlling in this sensitive area of constitutional law 20 the
supreme court began applying various provisions of the bill of rights
to the states in the late nineteenth century and it is simply too late in the
day to abandon that course 21 indeed most ordinary citizens would be
shocked at the mere suggestion that although the federal government
could not establish a church their state legislatures could the current
controversy over moments of silence in the public schools likely will not
be resolved by pointing out to the supreme court that its decision in
engel would receive a flunking grade if submitted as a paper in a
constitutional history course 22

A MOMENT OF SILENCE IN THE MODERN COURT

rather than take a strictly historical approach to establishment
clause issues the modem court has analyzed several factors to determine
whether particular government actions unduly involve the church or state
in the affairs of the other indeed only one case decided during the past
twenty years marsh vs chambers has utilized a strict historical analysis
of an establishment clause issue 23 instead beginning with its 1971
decision in lemon vs kurtzman the court has quite regularly applied a
three pronged test to determine the constitutionality of governmental
activities ranging from the provision of bus transportation to parochial
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school students to the erection of a christmas creche in a city park 24

under that test government actions challenged under the establishment
clause must meet the following criteria first the action must have a
secular legislative purpose second its principal or primary effect must
be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion finally it must not
foster an excessive government entanglement with religion 112525

the courts application of the lemon factors has been fairly
consistent however because state action must meet all three criteria in
order to pass constitutional muster and because the proper application of
the three factors to concrete fact is almost always debatable the results
obtained from the lemon test can only be described as spotty and
inconsistent 26 but despite the difficulties of the lemon test no majority
of the court has shown an inclination to abandon it

application of the lemon test to a moment of silence statute is
problematic depending on the predilections of individual jurists a
simple moment of silence can be viewed as violating all or none of the
lemon factors the district court in karcher vs may for example
concluded that the new jersey moment of silence statute violated all
three prongs of the test 227 even though the state urged before the trial
court that a moment of silence had the secular purpose of providing a
transition between nonschoolnonschoononschoolschoo1 and school activities and supported

that assertion with significant testimony by experienced educators and
other experts the trial court rejected that proffered purpose as an after
the fact rationalization 11228 the district court made this finding despite its
recognition that a brief period of silence serves a transition purpose 59299929552929

it further found that a moment of silence had the effect of advancing
religion by mandating a period at the start of each school day when all
students would have an opportunity to engage in prayer 0 30O finally the
court found that the statute was unduly entangling because a required
minute of silence would put children and parents who believed in prayer
in the public schools against children and parents who do not 31

the united states court of appeals for the third circuit applying
the same legal test disagreed with virtually all of the district courts
reasoning 3212 the court of appeals rejected the holding that the statute
violated the effects test simply by designating a time and place when
children and teachers may pray reasoning that the state equally injects
itself into religious matters when it designates a time and place when
children and teachers may not pray 9 33 it similarly rejected the notion
that the statute was impermissibly entangling because of its potential
for divisiveness noting the reality that any governmental action to
accommodate religious belief will upset someone the court of appeals
wrote if political divisiveness were the test for entanglement no
governmental accommodation of religion would survive establishment
clause scrutiny 34 but despite its well reasoned conclusion that the
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moment of silence statute did not violate the effects and entangle-
ment prongs oflemonoflemon the court of appeals afaffirmedfinned thedistrictthe district court
on the grounds that the asserted secular purpose for the statute was
pretextualpretextual 35

the question whether the new jersey moment of silence statute has
a secular purpose is not readily answered in a lengthy concurring
opinion to a decision invalidating bible reading in the public schools
handed down the year after engel justice brennan suggested that states
could avoid violating the establishment clause but still accommodate the
desires of those students who want to pray by providing for a brief
moment of silence at the start of each school day such a ceremony he
suggested would serve the solely secular ends of fostering harmony
and tolerance among the pupils enhancing the authority of the teacher
and inspiring better discipline 36

by making the apparently sensible suggestion that a state could
serve a secular purpose and still accommodate the religious needs of its
students by adopting a moment of silence ceremony justice brennan set
up a subtle catch 22 that was seized upon by the district court in
karcher to invalidate the new jersey statute yes the district court
acknowledged a moment of silence may have a secular purpose how
ever because it is also adopted to facilitate religious practice to provide
a period at the start of each school day when all students would have an
opportunity to engage in prayer the secular purpose ipso facto converts
to a sectarian purpose the accommodation of prayer 37 the court of
appeals in karcher failed to find its way out of this box indeed the court
explicitly noted that the new jersey statute did not endorse or encourage
prayer and that the only possible sectarian purpose for the moment of
silence was to accommodate the desires of those who wanted to pray
nevertheless the court of appeals refused to let the state out of the logical
conundrum created by the trial court A moment of silence may have a
secular purpose but because it also has the purpose of accommodating
religious belief it is constitutionally infirm 38

the heads you lose tails I1 win reasoning of the lower courts in
karcher could have been easily rectified by the supreme court the
courts prior cases applying the purpose prong of lemon established
that a statute need not have exclusively secular objectives to pass
constitutional muster 39 it need only have a secular purpose the fact
that a moment of silence accommodates religious belief in addition to
providing a secular transition period from nonschoolnonschool to school life
should be constitutionally irrelevant

but while this approach to the purpose prong avoids the logical
traps of the lower courts analysis it too is troubling if indeed all that is
needed under lemons purpose test is a plausible secular purpose and
if any such purpose will do there is very little substance left to the
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inquiry human ingenuity being what it is state or national legislatures
will have little difficulty articulating some plausible secular goal for
almost any undertaking no matter how entwined with matters of
religion although most such actions would probably run afoul of one of
the other lemon prongs effect or entanglement the fact remains that
merely requiring a secular purpose renders the purpose test a virtual
dead letter 41 yet the alternative exemplified by the logical juggernaut
created by the lower courts in karcher where any plausible sectarian
purpose is fatal is equally unacceptable

faced with these legal realities I1 have concluded that the lemon
test does not promote thoughtful constitutional analysis of moment of
silence statutes such statutes as the court of appeals in karcher noted
should be acceptable under the effect and entanglement tests 42 but
the ease with which those factors can be manipulated to support the
contrary result as exemplified by the district courts opinion in
karcher is troublesome and the question whether such statutes have
a secular purpose may not be worth asking the answer will always
depend upon the point from which the questioner begins and the
selection of that starting point will always be little more than an ipseapse dixit

THE CORE CONCERNS COERCION AND debilitation
OF government AND RELIGION

because of the difficulties inherent in the consistent and reasoned
application of the lemon test the validity of a moment of silence statute
should not depend in the final analysis upon a rote inquiry into purpose
effect and entanglement rather the constitutional question should turn
on whether such a statute transgresses the fundamental concerns that led
the court to invalidate the recitation of a school prayer in engel in that
case the court was troubled primarily by a prescribed prayers coercion
of the individual right of conscience and its concomitant debilitation of
both government and religion legislative enactments which accommo-
date religious expression but which do not coerce individual conscience
or debilitate religious expression should pass constitutional muster

in striking down state prescribed prayers the court wrote when
the power prestige and financial support of government is placed behind
a particular religious belief the indirect coercive pressure upon religious
minorities to conform to the prevailing officially approved religion is
plain the court further noted that a union of government and religion
tends to destroy government and to degrade religion 43 A neutral
moment of silence provision however does not pose any serious threat
to individual conscience or the essential autonomy of church and state 44

perhaps more importantly the provision of an opportunity for private
contemplation or introspection facilitates the exercise of individual
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rights 45 the establishment clause should not preclude governmental
accommodation of the felt need of many persons for voluntary religious
expression

As noted earlier the supreme court in jaffree summarily invali-
dated a statute that provided for the recitation of a state sponsored prayer
it also invalidated a moment of silence provision enacted by the state of
alabama it did so however only because the legislative history of that
statute demonstrated that the provisions sole purpose was to return
prayer to the public schools for example the principal legislative
sponsor of the alabama statute testified that he had no other purpose for
the statute other than returning voluntary prayer to the public
schools moreover the statute invalidated in jaffree which provided
a moment of silence for meditation or voluntary prayer was enacted
despite the presence of an earlier statute that authorized a moment of
silence for meditation in such circumstances the court concluded that
the statute was enacted to convey a message of state endorsement and
promotion of prayer 47 because such an endorsement could have the
effect of intimidating or coercing those who chose not to pray the statute
suffered the defect found fatal in engel

other moment of silence statutes so long as they neither encourage
nor discourage prayer should not suffer the same constitutional infirmiinfirri
ties the new jersey statute for example provided

principals and teachers in each public elementary and secondary school of
each school district in this state shall permit students to observe a one
minute period of silence to be used solely at the discretion of the individual
student before opening exercise of each school day for quiet and private
contemplation or introspection 48

such statutes do not create the same dangers as the recitation of a
state preprescribedscribedascribed prayer unlike the established prayer in engel neutral
moment of silence statutes protect both the right to speak freely and the
right to refrain from speaking at all they plainly are not an instrument
for fostering public adherence to an ideological point of view an
individual finds unacceptable 49 moreover such statutes do not
disrupt the essential autonomy of church and state first neutral moment
of silence statutes are penpermissivenissivemissive only they do not require students to do
anything other than remain silent students need not close their eyes
bow their heads or assume any posture suggestive of religion or
irreligion second the language of such statutes is absolutely neutral as
to religion prayer is not even mentioned third in contrast to the
alabama moment of silence statute a truly neutral statute is not enacted
exclusively to promote prayer several new jersey legislators for
example suggested that a moment of silence is provided to help restore
order in the classroom 50 finally unlike the prayer at issue in engel
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a moment of silence does not involve the state or the church in
religious indoctrination of any kind thus on the surface such statutes
do not run afoul of the evils identified in engel they cannot coerce
individual conscience because they do not require any particular
thought they do not interfere with church state autonomy because they
do not contemplate the involvement of either entity in the affairs of the
other 51

moreover unlike the situation in engel there is good reason to
conclude that a moment of silence facilitates rather than inhibits the
exercise and enjoyment of precious individual liberties the argument
has occasionally been made that because compulsory attendance at
public school effectively precludes many opportunities for personal
prayer a moment of silence to accommodate such activity is not only
permissible but is in fact constitutionally required by the free exercise
clause which ofcourseof course prohibits government from interfering with
the free exercise of religion the court in jaffree suggested that such
an argument is weak 52 but even though the state may be under no
constitutional command to provide an opportunity for private prayer the
free exercise argument cannot be ignored the provision of a moment

of silence in the context of a public school a structured compulsory
state institution where contemplative opportunities are limited
necessarily furthers values protected by the free exercise clause 53 As
justice brennan has noted even when the government is not compelled
to do so by the free exercise clause it may to some extent act to facilitate
the opportunities of individuals to practice their religion 54

state efforts to facilitate opportunities for voluntary private
devotion in the public schools should be sustained so long as they do
not as in engel infringe upon the individuals freedom to choose his
own creed 55 A statute which simply permits a moment for quiet and
private contemplation or introspection at the sole discretion of the
individual student is neutral among religions and between religion and
nonreligion such a statute neither favors one religion over another
nor conveys a message of endorsement or disapproval of religion 56 As
with the released time religious study program upheld thirty five years
ago in zorach vs clauson a simple moment of silence leaves students
to their own desires as to their religious devotions if any 57

the court in jaffree noted that an attempt to return prayer to the
public schools is of course quite different from merely protecting every
students right to engage in voluntary prayer during an appropriate
moment of silence during the schooldayschoolday 58 the court has also noted that
in our modem complex society whose traditions and constitutional

underpinnings rest on and encourage diversity and pluralism in all
areas an absolutist approach in applying the establishment clause is
simplistic 59 the fundamental goal of the religion clauses of the first
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amendment should not become the removal of all traces of religion from
public life 60 on the contrary the constitution affirmatively mandates
accommodation not merely tolerance of all religions and forbids
hostility toward any 61 by providing its schoolchildrenschool children with the oppor-
tunity for voluntary private introspection at the start of each schooldayschoolday
state legislatures do not transgress constitutional limits rather as the
supreme court noted in zorach by adjusting the schedule of public
events to sectarian needs they follow the best of our traditions 62
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going to grandmothers

my dream blew away the twelve years dust
of your death father dead for eight years drove
the car to cedar rapids I1 held my infant sister
coaxing her to take a bottle while michele and 1I
both enchanted argued over who would hold her
iowa hills swelled gently with the gift of corn
we pulled into the driveway I1 have not walked
since your death

As always I1 was first to your door
flung it open saw you coming down the steps
from your bright kitchen of antique bottles
and blue gingham curtains the scent of flour
and bread dough clung to the folds of your cotton apron
you enfolded me in your arms and I1 thought
I1 must tell you of my joy that could crush us both
for the glory of it and the devastation
it could wreak if it leaves me

I1 woke up before I1 told you
before I1 knew what it was

cara M bullinger

cara A bullinger is a poet living in provo utah



terrorism and the constitution

christopher L blakesley

in september 1982 innocent men women and children were
slaughtered in the refugee camps at sabra and shatila lebanon by
lebanese christian forces dependent on israel on 15 june 1985
robert stethem was shot and killed aboard the hijacked TWA flight
847 2 on 7 october 1985 the italian cruise liner achille lauro was
hijacked and leon klinghofer was killed and thrown overboard 3 on
2 july 1986 rodrigo rojas was mortally wounded when he was doused
with gasoline and set afire while walking with protestorsprotestersprotestors in santiago
chile 4 the soviets are alleged to leave booby trapped dolls for afghan
moujahadeen children 5 the united states government has given both
direct and indirect support to the nicaraguan contras who allegedly
have killed innocent nicaraguansNicaraguans in conjunction with their guerilla
warfare 6 it is also alleged that the sandinistasSandinistas have killed innocents in
maintaining their power 7 these tragic episodes continue the ugly saga
of terrorism this modem mal du sieclesiccle

at the closing of the iran contra hearings session with lieutenant
colonel oliver north senator inouye addressed the issue of illegal
superior orders and a soldiersasoldiers legal and moral obligation to disobey
them senator inouye alluded to the nuremberg trials and appeared to
suggest that we through that tribunal made it abundantly clear that
failure to disobey illegal superior orders may be cfiminalcriminal and if so
should incur punishment brandon sullivan colonel norths attorney
objected vociferously to the allusion to the nuremberg trials and noted
that he found the allusion personally and professionally distasteful the
objection succeeded in diverting senator inouye from his tack

the line of questioning and the allusion however distasteful
appears apt the evidence suggests that orders may have been given
which a reasonable soldier would have known were illegal they related
to possible illegal funding of groups that were known to have committed

ChristochristopherpherLL blakesley isis aprofessoroflawa professor of law atthepaulattheat the paul M hebert law center louisianastateLouisilouisianaanaStatestate university this
article isis adapted from and expanded beyond three other articles by the author jurisdiction as protection against
terrorism university ofconnecticutlawofconnecticut law review 19 summer 1987 895 943 the evisceration oftheodtheof the political
offense exception to extradition denver journal ofinternationalof international law and policy 15 summer 1986 109 24
and A study of the executive branchsbrancesBranchs attempt to eviscerate the separation of powers thoughts prompted by
francis D wormuth and edwin B firmagefirmagetoFirmageToto chain the dog offar the war power ofcongressofcongress in history and
law utah law review no 2219871987 451 66
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violence against innocent noncombatantscombatantsnon in nicaragua conduct that
when committed by other less acceptable groups is condemned as
terrorism if the groups were known to have been committing criminal
acts those supporting them may be considered guilty as alders and
abettorsabettors it is ironic that funds to support the allegedly terroristic acts of
the contras should have been raised by the sale of weapons to iran which
is alleged to have connections to those who attacked the US marine
barracks in lebanon as well as to the perpetrators of many of the acts of
terrorism noted at the beginning of this article these orders were
apparently given and obeyed in secrecy allegedly to save lives the line
of questioning and the conduct that gave rise to it raise significant issues
of international and domestic criminal law which in turn prompt
serious questions of constitutional law in relation to the international
arena the conduct of the reagan administration in this and other
instances also poses serious questions about the constitutional separation
of powers and checks and balances when questions of important foreign
policy are concerned these events and our reaction to terrorism provide
a vehicle for studying the role and relationship of congress the
executive and the judiciary in matters of war and foreign affairs at a point
where constitutional international and criminal law converge

how do terrorism and the iran contra hearings relate to the
constitution my thesis is that there is a tendency for the executive of this
or any nation to eschew even constitutionally mandated avenues of
problem solving considered to be cumbersome inefficient or inimical
to the executives vision of the national interest in foreign affairs there
is also a tendency to consider onesone s own conduct and the conduct ofonesone s
allies and friends to be justified when it is directed at goals deemed by the
executive branch to be good constitutional provisions based on the
checks and balances and separation of powers are sometimes cumber-
some and inefficient for resolving some pressing problems sometimes
congress disagrees with executive policy sometimes the judiciary must
consider whether conduct in foreign affairs has met legal or constitu-
tional muster

today there appear to be few more pressing problems than
terrorism because combating terrorism is so important there is a
tendency for the executive branch to eschew the constitution and
constitutional procedures when they get in the way of policy
objectives this tendency is exacerbated when the battle against
terrorism is coupled with other pressing and important policies such
as keeping communism from gaining another foothold in our
hemisphere but we must ask whether in the name ofantiterrorismofantiterrorismantiantlterrorism we
have become terrorists whether in the name of anticommunismcommunismanticommunistanti and
antitotalitarianismtotalitarianismanti we have allowed erosion of antitotalitariantotalitariananti
protections in our constitution and constitutional order
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WHAT IS TERRORISM

we have all heard the simple aphorism one persons terrorist is
anothersothersan freedom fighter the aphorism sometimes taken seriously
misses the point the issue is whether certain conduct perpetrated by
government officials soldiers police freedom fighters insurgents in a
civil war or dissidents is criminal wars of national liberation wars of
any kind are by definition violent murderously so they are akin to
murder and probably turn many of the participants on both sides into
victims executionersexecutioners or both sartre was correct but incomplete in
aphorizing that once begun it a war of national liberation is a war that
gives no quarter 8 today no war does killing in war sadly is deemed
by nations and other groups to be justifiable or acceptable

some conduct however even within war and thus a fortiori
during times of relative peace is not justifiable or acceptable A fight
for gaining or retaining power or even for survival may cause people
to do unspeakable things but we do not have to justify or even
accommodate such behavior this has long been recognized for
example in 634 AD caliph abu bakr charged the moslem arab armyanny
invading christian syria do not commit treachery nor depart from the
right path you must not mutilate neither kill a child or aged man or
woman 9 killing of babes in arms for example is not acceptable it is
murder perpetrators of such murder are prosecutable and have been
prosecuted 10

substantive criminal law and customary international law consider
certain kinds of conduct criminal as is evidenced by among other things
the complex of international treaties on such subjects as hijacking
hostage taking human rights and the laws of war we may call such
crimes terrorism but it is not necessary to do so 11 what makes this
conduct different from straightforward domestic criminal law is that the
conduct is perpetrated in pursuit of some political military ideological
or religiose end 12 including anarchy or nihilism as well as rebellion or
oppression and the fact that it has an international impact or has been
condemned by international customary or positive law the political
military religiose or ideological purpose is not necessary to render the
conduct criminal but it is helpful in determining conduct that may be
considered an international crime and that should therefore trigger
universal jurisdiction if the child of a head of state or a tribal leader were
murdered in order to intimidate the leader or gain some other advantage
the crime would not only be murder but a crime triggering universal
jurisdiction the same would be true of governmental conduct such as
kidnapping torture and murder of the population in order to intimidate
and quell dissent it should not matter whether such conduct transcended
international boundaries
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wantonly reckless or intentional killing of noncombatantscombatantsnon during
war is a war crime when there is no declared war the wanton or
intentional killing of peacetime analoguesanalogiesanalogues to noncombatantscombatantsnon well call
them innocents is also a crime to add that it is an international
crime should not cause confusion the conduct becomes internationally
or universally prosecutable when it is perpetrated pursuant to
political military ideological or religiose aims or when it is otherwise
in violation of international customary law including that protecting
human rights

affirmative defenses may obtain but the motive or purpose behind
the conduct is not one of them it may be a defense however if a
combatant is killed during war or an equivalent during nondeclarednondeclarernondeclared
hostilities in international law as in criminal law it is justifiable to kill
ones attacker it is also justifiable to attack or kill opponent combatants
or their equivalent in a rebellion insurrection or other uprising or
guerilla war what is not justifiable is the use of noncombatantscombatantsnon or their
equivalent as targets no matter how lofty the goal self defense is
sometimes asserted as a justificationajustification but it is never self defense to attack
an innocent even if killing the innocent would preserve the life of the
defendant self preservation is not self defense 13

some have suggested that it is inappropriate to determine what
international conduct is criminal by focusing on the object or purpose of
the conduct they argue that generally crime is defined by an act not
by motive or object and that we should delineate a crime by what is done
not why it is done or to whom however a crime requires a mens rea as
well as an actus reus culpability is based on the defendants mental state
ones motive may not be relevant but ones knowledge or intent
regarding the object will be for example if someone knows he is killing
a person rather than a deer he has a mental state that will establish
criminal homicide on the other hand if someone kills a deer sincerely
believing it is a person he may not be convicted of criminal homicide
similarly a war crime is committed when violence is perpetrated
intentionally or wantonly against noncombatantscombatantsnon even though the same
conduct is not criminal if committed against combatants A homicide
will be justified if committed against a person attacking with deadly
force but the killing will be murder if intentionally or knowingly
committed against an innocent one who is not attacking with deadly
force even if the killing is to save ones own life thus it is substantively
necessary to take into account the object of the allegedly criminal
conduct to determine whether it is criminal culpability is often based on
the object of the conduct in conjunction with the perpetrators mental
state regarding that object therefore it is perfectly appropriate even
necessary to define criminal terrorism by taking the object and the
mental state about that object into account
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the term innocent will be used in this article to mean noncom
batantsbatanus or their peacetime equivalents there is no justificationnojustification forkillingfor killing
individuals hors de combat oppression may be analogized to an attack
allowing for justified revolutions based on a theory of self defense the
self defense attacks however must be directed against individuals

holding the status of combatants or their peacetime equivalents the
determination of whether an individual is a combatant may be difficult
in a given case but drawing such lines is the job of the judiciary in all
nations

the reagan administration has argued that it is justifiable self
defense to abduct terrorists from abroad and to attack and bomb
nations harboring terrorists the administration has further argued that
a decision to take such measures is per se legal in that no other nation or
institution may question it 14 one danger of this position of course is that
other nations or groups may use it as well could the soviet union
justify a preemptive strike against the united states could any group

that considers itself violated by US policies justify similar conduct
why not if self justification is elevated to the level of legality there is
no rule of law in any crucial context 115I if one has the power to succeed
one is justified

one danger in such a self defining vision of self defense lies in
what it might cause one to do or to become the old german notion of
dasdasrechtrecht combined with that of necessary defense notwehrnothwehrNotwehr and the
soviet version of the same notions neobkhodimaya oboronaoborondoboronaorond are very
similar to the current US administrations view of self defense these
notions hold that any right or defendable interest from life to personal
honor is entitled to the same degree ofprotection and privilege the only
question is whether a right or interest is threatened if so whatever force
is required to prevent the invasion of the right or interest is justified 16 in
both the german and the soviet conceptualization of necessary
defense the notions of legal order die rechtsordnung and social
danger protivopravnyi identify necessary defense with protection of
the legal order itself 17 thus the germans justified attacks on the
sudetenland and poland at the beginning of world war 11II and the
elimination of such threats to the legal order as jews deviates the
insane or other mental deficients and the stalinist USSR justified the
liquidation of enemies of the state in the name of necessary defense

even if killing innocents is deemed effective to promote an end
considered by the actors to be good even if it actually is an efficient
means to intimidate a government or dissident group or to render a
population insecure it does not need to be accepted as morally justified
or legal the claim of the oppressed that a child is the enemy because she
will inherit the benefits of the oppressors is unacceptable just as it is
unacceptable to oppress or to allow other governments or other groups
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to oppress it is not acceptable for combatant forces to hole themselves
up and use innocent noncombatant civilians as shields this is a form of
oppression or terrorism similarly however it is not acceptable to bomb
villages because one wishes to prompt a coup detat or because one
believes that some enemy or terrorist forces may be hiding or inter-
spersed therein

we and our real or perceived enemies are in the habit of justifying
conduct that if it were perpetrated against us would be considered
criminal we all seem to be caught up as albert camus said in some
infernal dialectic that whatever kills one side kills the other too each

blaming the other and justifying his violence by the opponents violence
the eternal question as to who was first responsible loses all meaning
then but camus goes on to say we can at least refrain from what
makes it unforgiveable the murder of the innocent I1181I1 I1 trust that camus
was right when he said that humanity generally does not want to be victim
or executioner 19 when we participate in or accept oppression or the
slaughter of innocents however no matter how lofty the articulated end
we simply become oppressors or slaughterersslaughterers of innocents there is a
common core of values that condemns this oppression and slaughter

it is easy to slip into camusscadmuss infernal dialectic from the
perspective of those who are oppressed it is easy to believe that all law
including that prohibiting violence against innocents works to continue
the oppression children of the oppressors can be seen as enemies as they
will inherit the fruit of oppression jeanpauljean paul sartre put the argument
well

A fine sight they are too the believers in nonviolencenon violence saying that they are
neither executionersexecutioners nor victims very well then ifyoure not victims when
the government which youve voted for when the army in which your
younger brothers are serving without hesitation or remorse have undertaken
race murder you are without a shadow of doubt executionersexecutioners try to
understand this at any rate if violence began this very evening and if
exploitation and oppression had never existed on the earth perhaps the
slogans ofnonviolencenon violence might end the quarrel but if the whole regime even
your nonviolentnon violent ideas are conditioned by a thousand year old oppression
your passivity serves only to place you in the ranks of the oppressors 20

thus the oppressed perceive international law as fostering and
promoting their oppression 21 they argue accurately that the oppression
is a form of violence against innocents themselves the violence and
oppression against them began ages ago and still continues so they
determine to strike out with similar violence against the oppressors
through those who will inherit the fruits of the oppression alternatively
they argue that since the rules of todays international society foster
oppression terror violence against the oppressed the oppressed are
not bound to obey the rules thus as a means to break the yoke of
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oppression and terror they sometimes opt for violence violence is
justified under certain circumstances but sometimes the oppressed
group will opt to reject the rule prohibiting violence against noncom
batantsbatanus or their equivalent as a means to break the yoke of oppression
why they argue should we abide by rules that provide for others at our
expense that function to oppress and do violence to us

however valid the arguments of the oppressed in todays world
any violence they direct against noncombatantscombatantsnon works only to allow the
oppressors to feel justified in their oppression or at least to sell to their
constituents the view that they are justified in using violence to maintain
their power when innocent civilians are attacked by those claiming to
represent the oppressed citizens of the oppressing power they naturally
side with their government the government feeling the support of the
people tends to increase its own oppression or counterviolencecounterviolence against
the originally oppressed oppression and counterviolencecounterviolence both increase
rather than decrease in a frightening cycle

thus we seem to have slipped quite easily into the ancient
mentality of the blood feud lex talionis an eye for an eye calls the
victims or the victims proxies to carry out the sanction against the
victimizers 2212 retaliation is aimed at the collectivity of the actual or
perceived oppressors any member of the opposing group call it the
family clan tribe people nation state is fairly subject to retaliation
the retaliator is not viewed by his or her own group as a criminal or
terrorist because he or she is an instrument of the groups need to avenge
itself once this occurs the other group feels justified in a counter-
reprisal and the vendetta rages

we must escape this cycle no endjustifiesend justifies oppression or violence
against innocents we must condemn it it violates domestic and interna-
tional law the best way to combat terrorism is to work at eliminating the
oppression and depredation forms of terrorism themselves that are at
its root domestic and international law provide a means to combat both
aspects of terrorism they provide a means to keep pressure on perpetra-
tors of oppression and to prosecute and punish all violence against
innocents whether committed for intimidation or other military politi
cal ideological or religiose ends attempts to circumvent the rule of law
only lend impetus to the cycle of violence and terror when these
attempts are combined with efforts to avoid congressional participation
in policymakingpolicy making or oversight or to prevent the judiciary from reviewing
conduct that mightbemightiemight be in violation of law or constitutional provisions
they also pose a serious threat to our constitutional republic no matter
what justification is claimed

if our government by its policy and action promotes or condones
terroristic conduct by the contras in nicaragua or other groups else-
where in the name of democracy it is rejecting the rule of law
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unfortunately some ideologuesideologies believe that terrorism is inevitable and
that the rule of law must be pushed aside to combat it these people are
also likely to argue that just as there is no law when it comes to
international relations there is no appropriate legal definition of
terrorism one persons terrorist is anothersothersan freedom fighter

to be sure difficulties arise in trying to combat terrorism by means
of international law states often refuse to extradite or prosecute perpe-
trators of terror violence when it is committed for a cause they deem
good 2321 while such failures are unfortunate they do not affect the legal
definition of terrorism violation of the law or failure to enforce it does
not negate the law itselfitselL 24 if consistent enforcement is the essence of law
or is necessary for law to exist there is no law at all 2521 international law
has been and will continue to be a means among others that are effectual
in combating terrorism the point is however that to eliminate the rule
of law in order to combat terrorism more efficiently may be more
dangerous than terrorism itself without the rule of law power alone
becomes the keystone of relations substantive and procedural constitu-
tional protections are left aside

in order to establish a consistent policy and means to protect
humanity against terror violence it is necessary to provide a legal
definition of the crime or crimes that we condemn as terrorism to do
this we must distinguish justifiable violence perpetrated against an
enemy in war or insurgency from acts of terrorism it is necessary to
determine who constitutes an enemy and who among the enemy
may be subject to legal violence given the rhetoric of the day this may
not be an easy task it may be that because the law condones violence in
certain circumstances the key to objectively identifying terrorism will
be the law of war and substantive criminal law

the late professor richard baxter articulated the commonly felt
sense of futility in trying to define terrorism we have cause to regret
that a legal concept of terrorism was ever inflicted upon us the termterin
is imprecise it is ambiguous and above all it serves no operative legal
purpose in fact however no legal definition of anything makes any
sense except in terms of the purpose for which it is applied if we can
decide what our purpose is in preventing the violence most people fear
and call terrorism we will have the working definition we need

I1 agree with what I1 believe is the sense of baxters statement of
regret and frustration it is not good to have a legal definition of terrorism
or even to use the term if it is to be used for legalistic quibbling and
obfuscation or as a rhetorical device to achieve ulterior ends or to justify
ones own counterconductcounterconduct which may in itself be criminal or violative
of civil liberties or other aspects of the constitution or international law
for example consider the so called shultz doctrine to apply military
force to preempt terrorism or to retaliate against terrorists or states
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supporting harboring or training terrorists 26 caspar weinberger as
secretary of defense opposed such responsive military strikes because
they kill women and children 1127112127 in addition one can agree with baxter
in another sense the termterin terrorism is perhaps not necessary if the
conduct that constitutes it falls within a common core of criminality that
is universally condemned anyway 2821

without participating extensively in the debate over what the
properly complete legal definition of terrorism might be it is appropriate
to determine what sort of conduct clearly is terrorism there may be no
need for an abstract allaliail encompasencompassencompassingsing definition but there is a need to
establish the elements of the offenses we consider as terrorism or
whatever else we may wish to call it to convict an actus reus and mens
rea must be proved for the purpose of this article at least I1 will adopt
a very limited definition terrorism is the application of violence against
innocent individuals for the purpose of obtaining some military
political ideological or religiose end 29 29terrorismterrorism is conduct wherein
the perpetrators do violence to innocents including taking them hostage
in order to intimidate a nation or population or to reap some other
political ideological or military advantage or benefit an innocent is a
person who is not an attacker or an aider and abettor of an attacker to
be an aider or abettor one must have the same intent or criminal mental
state as the attacker in this sense terrorism can be committed by the
military even during a war when the state allows or ignores purposeful
or reckless killing of innocents 30 A crime against humanity such as
genocide torture or apartheid is a form of terrorism 31 what we call it
does not really matter it is all illegal and immoral terror violence

violence is justified in self defense or when it occurs in revolution
or breaking the yoke of oppression some ideologuesideologies would extend this
justification to violence against innocent civilians when it is committed
for a just cause but violence against innocents is never justified self
defense does not comprehend the killing of innocents those not in a
mode of attack upon us or the use of innocents as a means to self
preservation one is not justified in slitting a weaker persons throat and
drinking his blood or eating his flesh because one will starve otherwise 32

A nation may not justifiably starve or attack and destroy or otherwise
oppress a group or nation inside or outside its borders to benefit the
majority of the population or the power elite any group that adopts such
a tactic that oppresses or commits terror violence or promotes or
condones its use whether in the name of god or in the name of
communism or democracy or any other piety has no room to
complain about the other side doing the same condemnation of
terrorism by those who use it or condone its use by other states or its
favorite freedom fighters is hollow terrorism committed by a group
against a nation or its nationals should not be an excuse to commit the
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same against innocents of that group we should be beyond the blood
feud mentality of using innocent noncombatant members of our
enemies population as proxies for our vengeance or expiation or as tools
for promoting our interests through intimidation

whether the terror violence occurs in a setting where it should be
called a war crime a crime against humanity or state or group terrorism
it is condemnable terror violence terrorism from this point of view is
simply violent crime and so it has traditionally been considered by
anglo american continental islamic and other systems of jurispru-
dence 33 international law condemns this conduct and provides for
jurisdiction to be asserted over each of these types of terrorism on the
basis of at least three legal theories the universality theory which would
allow the state obtaining jurisdiction over the person to prosecute the
protective principle and the territorial theory 3414 prosecution is called for
and appropriate perhaps this presents a phenomenological vision of law
it is submitted that most ifnot all peoples consider violence against their
own noncombatantscombatantsnon whether done by powers that are over them or by
outsiders to be evil and illegal violence against innocents triggers the
justification for revolution and for violence but not for violence by proxy
against the evildoers noncombatantscombatantsnon if a thing is evil or illegal when
committed against ones own it is illegal when done against others even
against the original evildoers such conduct should be and is a crime
whether committed by a government by a soldier during a war or civil
insurrection or by a member of a political or guerilla group A united
states district court noted in the letelier murder case

there is no discretion to commit or to have ones officers or agents commit
an illegal act whatever policy options may exist for a foreign country
it has no discretion to perpetrate conduct designed to result in the
assassination of an individual or individuals action that is clearly contrary
to the precepts of humanity as recognized in both national and international
law 35

international and domestic law equip us to extricate ourselves from
the infemalinfernal dialectic of violence they provide the means whereby we
may avoid accepting or participating in even by acquiescence oppres-
sion or the slaughter of innocents for this means to be effective
however we must accept the rule of law at every level and not be misled
by public relations techniques designed to obfuscate or to justify conduct
when no justification is appropriate it is the responsibility of our
executive and legislative branches to ensure that no policies promoting
violence against innocents to advance goals of any kind are adopted it
is the responsibility of us all not to acquiesce in the perpetration or
support of terrorism and to subject its perpetrators to appropriate prose-
cution it is the responsibility of the justice department to prosecute
other members of the executive branch just as it must prosecute other
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individuals who commit terrorism if the justice department fails to
prosecute or if there is significant conflict of interest it is necessary to
appoint a special prosecutor it is the responsibility of our judiciary not
to hide behind the political question doctrine and to decide when illegal
and unconstitutional conduct occurs

TERRORISM COMMUNISM CABALS
AND THE constitution

the framers of the constitution left no doubt about their intention
to protect our liberty by scrupulous separation of powers and significant
checks and balances alexander hamilton for example declared there
is no liberty if the power ofjudging be not separated from the legislative
and executive powers 36 the constitution is clear that policy develop-
ment in foreign affairs is to be a jointajoint effort the executive and legislative
branches make the policy for the people and the judiciary decides
whether the policy even though it relates to foreign affairs is constitu-
tional the executive branch even with the advice and consent of the
senate cannot constitutionally enter into a treaty with another nation that
would for example promote slavery or apartheid or that would elimi-
nate due process for those found in the united states and charged with
terrorism clearly the judiciary has a role to play in matters of foreign
relations

the executive branch has had a tendency to want to rid itself of the
inconvenience of having to deal with congress and the judiciary in
matters of grave importance in international relations some have
argued in defense of this policy that congress only has the power to
declare war 5137113737 congress seems often to have acquiesced in executive

arrogation of power in matters of foreign affairs and especially in the area
ofwar powers moreover the senate has recently acquiesced in elimina
tion of the judicial role in a matter quintessentially and traditionally
judicial of deciding questions of law and fact relating to human liberty
at least when one of our close allies charges that a person has committed
a terrorist act the executive branch negotiated a treaty with the united
kingdom whereby requests for extradition based on specified terrorist
conduct will allow only the executive branch to consider the legal and
factual issues of whether the conduct constituted a political offense
and is therefore not extraditable 3831

extradition is the means by which one nation may seek the return
of fugitives who have escaped to another country 3919 extradition treaties
provide for extradition on a showing of probable cause that the fugitive
committed an extraditable offense this means that a decision must be
made as to whether the treaty applies to the circumstances alleged to have
occurred and whether the evidence suggests that there is probable cause
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to believe the person accused committed the prohibited acts thus it is
a question of law the application of the treaty and of fact because the
decision to extradite deprives an individual of basic liberties it is as a
matter of due process and separation of powers a question for the
judiciary to decide 40

the political offense exception developed from principles of
asylum and sovereignty 41 it allows one nation to refuse to extradite a
fugitive if the offense charged in the extradition request is of a political
nature it is designed for those situations wherein the fugitive is a
defeated partisan in an insurrection or civil war or for those individuals
charged with crimes after having been defeated in an attempted revolu-
tion or war for self determination it recognizes the right to revolt and to
use violence to escape oppression and applies to those situations in which
a person or group commits violence against the military or combatant
political forces that have imposed the yoke of oppression on them 4212

although the political offense exception recognizes that violence is
justified in certain circumstances it does not include violence and terror
against innocents these no matter how they may be glorified are
immoral and criminal even when perpetrated by those claiming to
defend democracy or by those claiming to fend off oppression the
political offense exception does not apply to this criminal terror
violence

the political offense exception has been part of our extradition law
since the beginning of modem extradition practice in the mid nineteenth
century it is part of the extradition law of virtually all nations except
those in the soviet orbit 4341 the exception presents issues of mixed law
and fact was there an insurrection was violence used against innocents
or noncombatantscombatantsnon and issues of law were the people attacked noncom
batantsbatanusbatants what is an insurrection for purposes of the political offense
exception its resolution impacts on human liberty thus the consti-
tution calls for this determination to be made by the judiciary even
though one may infer from article 3 section 1 that the constitution
allows the legislative branch to determine the jurisdiction of the
judiciary it is fair to say that the legislature may not define jurisdiction
so as to eliminate the judiciary from deciding questions at the intersection
of due process and human liberty 44 article 3 section 2 provides that
trial of all crimes shall be by jury implying that some sort of court

will consider such matters
the current administration has claimed that the political offense

exception promotes terrorism it does not while courts have made and
will make in the future some errors most of the time they correctly
decide political offense cases 4541 congress could draft legislation that
could provide sufficiently clear guidelines and standards for application
of the political offense exception to eliminate most of what is left of the
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possibility for judicial error indeed the state and justice departments
had drafted such legislation and presented it to congress then the
reagan administration found it expedient to withdraw their support of
this legislation because they found it preferable to remove the issue from
the realm of law and the courts altogether 46

the supplementary convention on extradition between the united
states and the united kingdom was ratified effectively removing the
judiciary from the process of deciding whether conduct fits the political
offense exception to extradition since terrorism as defined in this article
would not fit the political offense exception anyway the only impact the
supplementary convention has is to eliminate the judiciary from
considering the issue and applying the exception in situations in which
it ought to apply the supplementary treaty with great britain effec-
tively eliminates the political offense exception except for the offenses
of sedition treason and espionage it is another example of the executive
branch this time with the advice and consent of the senate attempting
to arrogate power to itself in the arena of foreign affairs especially when
terrorism or war is involved

there has been a tendency for the congress and even the judiciary
to accept the erroneous proposition that the arena of foreign affairs ought
to be exclusively within the executive prerogative 4741 the so called
political question doctrine has allowed the supreme court to eschew
decision making in the arena of foreign affairs it would seem however
that the court ought not evade its responsibility to decide a case wherein
constitutional values are at issue just because the issues are also related
to foreign affairs and have been the subject of a treaty provision ratified
by the senate it does not follow that the courts cannot hear them
agreement in a treaty coupled with the advice and consent of the senate
is not a mechanism for avoiding constitutional scrutiny or removing the
judiciary from its constitutional mandate to decide questions of fact and
law relating to human liberty the supplementary convention on extra
ditionaition is an attempt to do just that the creation of a secret cabal to sell
arms to iran and to finance the contras without legislative input or
oversight is an even more ominous attempt to evade the constitutional
separation of powers

the constitution reflects the concern of the founding fathers
about the tendency of the executive to try to consolidate power and to
weaken checks on its pursuance of its goals james madison warned
against attempts by the executive branch to appropriate congresss war
powers for example

every just view that can be taken of this subject admonishes the public of
the necessity of a rigid adherence to the simple the received and the
fundamental doctrine of the constitution that the power to declare war
including the power ofjudgingofjudging of the causes of war is fully and exclusively
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vested in the legislature that the executive has no right in any case to
decide the question whether there is or is not a cause for declaring war that
the right of convening and informing congress whenever such a question
seems to call for a decision is all the right which the constitution has
deemed requisite or proper and that for such more than for any other
contingency this right was specially given to the executive 481

abraham lincoln understood the wisdom of the founders in
providing constitutional checks on the war powers of the executive

kings had always been involving and impoverishing their people in wars
pretending generally if not always that the good of the people was the
object this our delegates to the constitutional convention understood to
be the most oppressive of all kingly oppressionsoppress ions and they resolved to so
frame the constitution that no one man should hold the power of bringing
oppression upon us 49

henry clay noted that this aspect of the united states constitution was
unique everywhere else the power of declaring war resided with the
executive here it was deposited with the legislature 5010

the executive branch has a tendency to suggest that since matters
of foreign affairs such as the war powers for example are subject to the
power of the executive in other nations they should belong exclusively
to the executive in the united states as well article 1 section 8 of the
united states constitution provides unambiguously that congress shall
have power to declare war only congress has the authority to
establish a state of war or to approve or ratify an act of war 51 today
however declaration of war virtually never occurs 52 some have argued
that congress only has power to declare war leaving the executive with
full discretion over the use of military forces in any situation where a
formal declaration of war has not been made 53 rostow argues that the
term to declare war is unique to international law and that it must be
understood pursuant to international law he further asserts

the international powers of the united states are conferred and defined by
international law internationally the government of the united states pos-
sesses all the powers possessed by any other state under international law
including the sovereign power to violate international law the constitution
commits these powers to the political discretion of congress and the
president in accordance with the principle of functional necessnecessityityl54

rostow argues that functional necessity requires that the president
alone sometimes have the power to make war that is to commit acts of

55war
it is a strange view of law to consider it as sanctioning the notion

that one may violate it at will if one has the power no doubt the power
to do so sometimes exists but does power equal law it seems more
accurate to say that although nations in the international arena like
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individuals in a domestic arena sometimes have the power or the luck to
avoid sanction when they violate a law this does not mean that the law
validates its own violation what germany did during world war II11 was
arguably legal under germanysgermanasGermanys domestic positive law but it was not
legal under international law this would have been true whether
germany got away with it or not furthermore just because some
allied nations and their officials committed war crimes during world
war 11II or other wars and were not prosecuted or punished it does not
follow that there was no international law in operation

behind this notion of sovereignty and functional necessity there
lies the assumption that there is no international law except that based on
consent moreover this functional necessity view of international law is
also thought sufficient to overcome constitutional mandates or at least
to control the definition and application of constitutional principles and
terminology when foreign affairs are concerned thus according to this
school of thought we are to read our constitution in accordance with
notions of functional necessity and in the same fashion that other nations
would read theirs and since the sovereign power in the international
sphere is generally controlled by the executive it follows for the
functional necessity advocates that the president alone must have this
power and constitutional authority this is really nothing more than the
reductionistic view that the power of sovereignty includes unbridled
freedom to act even in violation of norms recognized by all peoples and
nations and even against the thrust of constitutional language and
history it is a view that the executive branch can function with impunity
in the realm of war fighting terrorism and perhaps even generally in the
arena of foreign relations this argument from sovereignty and func-
tional necessity in foreign affairs rings suspiciously like that totalitarian
executive power about which so many of the founding fathers and
president lincoln warned

there is no doubt that when the nation is attacked the president
may call out the troops and may commit our forces in self defense even
this however must be ratified by congress 5616 not only must congress
ratify acts of war it also has the power to establish basic policy goals and
strategies relating to war and foreign affairs it has the power to provide
for the common defense to regulate commerce among nations to declare
war to grant letters of marque and reprisal to provide and maintain a
navy to raise and support armies and to provide for organizing and
calling out the militia 57 congress also has the power to make all laws
necessary and proper to accomplish these constitutional objectives 58

these powers explicitly provided congress by the constitution demon-
strate the speciousness of the functional necessity argument

the functional necessity argument denigrates the constitution
by placing it on the same plane as international law even though the
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constitutional division of powers is the superior norm in our constitu-
tional republic moreover the international law described by the notion
of functional necessity is not international law at all but merely the rule
of superior power ironically then the functional necessity view
posits a lawless international order to warrant adoption of a construction
of the constitution that eviscerateseviscerates traditional limitations all to the
proclaimed end of furthering goals perceived to be required by a
dangerous world but a dangerous world is not rendered less dangerous
if we adopt totalitarian practices in order to fight totalitarianism or when
we use terrorist means to fight terrorism indeed the constitutional
checks and balances provide the wherewithal to ensure that we do not
violate international law or destroy our constitutional republic through
precipitous executive action

the conduct I1 have described as terrorism poses a vicious threat to
human dignity it must be condemned whether it emanates from states
against inhabitants of their own territory in violation of human rights
law or against noncombatantscombatantsnon extraterritorially it is criminal whether
perpetrated by groups of insurgents or those struggling for independence
or freedom from oppression its criminality can be determined by
customary international law and domestic substantive criminal law

the greatest danger posed by terrorism to our democracy and
constitutional republic may be our executive branchsbrancesbranchs overreactionoverreaction to it
and use of terrorism as an excuse to erode the constitutionally mandated
sharing of powers in the realm of foreign affairs war powers and
combating international crime ifwe are to avoid manifest hypocrisy the
destruction of the rule of law and erosion of our primary democratic and
constitutional values we must be vigilant and avoid participating in
criminal conduct either directly or as alders and abettorsabettors we must not
allow hysteria to cause us to accept an arrogation of power by the
executive branch at the expense of the other two branches although
congress is sometimes cumbersome and the judiciary may make
mistakes these institutions are set in the constitution as checks and
balances for our domestic protection against autocracy whether
combating terrorism is accomplished by means of extradition and
prosecution of alleged perpetrators or by a decision to initiate acts of war
the constitutional order must be preserved
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manifest

I1 watched horizons for a sign
any sign to show that solid truth
a hashflashnnash of light
an image dreamed
a visitation holy asked
not much
not for a god
to show
that solid beam
to found the rest

I1 cried

I1 need to know

an echo

of former voices along
some unremembered line
and strained my eyes to see
more than heated fantasies
within the fading clouds

while you
stood behind me whispering
beyond what could not be
I1 knew poets migliorfabromiglior fabro
who had been denied that face before

why not me

As I1 looked out on empty skies
A gentler breeze than trumpet blasts
called me to look in

had I1 turned
and heard the voice
behind the thunder
what then would I1 have seen
I1 wonder

virginia E baker

virginia E baker is director of the odyssey poetry contest and lives in provo utah



constitution ben franklin

june

god is listening gentlemen so be careful with his name
A bit more reverence please when you speak of his weather
I1 know its hot dont you think im still alive enough to feel it
we are here
if you recall
to try to build a nation
whats that rhode island no 76 was not enough
though if you care to abstain no one will probably notice
what we accomplished twelve years ago was a war
yes virginia I1 know it was necessary
but a divorce does not a new marriage make
we are americans but most of this country cant see that yet
so we are here
and though we may argue and bicker
there had better be something feasible come out of this
history
as well as many a frightened rebellious would be democracy
is taking note of what we do here
so bicker all you like gentlemen
but get something done

july

now carolina you speak of the common man
so disparagingly I1 wouldnt
were I1 you
have you ever actually met one I1 didnt think so
just remember and this goes as well for you
new york that the common mans blood
soaked the virgin soil of this land
they not you with your money and false aristocracy
died for the freedom we all enjoy
besides
they outnumber you greatly
it really is their nation
and im pretty sure they did not ask you to run it



august

I1 can see that we are at an impasse
to have a strong government or many small ones
that is as I1 percievepercieve it the question
I1 have no perfect answer dont look so shocked
georgia but I1 know enough to see that any
nation which cannot even tax its citizens for the common good
will soon be destroyed
remember how small and weak we are
and how very close england and france are god bless their war
we must be strong
we must also be just
the man who solves that dilemma should be sainted

september

gentlemen it is late
and I1 am more tired of your shouting than I1 am of life
and ive put up with life far longer
how I1 wish tom jefferson were here
still what we have come up with must do
I1 admit I1 do not like all of it yes new york
I1 know you dont like any of it
but im not sure that I1 shall not like it better at a later point
I1 believe this document indeed this nation as a whole
god inspired and somehow god guided
he does work in mysterious ways does he not
and I1 have learned that questioning the divine will of the lord
is ridiculous as well as dangerous
1I gentlemen shall sign

jani sue muhlestein

jani sue muhlestein is a graduate student in history at brigham young university
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